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WED RECENTLY — Dr. and
Mrs. J. E. Walker are shown
following the announcement of
their marriage. Mrs. Walker,
the former Miss Louise O'Reilly, is the daughter ol Clarence
O'Reilly and the late Mrs.

O'Reilly of Yazoo, Miss. The
announcement was made by
Mrs. Walker's aunt and uncle,
Mr. and Mrs. 0, C. Fouche,
of 1458 Hamilton. The attractive bride is a school teacaer.
Dr. Walker is the founder and

chairman of the board of directors of the Unkersal Life
Insurance company, and is
president of the Trl-State Bane
of Memphis. (SEE STORY ON
PAGE THREE) Hooks Photo.

Take Drastic Action
Against AME Prelate
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Victim Of Beating By Grocer

PINE BLUFF, Ark. — Three
men, including two students from
the Arkansas AM & N college,
arrested on the scene of a prosegregationist rally staged by the
self-styled "Prophet" M. D. Willett appeared in court last week
on charges of disturbing the peace
Charges against Odell Mack, a
sociology junior of East St. Louis,
Ill., were dismissed, while Oliver
liarris, a Negro construction worker who threw a carton of milk
on Willett, and attempted to strike
the man with a microphone before being arrested, was fined $25.
Mr. Harris was beaten by the
police following his arrest, and
was released on $300 bond with a
bleeding nose and a closed eye.
Case Pending
The case against another student, Harold Dorsey, an art major,
of Tougaloo, Miss., was continued
to allow attorneys for both sides
to file briefs. The students were
represented in court by Atty.
See PRO•SEG, Page 2

Final Tribute
Paid By Leaders
To Dr. Martinez

BEATEN WITH PISTOL —
Mrs. Theola Mann of 3065
Travis rd., Walker Homes,
shows the photographer bruises suffered when she was beaten with a revolver recently

and driven at gunpoint from
Lnker's Grocery store, at (RI
located at 558 Nonconnah rd..
by the white owner, Morris
Luker, when she went there

to explain why she had been
unable to pay a small bill.
Mrs. Mann told a reporter
that she had been in the hospital recovering from burns,

Op

Struggle From Cradle
To Grave -For What?
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Gladney Tells Why He
Wants To Study AtMSU

Leave Church After Rites For Martinez

There were 70 students on hand last Saturday to take
the recently devised test for admission to Memphis State
University, but Robert Earl Gladney, a 17-year old senior
at Douglas High school, , who resides at 1517 Willis sit.,
was the most outstanding from one point of view.
,
If successful in the test, he will
become the first Negro to quali- willing to say that he had passed
fy for entrance at the schoql which the test with "flying colors," but
so far has managed to keep its was maintaining a wait-and-nee atdoors closed to Negroes. The Board titude. He will know sometime
f Education recently authorized next month just how he made out.
ie admission of Negroes to both
the undergraduate and graduate'WILL COST LESS'
At his home on Sunday, he said,
schools who pass the test.
The son of Rev. and Mrs. Alex "I am not trying to prove atty.
Gladney, young Robert was not thing. I want to attend a college
where I can get the subjects I
need fot entrance into a law
schCiol: and it will cost much less
if I can live at home, and attend
college at the same time."
'the Douglass High school student said that he did not notice
any animosity toward him from
white students who were present
to take the test, but that they
all seemed to be "just curious,"
and took a "good look" at him.
At Douglass Robert is a trumpet
player in the school band and orchestra, and a member of the
Sons of Douglass. He is a member
of the St John Baptist church in
Chelsea.
His father, Rev Gladney, is employed at the International Harvester company, and is president
of the Bluff City Council of Civic
clubs.
SUBLET EARL GLADNEY

the man, who relies almost
100 per cent upon Negroes ii
the area for his business. —
Photos by Withers.

Increase In Negro Employment

Leaders from several denominincrease In employment. w a s
ations and organizations were
By LOUIS LAUTIER
mainly in agriculture. Employpresent at the Warner Temple
AME Zion church here last Friday
WASHINGTON, D. C. — (NNPA) — Unemployment Iment of colored workers in agriculture rose from 592,000 (five
night to pay their respects to Dr.
of colored workers totaled 1.035,000 (one million thirty- hundred ninety-two thousand) in
ST. LOUIS — In a special ,,ession of the General (.1)iirch in Atlanta. Ca . and was Daniel F. Martiner, the president
48,000, according February to 679,000 (six hundred
by an overwhelming ma- of Johnson Memorial institute at five thousand) in mid -March, a drop of
Board of the AIME Church held last week at the Way.lpassed
jority.
Batesville.
Report on the Labor Force issued by the seventy-nine thousand) in March
Monthly
the
to
man Temple AME church, drastic action was taken to cur- The mishandling of the church's Here from St. Louie to give mov— an increase of 87,000.
Bureau Tuesday.
TOTAL PICTURE
tail the misuse of funds by Bishop D. Ward Nichols and money was discovered, it was ing remarks and glowing tribute Census
reported, after as auditor was to the man who early in his ea- Employment rose by 117,05' beEmployment in non-agricultural
the Judicial councot
employed to check its records, reer became famous 83 a religious tween February hnd 'March. The merce Sinclair Week!) and Secre- Industries among colored workers
colored
During the gessi
initseeflcd
and one of the elders In the district leader and an educator were Dr. rise in employment among
tary of Labor James P. Mitchell rose from 5,464,000 in February
lilted's in the amount of $3,22t.881,ing the meeting. Presiding at the involved reported the matter to W. A. Fingal, representing the St. workers exceeded the general into 4,494,000 in March.
jointly announced.
same
re introduced to substantiate General Board meeting was Bish- the General Board.
the
in
300,000
of
Louis "Argus," and Dr. Ulysses crease
Total civilian employment edgcgl
in employment of
Increase
The
Was
the charge against the bishop. op S. L. Green, the senior bishunemployment
while
period,
S. Donaldson, of the commerce
up slightly over the month to
workers, like the general
colored
Comof
The matter will be handled at the
Secretary
unchanged,
of the denomination,
department of Sumner High school.
62 311 000 (sixty-two million three
General Conference of the church I
Both were very close friends of
hundred eleven thousand,) mainly
The resolution calling for Immedto be held in 1960.
the deceased.
reflecting a seasonal improvelate action on the matter by a
Among those clergymen sem
Also on hand to give remarks
ment in agriculture,
joint cominittee of members of the
log on the General Board which Legal
Farm employment advanced by
on Dr. Martinez, who, until Ills
Redress and Budget co
cornh
t
N' h
actionk
242,000 to 5,072,000 (five million
death was presiding elder of the
mittees of the General Board was
Judicial
Council
the
was
oh and
seventy-two thousand,) with most
Batesville district of the A. M. E.
presented by Rev. H. I. Bearden,
Rev. H. Rolph Jackson, president
of the addition consisting of womZion church, were Dr. T. E. Huntpastor of the Big Bethel AME
of the Brotherhood of the A. M. E.
en and young persons who had
Fearful that the erection of a Ne- ley, of the Batesville district, and
church and pastor of the St. Anbeen outside the labor force the
gro housing subdivision slated to representatives of the St. John
drew AME church in Memphis.'
month before.
the
he built on Hawkins Mills road Grand Lodge, the William Townson
articles
of
series
a
in
first
the
is
This
NOTE:
EDITOR'S
It was the Brotherhood, under
might pose a threat to the con. end lodge, and the Tau Phi chap40," by Mrs. Carlotta Stewart. NON-AGRICULTURAL
After
Anxiety
"Outwitting
subject:
Rev. Jackson's leadership, that
tinuance of segregation in Fray- ter of the Omega Psi Phi fraNon-agricultural employment reReaders will find the veteran educator's advice informative and
called for a financial reform proser public schools, approximately ternity.
mained virtually unchanged at
interesting.
gram within the denomination,,
900 white residents of the area met Dr. Martinez Cited at the Moore's
57,239,000 (fifty-seven million two
commonly known as "the Budget,"!
last week to oppose the project. clinic in Batesville on Friday, ApCARLCYrTA STEWART
hundred thirty-nine thousand) in
By
during a General Conference seaIn Merge of the protest meeting ril 4, at the age of 60. He had
March, as gains in some service
to
cradle
the
in
Miami, Fla.
sion held in 1956
•
was Ed Rice, a merchant, who not been well since last Fall before
Too often we struggle anxiously from
and outdoor activities were offset
FIND EVIDENCE
has served as a past president undergoing a major operation. Bethe grave in order to enjoy briefly a questionable success by further cutbacks in manufacDuring the meet last week, tha
Hailed In Special Section of the Frayser Community Coon- fore being fully recovered, he re- before we begin to dread the loss of what we have acquired turing and related industries.
'TO-member board said that evi-,
cil. The three-hour session was ter- sumed a full schedule, and reAs compared with a year eardence had been gathered which SEE PAGES 9 - 10 - 11 - 12 minated only after a unanimous entered the hospital shortly before through illness or death.
lier, total employment was down
proved that Bishop Nichols had
vote was made to appeal to the his death.
The great religious leaders have not saved the day. by 1,554,000 (one million five hunmisused funds, and had disbursed
City Commission to have the plans At his funeral the choir sang apdred fifty-four thousand,) with
•
money without the consent-of the
abolished.
propriately the hymn, "I'm Going Philosophers and literary men
1,192,000 (one million one hundred
weaknesses
eneral Board, which has conOne man suggested "burning" to Work Until My Day Is Done." have exposed human
and abounding In conflicts. Yet, ninety-two thousand) of that desuggestions
some
made
have
.col of such matters.
Negroes out, but the group firmly Prayer at the service was of- and
these facts need amplification.
recorded in the non-farm sechave The journey through life is long cline
vetoed the suggestion.
An attempt will be made to refered by Rev. L. W. Raspberry, for improvement, but few
tor.
listened.
or
read
lucky
the
misused
accordis
it
funds,
the
cover
and difficult, and
The subdivision has been ap- pastor, Warner AME Zion churct
Unemployment remained virtualPsychiatry teaches that the neuproved by ,the Memphis and Sheling to a statement issued follow-1
ly unchanged at 5,198,000 (five milby County Planning Commission, See DR. MARTINEZ, Page 2
rotic person is immature, childish, See STRUGGLE, Page 2
lion one hundred 98 thousand,) and did not show its usual
seasonal improvement between
February and March. Nontnally,
a drop of about 5 per cent is
expected at thi• time of year.
As a result the seasonally adjusted rate of unemployment advanced to 7 as compared to 6.7 per

Frayser Girds
To Oppose New
Negro Housing

as4 bad been mile to pay

cent a month earlier and 3.9 Dlill
cent in March a year ago.
The March Increase in the us.
employment rate of .3 (threetenths) per cent however, was a
good deal smaller than that recorded in the two previous months.
SOME RECALLED
New unemployment — that Is,
the number who had been laid
off or started looking for work
since the previous month — dip!
ped by 200,000 (two hundred thous.
and) to 1,760,000 (one million seas
en hundred fifty thousand) in
March.
At the same time, the lag In
rehiring boosted the number of
long-term unemployed (those out
of work 15 weeks or longer) by
300,000 to a post war high of
1,450,000 (one million four hundred fifty thousand.)
Athough unemployment did not
See INCREASE, Page 2

Statement On
Glenview Issue
On page one of the Tri-Stato
Defender edition of March 29, a
story was published entitled "Real
Estate Group Spurns Glenview
Plan," which originated from the
Mutual Real Estate association.
The release stated, in regard to
the Glenview area, "Negroes have
a right to purchase wherever
homes are advertised for sale to
them, and especially when the
territory has been designated for
them by the Memphis and Shelby
County Real Estate Board and the
City Commissioners."
The phrase: "and especially
when the territory has been designated for them by the Memphis
and Shelby County Real Estate
Board and the City Commissioners" is incorrect, We regret that
this error in the release was pub.
Hazed through mistake.

Centenary Will Hear
Educator On April 27
Mrs. Elizabeth Townsend will he the guest speaker on
Sunday morning, April 27, when Achievement Day is cele•
hrated at the Centenary Methodist church. The Woman's
Society of Christian Service at the church will be in charge
of the services during the day.
Mrs. Townsend, a certified

RITES FOR 4 LEADER —
Funeral services for Dr. Daniel F. Martine,. the president
of Johnson Memorial institute and presiding elder of the

Batesville oft 7ion district,
were held here in Memphis
last riday night at the Warne! Temple AME 'lion chareh.
Pictured leaving the church

are al extreme left, Bev. U.
W. Raspberry, pastor of the
church: Mrs. Martine', the wi•
ciou, in black third from heft;

sad Bishop C. E. Tucker, of
the Tenth Episcopal district,
in robe, who delicered the eulogy. — Photo by Withers.

speaker in the Methodist church- 'it
es, is a native of Grenada, Miss.,
and studied at Rust college in
Holly Springs, Miss. She was
graduated from LeMoyne college,
and studied at Atlanta university
and the University of Chicago before receiving her master's degree from Tennessee A and I State
university at Nashville.
A member of Centenary, Mrs.
Townsend has served on the teachrig staff of several schools in
he area, and was for seven
years principal of the Capperville
High school in Capperville, Tenn.
PUBLIC INVITED
During the afternoon a program
of music, song, and speech will
he presented by the youth of the
church under the sponsorship of
Mrs. Clyde Whitfield and Miss
See EDUCATOR, Page 2

MRS. ELIZABETH TOWNSEND

2 DEFENDER
Sat.,

Vance Branch To Mark
National YWCA Week

Struggle

April 19, 1958

Repeat Of'Think Pink'
Fashion Revue April18

(Continued From Page 1)

person who can start under as auThe Young Women's Christian the United 72enks concentrate on
spicious conditions as is possible.
Association of Memphis announc- giving the dant* community a
Growing up is a different process.
ed last week that it will join with fuller understandin., of the role
Man seems to be unnecessarily
YWCA's in more than 1600 com- of the YWCA, not only in this
thwarted in his goals for happimunities in the United States in country but in the 69 others where
ness and health. He becomes
observing National YWCA Week, the YWCA is at work today, Mrs.
on hand to make the affair an fearful, doubtful, perplexed and
committee
entertainment
Owen said.
The
April 20 thr:xgh April 26.
unforgettable fashion triumph.
this state of mind he
In
confused.
Xctivities
Day
Woman's
In Memphis, the YWCA seeks
int
During the week, the YWCA
The entertainment committee cannot act rationally and conOlive Cathedral CME
to offer a "Bigger World" to
around
program
Theits
center
will
Mesdames
of
composed
if
structively, and his body nfay disChurch will presnt a reproduction
the national theme, "A Bigger young women of the community
resa Taylor, Dora Williamson, tress him as well as his mind.
of Gersoppa Dukes "Think Pink"
World for You — Join The with a program that includes
Leora Gunter, The aim of these articles is to
Mobley,
Earline
the
r,--traordinalre at
•
YWCA," according to Mrs. Addie classes for adults, clubs for teenGwendolyn Mar- tell the meaning, as well as
Evans,
Thelma
at
night
to
i'MCA on April 18, Friday
G. Owen, Branch Executive Di- agers, clubs for young adults,
shall, Eartine Segrest, Geraldine describe some of the symptoms
clubs for the older adults, interest
8.
rector.
Black, G. Homer, Marie Coe, Lu- of anxiety; to show how they can
On Sunday, April 2C, the week groups, special activities, and
The affair which was a corm cille Davis, Fannie Jo Jones, be generated within one's self; and
work, conference and
committee
will open with a program for the
plete sell-out in its original show- Carrie B. Wilson, Frances Has- to offer some simple suggestions
public at Centenary Methodist convention participation.
ing Easter Sunday evening with sell, Mildred Frazier, Claudine as to how they may be controlled
Mrs. Owen, in announcing the
Church on Mississippi blvd. A
persons being turned away, will be Home, Abbie Jackson and Wilma during middle age, lest such conspeaker- from the Mental Hygiene YWCA's plan for National YWCA
presented with interesting varia- Lang.
flicts produce a neurotic pattern.
society will speak on the timely Week, extended an invitation to
11 will surely appeal to
Cornelia M. Crenshaw serves at The problem occupies'a central
LAvilb
taste.
subject of Mental Health, at 3:00 girls and women throughoid the
chairman of the committee with position in psychopathology. In
the most discriminating
p. m. Wednesday, April 23, the community to visit the YWCA,' of
Helen Sawyer as co-chairMrs. Coriaella M. Crenshaw will Mrs.
other words, anxiety is the danger
members of the YW-Wives will be 541 Vance, and determine if there
human
the
mobilizes
which
coordinate and narrate the if- man.
signal
host to the representatives of the is program of special interest to
The public Is invited to attend organiem's resources at all levall
fair. Robert L. Dillard and
Press and Radio. There will be a them.
Draper, Gertrude Turner,
These
Bradley, Hilda Kelly Reim,
YWCA WGRKERS
members of Gersoppa Dukes, this affair.
els of functioning in the interest
She further stated that if there
luncheon at 11 a. m. The Y-Teens
Carrie Smith Scott, May Lou
Sara Reed Dixon, Mrs. A. W.
Rev. Henry C. Bnnton is pasare some of the workers In
fabulous models and 29 entertainselfand
defense
conservatio--,
of
•
Cathedral.
will entertain with a Mother- is some activity the girls and
Taylor and Eiese M. Murphy.
(membership chairMt. Olive ('ME
EnrollJefferson,
of
Membership
tor
be
will
1958
members
the
committee
ment
preservation.
Daughter Tea on Friday after- women of our community wish be
Third Row: Mesdames Bertha
O. Newsom, Belle
Vance
Ruth
man,)
the
of
campaign
ment
A SIGN
see started at t he YWCA, the ornoon.
Stegall, Lille Hall, Patsy Keys,
Pettigrew and Effie B. Flagg.
Avenue Branch Young Wom•
Yet it is also a sign of disganization will be happy ,to look
TWO.FOLD
Emma Smith, Lutisha Brown,
Geneva Williams,
association.
Mesdames
Christian
en's
fretoo
when
which
organization,
While the YWCA throughout the into the possibility. Mrs. Owen
Maud D. Bright, Mrs. J. C.
Flora Churchville Cochran,
Front row, left to right are:
quent, leads only to further disyear seeks to offer a program urges that women and men make
Boyd and Addis G. Owen.
Mrs. P. F. Carruthers, Cleo
Mesdames Mary Peebles
turbance. At all levels of anxiety
that will help girls and young every effort to attend the prothere are various degrees of loss
the gram offered by the YWCA at
women enrich their lives,
National YWCA Week is the time Centenary Church on Sunday, ApBaptist sented Its annual Spring Fashion of homeostatic control and of at' The Madison Light
school's gymnatori. tempts to regain control.
when Associations in all parts of ril 20 at 3:30 P. M.
church held its Annual Musical show in the
Although anxiety has the imthe lassies modeled ap.
program on last Sunday evening, urn, and
that had been made by them. portant role of signaling danger
and honored their former direc- parel
in classes, under the su- and leading to protective defense,
tor, Mrs. Erma P. Whitaker. She selves
of the instructors, Miss It may also, in greater intensity,
was presented with a gift and a pervision
and Mrs. Etna P. and in the absence of adequate deMcCall
Lucille
B.
S.
president,
choir
corsage by
fense mechanisms be the sympStarks. The young people are to Shannon.
the toms of the disturbance itself, and
be commended for such a gesture. C. T. Cobb is the principal of
hams, and David Dickens. An.
be the breakdown of integration.
Rev. J. E. Ferguson, pastor of Estee.
school.
case to be other member, Tommy Delete,
popular
the
in
Appearing
the
is
"Nervousness"
church,
Missionary
Mitre Vhaness Whitaker, the
Paul
St.
the
Miss
20,
On next Sunday, April
daughter of Mrs. Whitaker, is pres- Charlene L. Warren, your scribe, word applied to a Meg list of symp- who had previously refused t heard in chancery court as de- was also named as a defendant,
ently directing the group. As all will present her piano students in toms, some of which everyone has make any statement regardin fendants along with Rev. Fergu- but his name was taken off the
here know, Mrs. Whitaker is re- a recital at the First Baptist experienced at one time or anoth- the $30,000 suit brought against son are Mark Boyd, Robert Wil- list.
er under emotional stress. Be- him by three former members o
cuperating from a recent illness.
church at 4:00 p.m. Several stuShe Is convalescing rapidly, and dents of Mrs. R. B. Bland have tween attacks one is usually fair- his congregation answered
ly well adjusted, able to work,
everyone hopes that she will soon
question in
on the subject last week
been invited to appear as guests.
be able to assume the director- Admission is free, and the public and gets along well in society.
the office of his attorney, Charles
THINGS
TRREE
of
group
fins
very
this
of
ship
F. Fleet.
is cordially invited to attend.
The neurotic, however, cannot
young singers.
The minister was joined in the
Rev. B. J. Hadley is a patient cope in a healthy manner with
! Rev. R. B. Bland Is the pastor at the Kennedy General hospital his inner unconscious conflicts. interview by Mark Boyd, secretary
of the church; Ernest BradOf the church.
in Memphis, and everyone here Time and time again, he develops
; The Home economics depart- wishes him a speedy recovery and a state of anxiety, felt as ten- ley, chairman of the decons' CHICAGO — Six officials at the science degree from the Universion. The cause of the nature of board; Mrs. Arlene Johnson, a Supreme Liberty Life insurance sity of Illinois.
Slant of 1.incoln High school pre- a soon return home.
this disturbance is largely beyond usher; and Mrs. Laura B. hiur company In Chicago were recent- Mr. Gibson, an attorney, Is gencell, a deaconess.
his conscious understanding.
the position of vice eral counsel for the company, and
the New Daisy theatre on Ap•
HOME TOWN GIRL — Ruby
Asked why he refused to accep ly elevated to
In dealing with conflicts there
presidents of the company, ac- the son of Truman K. Gibson, an.,
ril 17, Like Handy's parents,
Dee plays the role of Handy's
are three things to consider — two of the three men who had
she is concerned about his
girl. Elizabeth, in the film,
cording to an announcement made chairman of the board.
neurosis, uormal anxiety, and filed a suit against him for slander
Mr. Bacon is the director of in"spiritua' condition."
"St. Louis Blues," which will
by Earl B. Dickerson, president
fear. Neurosis dees not necessari— and defamation into fellowship In
have its Memphis premiere at
general manager of the firm. dustrial relations, and holds a
ly stem from one specific con- the church two Sundays ago when and
The new vice presidents are master's degree in business adflict. It may stem from depriva- they sought to join, Rev. Ferguministration from the University
tions which occurred during one's son said. "I was doing it to save James H. Jones, Dr. Edward
Seeley, Lloyd G. Wheeler, Harry of Chicago.
childhood.
the church, and was acting unde
Agency director since 1956, Mr.
C. Gibson, John F. Morning and
It may stem from a limited instructions of the memzers.
Morning was previously district
Warren H. Bacon.
acquaintance with the realities ut TWO SUITS
Mr. Jones, a graduate of More- manager in Dayton, Cleveland,
the world, and again it may be the
"Church members had said that
result of an inadequate set of val- they were not going to accep house college, is treasurer and a and Detroit. A graduate of Wilues for participation in social ac- them as members of the St. Pau member of the board of directors. berforce university, he is a former
He has held several responsible member of the board of education
tivities. It may seem that the hi- Missionary
Baptist, and Brother
dividuel has not matured emotionpositions with the company since in Cleveland.
An Investigation by Wm Depart- fides of the Continental TrailStone and Brother Peoples knew
may
In announcing the promotions, ment of Justice in a ease invol- ways Bus company in Dallas,
ally to meet life. Neurosis
it was organized 37 years ago.
that they were not going to
new
an
as
described
the
that
said
extreme
also be
Dr. Beasley is the company's Mr. Dickerson
ving the beating of an African Texas. He was advised that there
put back on the church roll
sensation or dread.
medical director, and also a mem- vice presidents would soon have ministerial student on a Continen- are no segregation signs on any
Rey. Ferguson said.
oftop
the
from
over
and Mr. Wheel- to take
tal Trailways bus in Texas has of that company's buses. He was
(Condoned Next Week) Rev. Ferguson was referring to ber of the board;
operations ficers in the company who are brought a promise from the com- also told that the bus company
two church officials, Plumme er is secretary and
_
age.
retirement
the
nearing
pany
that its drivers will no long- had instructed all of its drivers
Peoples, of 544 Carpenter st, an manager. He rolds a bachelor of
er attempt to interfere with seat- to refrain from either telling pasIsaac Stone, of 3105 Mt. Olive at.,
ing arrangements on the buses. sengers or suggesting to them
who were stricken from t h
BABY CONTEST WINNER — ' contest at the Lelia Walker
The report was released last where they should sit in ContinenchUrch rolls on last Oct. 4.
Little Miss Mable J. Clay,
clubhouse recently. Presenting
week by Congressman Charles C. tal Trailways buses.
a $25 saving bond to Mrs.
held by her sponsor, Mrs.
Along with David L. Edmonds,
Diggs, (D) Mich., who requested
According to Rep. Diggs, the
Mehl. Swatly, was the winner
Swatsy, is Mrs. A. L. Higgins,
of 1532 Brookins rd., they are suan investigation last summer, Justice Department expressed
(Continued From Page 1)
el the contest held recently by
at left. A sum of $121.50 was
ing the minister for slander and
after a complaint was filed with hope that the conference with the
the Annie L. Brown Health
raised by the baby a sponsor.
George Howard, branch president defamation, and in another suit t
his office regarding the incident. bus camper y officials would
be heard in chancery court o
of the Pine Bluff NAACP.
The African, Essin Essin, ac- serve to prevent the recurrence
arrested students
were April 17, they are seeking recogThe
cording to a newspaper was en of such incidents in the future.
With its third graduating class are gainfully employed.
among a group who picketed a nition as trustees of the church.
Role
to Houston from SouthwestGreat
route
A
few
getting ready to march in a
street corner rally of Prophet DULY ELECTED'
Owen Junior college, In a report, Dr. Levi Watkins, ern college at Terrell, where he
weeks,
short
In their bill to the court, the
Willett when the man came to
of the city's youngest institu- president of the college, said that is a theological student, and after
Pine Bluff on the Saturday before ousted members said that they one
of higher learning, is well on two year colleges are playing a boarding the bus was ordered to
tions
reading
signs
were duly elected and confirme
Their
Faster.
the
way to initialing the purpose great role in lightning the burdens the rear of the vehicle by
"Down With Uncle Tom!" "Who as trustees of the church, and that the
When he 'failed to comwhich it was established — to of overcrowded institutions, and driver.
Paid You?" "Traitor," and others they were entitled to be listed o for
ply with the demand, a policeman
basic education to students making It possible for persons to
collected by the more than all legal papers of the church. Th give a
was called, and thil student was
(Continued From Page 1)
BenThe oldest and best known stu- Barber, Lula J. Pope, '
plan to continue their college receive higher education who
Ann en- a dozen policemen who arrived motion, they state, was unani- who
over the head with a black- •
struck
dent "talent show" in the Mid- son, Wilma Nelson, O'Neal Holwho are seeking might otherwise be denied the
'add the scripture read by Elder
on the scene after being surrernoned mously adopted and signed by work, and those
jack.
privilege.
South, the popular Booker T. Wash- ly, Louise A. Davis, Myrthel White,
by the pro-segregationist Negro's David L. Edmonds as clerk, an a general education.
Mr. Essin was later hailed into Blair T. Hunt, pastor of the Miss.
In recent weeks Owen college
ington High school "ballet" will be Catherine Johnson, and Vernice
Of the 44 students in the graducom- Blvd. Christian church. Ernest Tawife.
Rev.
as
Ferguson
the
pastor.
to see court and fined S25 for not
opportunity
an
had
students
presented Tuesday night, April Nabrit; Misses Gloria .1. Callian,
already
have
which
classes
ating
Witnesses said that the police
plying with the driver's orders. tum sang a solo, "I'm Going
A "Trust Agreement" which U.
29, at Ellis Auditorium (South D. E. Todd, Cynthia Green and
they
that
preparation
the
how
of
halls
quiet
the
form
departed
to put down a riot, church officials had drawn up apThe Justice Department report Through:" and condolences andill
according to informtaion Thelma Green, Ray Thomas, Joe came prepared
Owen college, 25 have gone on for were receiving at other instituacknowlegments were read by
shot- pears to be one of
the main sour advanced study, and are presently tions stacked up with that of read: "The facts in this case were
received from the office of Prof. K. Carr, E. L. Pender, Fred Jon. and had tear gas, sawed-off
HO.
tDP
NIas
not such as would support prose- B
guns, and other weapons on hand. ces of the difficulties, and reads
Blair T. Hunt, the principal.
dan, and W. T. McDaniel.
enrolled in 9 different accredited other schools in the state at a cutive action. However in the inTUCKER
the operations in part: "The
The show is under the direction
Tickets went on sale this week, There to supervise
trustees are hereb colleges and universities in the meet of the Future Business Leadpolice.
terest of avoiding repetition of The eulogy for Dr. Martinez
of a Committee of some lft teach- and may be obtained from Wash- was the city's chief of
authorized and empowered to sign Noth and the South.
ers of America held on the camp- conduct involved in this incident, was delivered by Bishop C. E.
ers. with Nat. D. Williams, serv- ington students, or at the sehool Five Testify
all legal and administrative paThe school was established in us of Tennessee Polytechnic ins- the United States Attorney per- Tucker, of the Tenth Episcopal
In court to testify in the stu- pers
ing as coordinator, and Mrs Nor- during school hours.
or
documents
the
of
church,
Sept. 1954, and has not been in ex- titute.
sonally conferred with the of- District, who was introduced by
dents' behalf were five of the perma Griffin as co-coordinator.
and to invest and reinvest all istence long enough to qualify for Five of the students entered the
Rev. Raspberry.
sons who attempted to picket the
A cast of more than 200 Washavailable
of
funds
the
chiirih
in
interracial
was
contest,
application
but
of
all
and
accreditation,
them
Preceding the eulogy, the hymn,
man's assembly. They were Carlington students is being trained
a
savings
U.
account,
S.
Savings
home
came
with
accreditation
for
the
honors,
by
made
including
"Shine On Me," was sung by the
ton Veazey and Willie Harvey, of
afterand before school hours to
a
Bonds,
or
real
estate,
mortgage,
three
first
one
Colleges
Southern
of
prizes,
Association
Pine
second
audience.
prize
Memphis; Clinton Stewart, of
participate in a show whose theme
Dr. Martinez received his early
Bluff; James Coleman, of Merl- or purchase ... subject to major and Secondary schools last De- and a third prize.
stems from the title, "Tempo for
education in his native New Ordian, Miss., and Ashton Wilke/Ann, sty vote of the Trustee Board . ." cember, and approval is now
Outer Space."
Mr. Bradley said that althoug pending with the association
(Continued From Page 1)
leans, and attended Tuskegee inof Arcadia, La.
a is an original three-act prestitute in Alabama, where he earnMr. Mack was arrested after ask- the trust agreement was signed, 13 Scholarships
sentation with emphasis on various Myrtle Gentry.
The school has already been aped a reputation as a scholar and
modern, and not-so-modern danc- The public is invited to all eery- ing an officer if he and his corn- many of the members thought tha
a leader. After studying at Roger
es . . . ranging from interpre ices at the church located at the panions could not talk after their it was placing too much power in proved by the Tennessee State DeWilliams university, he went to
tive "ballet" improvisations to the corner of Miss, blvd. and Alston signs bad been taken away from thethands of the trustees, and the partment of Education and the
Europe where he received his masthem. When the officer replied, church refused to accept it. The Veterans Administration, and is
latest teen-age gyration known as at.
(Continued
From
1)
Page
ters degree from Oxford in Engpoard was dissolved, he a member of the American Asso"No" and the students smiled, trustee‘
"Mashing Potatoes" and the "Cha- Mrs. Jerry
Longstreet is pres'
land, studied social anthropology
Cha."
he was taken into custody with said, and since that time no such ciation of Junior Colleges.
change much overall, there was
Ident of the Centenary Woman's
body
laughing
at
be
you
the Sorbonne in Paris, and reAt
"Don't
In keeping with long-establishorder,
present the school offers appreciable turnover in the group.
has existed at St. Paul.
Society of Christian Service • Mrs. the
ceived his doctorate from Heidel'
.
ed practice, the 1958 version of
.
at me.
semi-professional training in bust. Some farm and construction workNO THREATS
Beulah Lewis, vice president and
1
. When asked if it were true that ness, home economics and relig- ers wer,
the Washington ballet will feeberg university in Germany.
Mr. norsey was reported to
recalled to their jobs
the program committure exotic costumes, brilliant chairman of
SERVED IN MISSOURI
arrested when he ask he ever told anyone that his life ion. After completing two full with the seasonal improvement
tee; and Mrs. St. Elmo Hemp. have been
dancing, good music and novel
,For nine years Dr. Martinet
'
policeman what section of was threatened, the minister sai years of study, the graduate is in weather conditions.
of the publicity corn- ed a
ideas. The most talented boys and ton, chairman
served as the director of Negro
the IS. S. Constitution he and his that it was not.
given an associate degree in arts. SERVICE PURSUITS
mittee.
girls in the school are among
public schools in the state of Misfriends were violating in picket.
Owen college alumni have re- In addition, a number of previousIle said that since the three
Rev. D. M. Grishawn is the pasthe members of the cast.
souri, and was the first Negro
ing the meeting.
ousted menibers had clearly atat ceived 13 scholarships from four. ly jobless workers found employchurch.
the,
of
tor
more
attracting
of
means
a
As
vice chairman of the Legislative
Prophet Willett has been mak- ed that they did not intend to yearsinstitutions, and two are ment in service pursuits, includadults to their show, the school's
ing pro-segregationist appearances follow his leadership, and since he now working in government
and stu- DR. VIRGINIA S. NYABONGO, Committee of Supervisory Curries
ser- ing some housewives
Student Council is sponsoring a
Nationsince
South
the
in many parts of
was still the pastor of the church, vice on the basis of training that dents who had just entered the director of student personnel and ulum Development for the
"Miss Ballet" contest, with a
al Education association.
the integration crisis, and was a he did nat see what they could they received at the school.
labor market in February.
guidance at Tennessee A and I During the past six years he
special number slated for the night;
familiar figure in Little Rock un- possibly gain by joining that Six of the school's
graduates These improvements were off- State university, Nashville, was was the president of Johnson Meof the show. At that time, thel In
til he was exposed by L. C. Bates, church.
are pastoring churches, two are set by the further shape layIn St. Louis. Mo.. recently to at- morial institute, as well as pregirls who have sold the largest!
the editor of the Arkansas "State
Said Mr. Bradley, "How can in business for themselves, one is offs in "hard goods" manufactur- tend meeting; of the National Asnumber of adult tickets will be
siding elder of the district.
Press."
, one be in fellowship with a per. a public school teacher, another ing and allied sectors, with the sedation of Women Deans and
presented in an ensemble, with the
Despite his rigid schedule, Dr.
Awarded Damages
son, and still be suing him? It's operates a kindergarten, and all unemployment rate among dur- Counselors and the American Pertop tidet seller receiving the :
Martinez was considered a genial
The man sued the newspaper
able goods workers climbing to
NEW YORK — Several years for defamation of character, and ridiculous!"
title of "Miss Ballet."
Guidance
and
sonnel
Association. and sociable man, and was active
approximately 12 per cent In
Advance sale of tickets is 75 of lucrative looting of luggage was awarded judgment by an OUT FOR GOOD
The themes for the meets, re- In his fraternity, Omega Psi Phi,
'March.
Asked if they would admit the
rents for students and $1 for ended over the week end for Wil- all-white jury.
"Values
were
We Live as well as in the Masonic Orders
spectively,
Of the total 5,198,000 unemployadults. At the door admission will liam I,ee Williams, • Pullman
Culture.'
grandmaster of the
where
During his recent Pine Bluff ap- trio into the church if they dorpmil(four
4,183,000'
workers,
ed
scheduled
Advance sale of tickets is 75 porter, when he was arrested for
district.
De
dhewicats.
pearance, Willett made verbal at- ped the suit which is
sixty-three thoushundred
one
lion
PETERSBURG,
—
Ind
(INS)—
students
stealing
for
$1
and
ever $100,000 an gems.
cents for
The late religious and educationNAACP leaders, to be heard in circuit court some- April 13 was an unlucky day for and) are whites and 1.035,000 (one ployed and 6.056,000 (six million
The 42-year old porter of JA- tacks upon the
adults. At the door admission will
Rev. Ferguson
accused Nero women for the time next month,
Henry D. Mathews of Indianap- million thirty-five thousand) are fifty-six thousand) non whites, while al leader is survived by his wife,
mama.
I.,
I..
down
tracked
was
$1.25.
be acN
there were 4,100,000 whites un- ,Mrs. Johanna Martinez, a former
of so many mulatto Said. "No, they will never
non-whites.
olis. Today was his undoing.
Purpose of the ballet is to train by three detectives including a presence
members
employed and 1.703,000 (one mil- Isclioolteacher, and a foster sister,
children, and praised whites for cepted in St. Paul aft
Mathews was arrested on the MORE NEGROES JOBLESI
end present students who are tat woman whose job it was to ride
e again."
unlucky 13th on a reckless driving The unemployed whites,repre- lion seven hundred three thou. Mrs. Carrie Edinburgh, of New
aged In singing, dancing. and the trains Williams was assigned. the separate-but-equal laws In th
The ousted trustees, who also charge in Petersburg and he drew sent 6 9 per cent of the 4vllian sand) non-whites.
Orleans.
Williams' train run Was from South.
dramatics, in keeping with the
repbeing
are
Following the rites in Memphis,A1
Whites unemployed in FeJumary
a 10-day jail term. Today a fed labor force and the unenfployed
After his speech he passed a served as deacons,
school's objective to give well New York to Miami. Police geld
F.
J.
Atty.
donations from the white resented in Court by
eral warrant was on file against nonwhites represent 14.4 per cent represented 6.8 per cent of the Dr. Martinez's body was shippedkV
retInded trianing and direction to he rifled passengers luggage, sold mate for
to
Luther, Okla for burial. The
civilian labor force, while intenthim charging unlawful transports- of the civilian labor force.
jewelry and peddled it to pawn. audience, was taken to his car
Its students.
Hayes and Son Funeral
escorted out of diplomats and high state officials. tion of untaxed whiskey after au- In February, there were -55,941, ployed non-whites represented 15.1
by police, -and
Faculty members serving on the shops on New York's eastside.
Cadillac with the
He wits not present in court thorities found 15 gallons of boOtt ,000 (fifty-five million nine hundred per cent of the civilian labor home was in charge of arrailgeHis take, they said, indult ae town in his
Matt joommittee include Niesh.
T.
ments.
leg booze in Mel auto.
• thirty-one thousand) whites em• force.
honor that is usually reserved for last week.
Ites tarths Galloway, Bernice l $18,000 diamond bracelet.
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Will Not Accept Ousted Trustees
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(See Photo Page 1)
By M 4RJORIE I. ULEN
Presaging social interest nationally is the anno.incement of Mr.
and Mrs. 0, C. Fouche, 14RS Hamilton, of the marriage of their

niece, Miss Louise O'Reilly, to Dr.
J, E. Walker.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. Clarence O'Reilly and the late
Mrs. Clarence O'Reilly of Yazoo
City, Miss. She received the Bache-

South's AMEs Report
Decline In Revenue
ST. LOUIS — A decrease in rev- "and that with the cooperation of
enue in the Southern Conference of all Conferences and Episcopal Din the AME church was reported tries all obligations of the
When the General Board of the church can be adequately met."
church met here last week in a
A resolution calling for an extra
special session at the Wayman
session at the next General ConferTemple AME church.
ence to study the budget was apThe decrease was reported to
have been brought on by the eco- proved'
nomic recession and the migration Present at the special session,
of the church's members to the and presiding, was Bishop SherNorth. Adjustments for this situa- man L. Green, president of the
tion, it was reported, can be made General Board; Bishop R. R.
by a recommendation of a corn- Wright, jr., president of the Counmates headed by Rev. Archibald cil of Bishops; and eight other
J. Carey, jr., of Chicago, and the bishops of the church.
areas will be allowed until Dec. Rev. S. L. Pointer, the host pas31, 1958, to make up the deficits. tor, was injured in a fall from a
The General Board, which ladder, suffered when he WRS prehas charge of the church's oper-' paring the church for the meet,
sting budgct, said that no special and was in Homer G. Phil.
financial appeals would be made, lips hospital during the session.

800 Leaders Invited
To NNPA Summit Meet

Install Prexy
In J. C. Smith
Ceremony

DELTAS' CONTESTANTS —
Making an excellent hid for
competition in the Della Sigma Theta sorority's annual
"Junior Mi c eonest are these
live lovely oung larlie!.. They
are: Misses Rose Ann Coop-

er, of Hamilton 'High school;
Evelyn Richmond, of Melrose
High; Jeanette Rates, of Porter school; Rubystein Clark,
of Manassas High, and Gloria
Lewis, of Carver school. Which
will win? You are ins ited to
support your favorite "Junior

Miss." The contest Is MI
annual project of Delta Sigma
Theta, along with the popular
"Breakfast for Milady" project, an event which will be
held this year at Curries Club
Tropicana, Saturday, May 10.

CLEVELAND, Ohio — Invita- ed parts of the United States.
Initial planning' is to secure the
tions to what promises to be the
most significant gathering of Ne- outstanding authorities among the
gro leadership in the past half race and in both governmental
act al
century, were sent out last week and private orranizations
to a select group of 800 influential panel leaders for the vastest'
Negro citizens by the National workshop studies.
Newspaper Publishers Association, In compiling the list of lava.'
urging attendance at a summit ees, the publishers have had the
meeting to be held in the Nation's cooperation of publishers and editors from every section of the naCapital, May 12 and 13.
Using the theme, "Freedom's tion who have provided the Sum.
Road Begins in The Nation's Capi- mit Meeting Committee with the
tal," the publishers are calling names of those in their areas re
upon outstanding leaders in relig- positions of active leadership.
ion, education, business, labor, THE COMMITTEE
politics and social welfare, to Coordinating the program is
participate in two ;lays of work Washington is Mrs. Thomasine
shop sessions aimed at seeking a W. Norford, who has been given
formula for national unity among the special appointment of Admin.
Negroes in attaining the full eco- istrative Assistant to the Presides*
nomic and constitutional freedoms of NNPA.
which have been opened up The full committee Includeet
through recent U. S. Supreme William 0. Walker, Chairman.
president, National Newspaper
Court decisions.
William 0. Walker, editor of the Publishers Assocation; Editor..,
Cleveland Call and Post and pres- Cleveland Call and Post; Miss Lugs
ident of the publisher's group, in cilia Bluford, Kansas City Call
W. Deverly Carter, Pittsburg
issuing the call, declared:
"As Negro newspaper editors, Courier; C. C. Dejoie, Louisvili
we believe that all leaders through Weekly; Carlton V. Goodlett, Sae
frank discussion and introspective Francisco Sun-Reporter; James
evaluation, can, in a unified way, Hicks, Amsterdam News; Louis IT.
see clearly the direction we must Martin, Chicago Daily Defender;
take to attain our common goal Frank Mitchell. Si. Louis Argus;
C. Murphy, Afro-American News.
of first-class citizenship."
papers; E. Washington Rhodes;
HOPE TO AGREE
Philadelphia Tribune; C. A. Scott,
After workshop sessions devoted
Atlanta Daily World; John Seng•
to probing studies of civil rights,
stacke, Chicago Daily Defender;
cultural standards, rural living
Louisville Des
and agriculture, business and in- Frank L. Stanley,
dustry, employment and labor, fender; Charles Wartman, Michieducation at all levels, problems, gan ('hronicale: Carter Wesley,
and international relatiOns, the Houston Informer; Thomas W.
editors hope to arrive at a "state- Young, Norfolk Journal and Guide.
Sessions are to be held in the
ment of Policies" which will provide an accepted guide to techni- Raleigh Hotel, Pennsylvania and
ques for Negro citizens facing re- 12th street, N. W., Washington,
lated problems in widely separat- 1). C'.

WASHINGTON — Leaders in the , in many civil rights and voting
effort to wipe out voting restric-! rights legal cases;
tions maintained against Negroes, Kenneth J. Walker, La., whose
in southern states will report on factual reporting of efforts to
their respective states at a one., purge Negroes from voting rolls
lay conference to be held here won an award for his Colfax, La. don for Negro.
PRESLEY FANS HERE
at the Asbury Methodist church, weekly newspapers, The ChronicRepresentatives from more than
WEAR HIS DOG TAG
(11th & K, N. W.) Sunday, April le;
needs
for
many
other
help
meet
in180 college sand universities,
Two Elvis Presley fan clubs ha
27.
I Aaron Henry, Miss., executive eluding most of the major eastern ,
farm and farm home modernizaChicago have a new way of e*.
Keynote speaker for the confer-, secretary of the Mississippi ReHOLLYWOOD
—
(INS)
—
Mary
tion such as adding bathrooms,
pressing their loyalty to the lir
ence will be Aubrey W. Williams, gionel Council of Negro Leader- institutions, attended the inauguutility rooms, better kitchens, and Livingston Benny, wife of comedicently drafted singer.
long-time advocate of
humanl ship, a statewide organization ration and founders' day ceremony
many other improvements to the an Jack Benny, fainted at a
rights and editor of the Southern campaigning to gain voting priv- In .the University Church.
The teenagers wear chain'
home as well as to farm service testimonial dinner in honor of 20th around their necks bearing doe:
Farm and Home, Montgomery, ileges for Negroes;
Dr. Perry, a 1925 graduate of
Century
Fox
president
Spyros
P.
Ala,
buildings.
tags inscribed with Pressley1
Also, Mrs. Wilson Whitman, N. the university, became president
Skouras.
Heading the list of those ached- C., writer and editor who lives ie last July after serving as pratesArmy identification number TA
While tenants and farm laborers
Mrs. Benny collapsed and fell S. A. 53310781.
tiled to report is Charles G. Go- Southern Pines, N. C.; Mrs. An- sot' of chemistry, vice president
are not eligible to borrow under
to the floor and recovered in
million, faculty member at Tut. drew W. Simkins, S. C., long- and administrative dean at Langsthe program, the owners from about six minutes. She left the
liege. Institute and president of time secretary of the S. C. State ton University, Langston, Okla.
WASHINGTON — An expanded loans.
whom they rent or for whom they dinner with Benny.
the Tuskegee Civic Association. Conference of NAACP Branches; Dr. Perry succeeds Dr. Hardy
housing loan proggam de- 1 An owner of a farm on which
Gomillion will give highlights of and W. Hale Thompson, Va., an Liston who was president from farm
work may obtain a loan to pro- The comedian said It was nothup farm building the operator plans to produce at
to
speed
signed
ing serious.
the development that focused na- attorney who lives in Newport 1947 until his death in October,
construction and improvement as least $400 worth of farm commodi- vide improved housing for them,
SECRETARIAL
Lionel attention there earlier this News.
1958, and Dr. J. Ward Seabrook., well as act as an additional anti- ties for sale or home use may The loans are made to farm ownBUSINESS
SERVICE
year.
Fayetteville
emeritus
of
president
of
HowJames Nabrit, secretary
recession measure has been an- now qualify for the four percent ers who need credit to finance
•
Others reporting will be the Rev. ard university, will summarize State Teachers College, who was nounced by Secretary of Agricul- long-farm housing loan, provided
repairs,
improvements
or
building
Ben F. Wyland, Fla., executive and lead a discussion after the acting president until last July ture Ezra Taft Benson,
Answering Telepitarel
he meets other standard eligibilibut find that adequate credit is
secretary of Florida Council for reports. Rabbi A Balfour Brickg when the trustees unanimously
Our Business The secretary has directed t h e ty requirements.
Rob
LOS ANGELES — (INS) —
acial Cooperation
ooperation and former ex- ner of Temple Sinai will deliver selected Dr. Perri.
Farmers Home Administration to Formerly, an eligible applicant not available through banks or
"NOT
A SIDELINE"
speeding
Speed,
32,
faced
a
secretary of the St. Pet- the invocation.
broaden its farm housing con- had to own a farm that produced other regular credit channels. The ert
•
ersburg council of Churches;
charge over the week end.
Heading the Committee on Local sistant superintendent of D. C. pub- struction loan program, and the a more substantial part of the op- interest rate is four percent and
Police said Speed sped 85 mph
Austin W. Walaen, Ga., an At- Arrangements for the conference lic schools. Other officers and Commodity Credit Corporation to erator's annual cash income.
319 BEALE STREET
loans may be repaid over periods an hour on the Los Angeles Har•,'
lanta attorney who has figured is Francis A. Gregory, an as- sub-committee chairmen are: Mrs. work aggressively with farmers
PH JA 6-5835
Secretary Benson said borrow- up to 33 years.
!tor Freeway.
-- ------.• A, J. E. Davis, Mrs. Selma Sa and others on constructing needed ers may use loan funds to build,
improve, or repair farm houses or
mots, Mrs. Muriel Aiexander, Dr. grain storage.
DEVILLED CRAB MEAT. Combine canned crab meat with soft
Walter E. Hager, Hon. James A
He told these agencies to broad- other essential farm buildings,
bread crumbs, dry mustard. Season, moisten with milk—sprinkle
Thompson,
H.
Cobb, Dr. Charles
en their programs to the fullest and to provide water for farm
with buttered bread crumbs, bake. Serve with ice-cold Coca-Cola—
Dr. C. Herbert Marshall, Hubert possible extent under existing stead and household use.
the drink with such universal acceptance it is acclaimed in °vet
Leckie, Harry B. Merican, and authorizations so more farm peo- In addition to financing malor
100
countries.
I Mrs. Alice Hunter.
ple can obtain farm construction construction, the loan funds can

0

AP"
rents,
his
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Sat., April 19, 1951

lor of Art degree from Mississippi
Industrial college. Holly Springs,
Miss , is a member of the faculty
of Douglas Hign school, and is a
member of Mt. Pisgah C. M. E
church. She is also a member of
the Southern Belles Social club.
Dr. Walker, a national figure in
the business and finance world, is
the founder and chairman of the
board of directors of the Universal Life Insurance company, and
is the president of the Tri-State
Bank of Memphis. He is also the
chairman of the board ot the Mississippi
Boulevard
Christian
Church, and in the treasurer of
the National Convention of Christ.
ian Churches of America, a position he has held for 40 years.
The couple will be at home at
1848 South Parkway East after
May 3.

CHARLOTTE, N. C. — Dr. Rufus Patterson Perry was inaugurated as the eighth president of
Johnson C. Smith university Monday:
The 54-year-old chemist formally became president of the 750student university in an elaborate
academie ceremony which also
marked the 91st anniversary of
the founding of Johnson C. Smith
university — one of the state's major institutions of higher educe-
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Single Stitch
Meticulously crafted by Edwin Clapp from
the finest imported kidskin ... band - lasted
for perfect fit. A shoe created for the most
discriminating man.
Black or Brown Imported Kidskin $26.95
Also complete selection of Freeman Shoes
Open Monday end Thursday Until 9 P.M.

FREEMAN SHOE STORE
32 So. Main St. — JA 1-5514
main at monroe
Finest selectioo of Freeman and Edwin Clapp Shoes is th• South
Your charge ac.....

WASHINGTON — The officials
of eight southern states cannot be
'trusted to administer any type of
federal assistance to education
I without anti - segregation safeguards, an NAACP official told a
Congressional subcommittee here.
I Clarence Mitchell, director of
the Association's Washington bureau, testified before the House
subcommittee on special education
on April 2. He enumerated the
eight states with untrustworthy
officials as Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Virginia.
He cited a letter from NAACP
Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins
to Marion B. Folsom, secretary
of Health, Education and Welfare, in which Wilkins warned
that "any government plan for
assistance to the states in the form
of grants for scholarships, teacher training, and other methods of
reducing the waste of talent should
not subsidize a system which has
stifles& talent among the children
and yolith of 4,000,00n American
families, except for a handful of
hardy, persistent and fortunately
placed individuals."
"We ask that no state be given
any funds unless its appropriate
I officials pledge that they will be
spent in conformity with the requirements of the U. S. Supreme
Court decisions of May 17, 1954,
and May 31, 1955, in the school
desegregation cases." he asserted.
Mitchell cautioned subcommittee members that "at some point,
the Congress must decide to call
a halt to the wanton program of
using federal money to promote
Illegal school programs of racial
segregation."
"Now is the time to act," he
added, pointing out that "Congress
cannot ignore the extensive pattern of tax-supported defiance in
some areas of the country."
The NAACP's legislative specialist noted that a Chicago newspaper
last month estimated that aenth-

I

ern states have spent more than "Unless there are appropriate
two million dollars in attempts to safeguards against illegal expendefy the Supreme Court decision ditures of federal money, we may
banning segregated public schools. discover too late that funds inHe noted also that in Mississip- tended for public education have
pi the state legislature has had been diverted to supporting the
under consideration "a proposal to White Citizens Council in Mississiplet a private organization, th el pi or some other private organ!
White Citizens Council, fight de- i zation that promotes segregation."
I Mitchell cautioned.
segregation with tax money."

WitiftOKE and these
quick-fix foods
you're ready,to give

See the display at your grocer's

A well-stocked pantepts a
a company
good wife's pride and joy. From It she ran produce a family meal
dish ... a midnight treat. You'll find all kinds of interesting foods at your grocer's
Irons which you can whip up impromptu meals. Pile your shopping basket high, and
brighten you
lay in plenty of Coke. Coke will welcome guests ...brighten meals
ose/es
when you want refreshment,
s s,y-ges.

EASY-WAY STORES
No. 19—M. D. SHORES
605 N. McLean
No. 20—RAY SANDERS
298 N. Decatur
No. 23—PRETTI BROS.
939 Porter
No. 25—JOHNIE COSCIA, JR.
2715 Lamar
Na. 27—F. FRANCESCHINI
1693 S. Lauderdale
No 32—PRETTI
1790 Lo Paloma
No. 33—F. COSCIA
4908 Poplar
No. 34—A. HOLMES
693 Whitney Are.

No. 2—HENRY CISCO
1141 Jefferson
No. 3—P. H. CARTER
80 N. Main
No. 4—PALMER & KELLY
1529 Cherry Rd.
No. S—B. C. LEMON
1428 Jackson
No. 9—J. E. RAST
2219 Florida
No. 10—W. G. SiDDON
Germantown, Tenn.
No. 11—BOBBITT
1399 Hollywood
No. 15—MORGAN
636 S. Bellevue

EASY-WAY No. 2
No. 6-069 High Point Terrace
No. 7-2360 Jackson

GLAZED HAM AND YAMS. Spread canned ham with orange marmalade, stud with
cloves, bake until glazed. Put canned yams in same pan, baste with drippings. With
this "thirsty" dish you'll want ire-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has the clean sparkling taste
that livens up every bite of food!

No, 37-2954 Overton Crossing Rd.
No, 12-3152 Johnson

WE, THE EASY-WAY STORES
SALUTE

THE LATE W. C. HANDY
who will live on as an Apostle of Happiness
•
We Salute The Memphis Premiere of
KINQ

"ST. LOUIS BLUES"

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under anitherity of The Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Cole Softiies Company et Memphis.

Tank.
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N. C. Mutual Pledges
Greater Goals For '58

Sat., April 19, 1958

By SNOW BAILEY

ries, bringing the total since or- Contrary to the old coucept that,
ganization to $82,040,513.51.
life insurance was associate
largely with the death of the insured, $4,061,825.26 of the amount
paid under policy contracts during
1957 was paid in disability benefits. • matured endowments, cash
surrender values and dividends.
During last year 162,725 new
policies were issued, bringing the
Experience has taught me that up on the hill one day and there
total number of policies in force
the hour of victory is the most saw Jesus in the same spirit of
at the end of the year to 796,465.
trying hour in the life of any hi- humility declaring unit them I
and total insurance in force of
dividual. When life is filled with have overcome the world.
elf'
$245,714,972. The admitted assets
with
adversities or punctuated
tioi
What a great joy it must have
of the company as of Dec 31,
hardships man is not so likely brought to the hearts of these
In
1957 of $57,507.290.62 show an into lose sight of himself and his faltering soldiers that once again
the,
crease of $3,506,257.79 over the
mission.
day
leader
previous year.
their
had come to them to
the
But there are times when he Is restore that fleeting faith that
The increase of $10,098.82 in
day
filled with the spirit of victory and should not have been fleeting.
the combined weekly premium
In these fleeting moments nothing
debit during 1957 was the tangBut Jesus did not see this as
enc
else really matters. Maybe it is an hour to gloat but rather as an
est since 1947, and $4,573.93 in exWINS TITLE OF QUEEN —
represented the Deborah CirIon
Rear row: Mrs. Lula G. Wilson,
at this point that Jesus differs hour of challenge. He said In so
increase for the year
of
the
cess
raised
A
total
cle.
of
was
$1,525.25
From
left
to
rig
right
are:
Deacons ant Trustees, $150;
from us. Without a doubt it is many words, "Now I have con1956.
In the Queens Contest last
Mrs. Nola B.
Fa
Williams, of
Mrs. Flora Hill, the Choir,
that human element in us that vinced you go out into the whole
week at Gospel Temple Bap.
The weekly premium hospital
the Sunday school, $38.05;
W. J. KENNEDY Jr.
Ala
6147.05; James Shells, minimakes 1/5 gloat over the small in- world and convince others. Is not
Wit church. Rev. (harks T.
policy issued during the last halt_
Mrs. Cattle
Young, Usher
ster of music and director of
significant victories of life when this the challenge to all of our
Epps is shown in foreground
Board No. 2, $303; Mrs. Fan!of 1957 proved to be the coif )
ed
drivel Mrs. Evelyn Golston,
in a much larger sense there are hours of victory?
expressing his appreciation to
nye C. Smith, Male Chorus,
• • lio
pany's most popular policy la
Usher Board No. I, $87.16;
larger victories that await us if
"Queen'
Teola
who
Colley,
Are we not challenged to use
MO; and
Ins
year.
Mrs. Elizabeth
and Mrs. Ella Chilton, BTU
we arbe able
to contain ourwon the title by leading other
Sloan, Missionary Band, $90.85.
ke:
FAMILY POLICY
$40. Mrs. McAdams Sloan is
selves with these small victories. those hours as moments of chalcontenders with $441.25. She
wit
, reporter.
North Carolina has joined the
Come with me if you please lenge to others that they too might
op
limited number of United States
and see a man standing before attain victory? But oh how many
ten
Birds
have flown North, grass .in the country to see Mother Na-' life insurance companies offering
times
thousands
and
thousands
his disciples, His head scared with
has turned green, flowers are in j lure painting out the blots left the new family policy. The North
the pricks of the thorn crown, of people use these hours as mofull bloom, and it's time to flick by Old Man Winter.
Carolina Mutual Family policy is
ments
to
take
special
pride
and
Ilia hands still sore from hanging
the television set off, pack the
ex,
Picnic time has arrived, and unique in that it is offered in units,
awake
morning
one
only
to
find
on the cross, and His side filled
family in the car, and drive out it's time to head for the parks moderate in size, that can be inda
out
that
these
hours
have
flown
sword
from
with scar tissue
the
an ,
with the children.
cluded in the family budget in
Rev. W. L. Varnado, pastor of Memphis meets at the Greater
that was pierced in His side, and away. When our energies shoould
the
G. R. Willtams and L. 0. GilOnly a few hours in the open the average income bracket; it
He cries out "All hail, behold be directed to expanding the moral the Jackson Ave. Baptist church, Middle Baptist church.
ch.
lespie were awarded the honor- air is enough to put the edge on also has additional units, all in one
have overcome the world!" Meu physical, intellectual and spirit- will deliver the doctrinal address
Rev. Varnado's subject will be
At
ary Modern Farmer's degrees at the kids' and the grown folks' policy, for the family in the above
of the world had placed Him in ual horizons, oh how many of us on Sunday afternoon at 3:00 p.m. "The Separation of Church and
in
the meet.
appetitcs, and it will be necessary average income bracket.
the tomb. They left with the as- abuse these and rather take them when the Sunday School and Bapris
The New Homemakers of Amer- to take alcng something special. The North Carolina Mutual famtist Training Union Congress of State.''
surance
that now thag
were ment.
ke
lea reports that Miss Nancy
That "something special" this ily policy unit consists of 52.500
Speaking on the topic, "An Esthrough with Jesus forever.
Jesus could have easily done
of
Pierson was elected state secre- week can be good old scrump- life coverage for the husband, $100
sential of the Sunday School —
vo
MUM HITT
this. As one looks back over His
tary at the Nashville meeting. tious Southern friend chicken, for the wife, and $500 for each
hi the Teacher," will be Joseph McMany of His closest friends had life he soon realizes that the whole I
While in there, Miss Pierson at which Big Star is featuring this
gone back to their fishing carry- life of Jesus was a series of victended an ROTC dance at Ten- week at 35 cents a pound: and
Ghee, jr., of the Greater White
Mr. Kennedy expresses the opinMi
nessee A and I university as the a jug of ice cold lemonade made'
ing with them the doubts of the tories. He was tempted on every'
Stone Baptist church. Members of
ion that 1958 will be another good
lit i
with Libby's frozen lemonade!
date of John Eisom, a student.
foolishness of leaving in the first hand, His foes were constantly
the Bloomfield Baptist church will
year for North Carolina Mutual.
gr
place. Now we are right back after Him, at no point in life was
The Halls Consolidated band Miss Gertrude Jones attended going for only ten cents a can. I and the insurance industry
as a
za
be presented in a skit entitled,
If you don't have the picnic
where we started only our friends He at ease and then coming to
and majorettes, directed by Ju Mlles CME church recently as the
i E,
in
"The Neglected Ordinance." Folbasket, or the jug that's requir-, whole, because of the people 4
are going to look at us foolishly this mountain as He looks back He
guest of Miss Wanda Brent.
By THEODORE C. STONE
our nation have come to reali
lius Lateaguc, presented a proI
lowing the topic and the skit;
Students home last week for ed, you can get them from the;
now for going in the first place. can say joyfully, "Be of good
• w,
that life insurance serves a bast
gram at the Lauderdale Iligi- Spring break were Ross
But what joy was brought into cheer, I have overcome the
Braden Quality Stamps Redemption Store human need.
There was quite a lot of en- ouestion periods were conducted scnooi
•
at 13/3 Union ave. with the right!
Y. i'estureul on true
doubting hearts when they looked' world!"
thusiasm in the air at the Mu- by Dr R. Q. Venson and Prof. L. program
were Bo. Bob, and Knox college; and Jim Connor, from amount of stamps.
sical interlude Sunday. April 6, V. Johnson.
of
Harris, all graduates of the i Mayfield, Ky.
Now is the time to get the
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Smith chicken, and the lemonade, and
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for
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will conduct the records in the near
James Methodist church before al Lee
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very appreciative audience.
a
Lauderdale future'
High school , Smith. The Smiths live in Chica- enough Quality Stamps for many
a
Sponsored by the Chicago Mu- will deliver the greetings; and and the community are proud of go.
things you need.
sic Association, the program W25 Miss Hortense Spitler, of St. John . the honors local students won in
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ROCK OF AGES BAPTIST
Tournament was held at FCT. The
v.-ill make the acceptance speech.!
There is • r
why people like
; ru
worn the $..1 first prize in the
Don't be misled Into beLittle Bobby Wilson has the
Rock of Ages' Spring Fashion. tournament was an enjoyable ocMusic for the program will be t ardalsoivey
to do business with us You, tee,
lieving that somehow the
poriicipaco
electrification
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test
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wo- measles.
etta featured some of the city's casion. Two young ladies from
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furnished by the Congress choir.!
world owes you a. living. The
sie Wright was here on a
'most acquired" models, Mrs. Ma- FCT took top honors in three difend desire to help you.
boy who believes that his
Clyde Battle, of Beulah Baptist contests, and won two second ,recent Sunday visiting his famrion Ford, Miss Marie Bradford, ferent fields. They were: First
"Option Thursday and Friday
parents, or the government,
church will sing a solo. Miss Cor-1 prizes: $7 50 for step cutting, and fly.
Mrs. Mae Bell Winifred, Theodore place track winner, Gloria Grandor anyone else owes him a
Nights Until 11;00 P.M.
$5 for tool identification.
Mr. and Mrs. Otha Taylor were
nelia Sanders will give a talk on
Branch, Price Young, Charles Av berry; first place in high jump.
livelihood and that he oan
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
the slbject of recreation. The pro. Joe Halliburton won a third here recently to visit his grand'
collect it without labor will
an, and Barbara Ford. It was held Dorothy Hurt and first in ball
gram will be conducted with a prize of $5 in the farm and home parents, Mr. and Mrs Lewis
wake up one day and find
at the William Funeral Home.
throwing, Floria Grandberry.
Taylor.
improvement.
himself working for another
financial report.
Exclusive hats from the Fran- The top athletes
of the week
Funeral services for Mrs. 1.5Alphonso Taylor was elected
boy
who did not have that
The chairman of the program
tette Shop on Kansas was one of
vice president of the state New sic Mai Bryson, of Chicago, Ill.,
among the girls are: Gloria Grand
belief
and, therefore, earned
Prof. E. L Washburn. Charles H.
the highlights of the showing. Miss
the right to have others work
Farmers of America, and was were held recently at the Fre152 MADISON AVENUE
Ryans is president cf the ConElsie Thomas was the
narrat- bery, Pat Dukerson, Gerry Mafor
him.
selected as a delegate to the Na- dome Baptist church in Stanton,
gress, and Mrs. Mary Woods. secson, Dorothy Hurt, Lorice Brewer
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or.
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—(General David darnoffl
tional Convention to be held in Tenn. Mrs. Bryson was a cousin
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The Spring Fashionetta was and Jerline Washington.
of George Coe and Mrs. Ode B.
Atlanta in October.
Rev. B. L. Hooks Is pastor of
sponsored by Mrs. Lillian Thom- The leaders among the boys are
Wallace of Ripley.
had been arranged for back as the host church, which is located
as. Proceeds from the project will William
Seaberry, J. T. Brewer, early as last August.
Lane
at
ave.
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benefit the Building Fund.
Tommy Rosser, Moss Williams
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she
and
perior
Elmo
Thomas.
panist was very effective and
ship Sunday, will be held in the
organ
the
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that
for
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made much of his part of the
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
stately new brick addition.
A musical program, sponsored
with the pres- recital. Following her encore, De5.
Rev. W. T. Grafton is the minisThe student of the week is Miss is not often found
by the Myles Dickey unit of
masshe
musicians
and
ent
day
votion, by Delbert Chute, who was Mount Pisgah (ME church, was
P'
ter.
Patricia Clarice Cleaves.
instrument
quite
111
the
comters
presented at the recital, Miss Win- given there on Sunday afternoon,
ST. AUGUSTNE CATHOLIC
Patricia is a member of the pletely making her offerings a joy
now and Mrs. Stith took bows April 13.
So the parish may become betSenior
class,
ear
inspiration
and
vice-president
the
for
and
of
an
N.
together and the interlude was
ter acquainted, the Men's Club
Reuben Jackson is president of
II
of St. Augustine Catholic church H. A., Majorette, Cheerleader and heart.
concluded.
the organization; Mrs. M. Stephholds a coffee hour every Sun- many, many others. Pat has serv- Her second group of pieces inThe Music Show Case, a must- ens, secretary; and Mrs. A.
al
Burleigh-Stith arrange- cal extravaganza
day. It begins immediately after ed as president of the
local chap- cluded the
calling for HuTnphrey, advisor. Rev. D. War11:00 mass.
ment of the Spiritual "Ride On
ter of the N. H. A. and held vicesingers, music and actors will bei ner Browning is the pastor of the
f.
Father Haas Capistran is the
King Jesus;" Karg-Elert's Harchurch.
prexy post for the past two years.
pastor.
monies du Soir, and the magnif- staged by the R. Nathaniel Dett
Music
Club Sunday, April 20. at
She is one of the top young la- cent Toccata from "Symphony No.
GOLDEN LEAF BAPTIST
5 p. m. at Dunbar High school,
Rev. Robinson of St. Louis. Mo., dies of the campus.
5" by Widor.
OVEN FRESH
Parkway.
2900
S.
presided throughout a soul-stirring
The charming Miss is the (laugh- In the Ride On King Jesus, we
Gaged for massive production
revival at the Golden Leaf Bap- ter
of Mr. and Mrs.
possess!
James found Mrs. Stith to also
the show case's theme 'all in a
tist church last week. The revival Cleaves of Oakland.
gifts for improvisation that allow- day" has been skillfully
110 •
written!
was held for a week.
exposition
sweep
great
and
of
Pat received a wonderful honor ed
into the script by Carlon BrownGolden Leaf's pastor, Rev. L. by
organ.
the
being crowned "Queen of the
ing a member of the music club.
A. Hamblin, assisted Rev. Robin.
e.
Hornets for '57-58."
The Harmonies du Soir was a
The Show Case is to be directed
Ion.
piece filled with magical color and and produced by Huel Brooks
Patricia
says
she
will
continue
Miss Faye Coburn is the church
her education by enrolling at U. effectiveness providing an ample Gwin. the President of the organi—reporter.
C. L. A. to fulfil her ambition foil for the massive Toccata from zation, and she has called on the
ZpALEW-G1LFIELD BAPTIST
Widor's culminative Symphony No.!full club membership to particiTirelessly working toward a to become a physical education
pate with guest stars making ap5.
Tiltroman's Day that will excel all teacher.
pearances too.
We are proud to choose Pat as The performance throughout had
Others is the committee for
the
The Show Case will embrace
celebration. The competent lead- student of the week and we wish the mark of musical distinction'
and Mrs. Stith was warmly ap- music for all tastes including a
ership of the committee chairmen her much luck in the future.
Baked while you sleep!
church scene which is to be led
plauded.
Mrs. Mary Townzler, Mrs. A. L. SENIOR NEWS
by Orita Bruce Wilson; a secular
W'
Miss
McCargo, Mrs. Rosie Mae Jones, The top senior girls on the camscene to be led by Carlon BrownMrs. Lizzie Brown, Miss M. Plump pus of F. C. T. are: Pat Cleaves, two groups of songs which had ing, the script
writer; a concert
been well arrranged and included
and Mrs. A. B. Barlett, is
Pat
Dickerson,
Ernestine Hays- a variety of moods and as many scene led by Marion Lewis; and
evident
as the annual observation
lett.,
Mary
scene
a
party
led
Taylor,
by Mrs. Gwin.
Gerry
Dotson,. languages and styles as one could
draws
Bear. It will be held on April
the director and the final scene
Williamson
Martha ! possibly give in one recital.
27. Frances
Mrs. Julia Tate Borders, wife
will include grand opera excerpts
of Franklin, Gloria Grandberry, PegIt is a pleasure to report that led, by Dr. Omega King, with the
key. W. H. Borders of Atlanta,
gy Sullivan, and Lynn Coleman.
this singer has made some note- Chicago Opera Guild chorus par;pa., will be guest speaker.
Mrs. The top senior boys are: L. C.
worthy advancement in her over. ! ticipating,
Borders is an instruetor of
the Granderson, L. J. Neal, George
NEW ADDITIONS TO THE FAMILY (including
—.
all singing skill and that her mez- ,
Ministers' wives of the National
adoption.) are autoSmith,
Anderson
Winston, James
a
• Baptist Convention.
matically insured at no increase in payments.
Reputed as an McKinney, Douglass Murell, Thur- zo voice has a real warmth and
beauty that is new to our ears.
excellent speaker, the
congrega- man Catron, Eddie Evans, Raytion will hear her on the
LET YOUR NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
after- mond Johnson and J. T. Brewer. She has also learned to proREG. $5.9.5' — $3.95 GALLON
AGENT GIVE YOU THE
noon of Woman's Day.
ject the meaning of her sonc.,
WHOLE STORY.
Horace William, a teacher in
Mrs. Margaret Turner is
spu
more
imagination and
the the Crenshaw. Miss., school, was with
general chairman. The
making them worth hearing.
publicity a recent guest here at the
Paint Headquarters Since 7877
home Her voice was in exceli,••
chairman is Mrs. Vivian
Washing- of his sister, Miss Millie P. Wilton.
shape Sunday and the large ai,,•
Herbert Streuli — W,1t, Streuli
liam.
Rev. A. L. McCargo is
quick to respond to I.
the peaMiss Mary B. Collins visited ence was
ce.
334 GAYOSO AT WELLINGTON
songs.
her parents in Grenado during the
CENTENARY METHODIST
The mop° began her program
PH JA 3-1626
Easter
holiday.
Next Sunday, April 27,
will be
with Ronald's glowing Prelude,
Jackson, Tenn.
Achievement Day at the
Present for the After-Easter from a Cycle of Life followed
by
Centenary Methodist church. Mrs.
council in Como, Miss.. were Mrs. Kursteiner's Invocation to Eros;
ElizaMary Fleming, Mrs. Eunice Cald- Respighi's infectuous Scherzo,
beth Townsend will be guest
and
speak
well, Mrs. Willie Phillips, and Torelli's ever beautiful Tu Lo Sal
er. Other activities will
suppleMrs. Martha Washington. A total
ment the main address. The
Wom- of
In her second group there al
$650 was reported at the meetan's Society of Christian
Service
Will Be Presented By
ing. Rev. P. P. Stockard was the peared the aria from "Samson et
is the sponsor.
Dellis" by Saint Saens "My Heart
Rev. D. S. Grisham is the minis- presiding elder.
at Thy Sweet Voice;"• Olmsteads'
ter.
Easter programs were present. Thy Sweet Singing; and two
BEPORT'NO FROM FAYETTE ed in three of the churches here spirituals,
Were You There, arGreetings to everyone around on last Sunday evening. Giving ranged by
It. Nathaniel Dett and
She Tri-State area. On the campus the special Easter services were Hall Johnsons His Name So Sweet.,
of FCT everything is quiet with the Second Baptist, the Bates
In all of these selections Miss
the students studying hard. As you Chapel CalE, and
the dward Winrow revealed herself to be a
know there are only five weeks Chapel AME churches.
Jana M. Porter Dtr. Ruler
singer of real artistic endowment
left of school.
A dance was given at the Cold and her musicanship was always
Mary M. King, Fin Sec.
SECTION
IMPOSTS
water Junior High school recent in evidence.
Sth Annual District Track ly.
Herman Taylor, her able accom

p

DURHAM, N. C. — W. J. Kennedy, jr., the president of North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
company, announced recently that
both the home offices and field
personnel of the firm have pledged their utmost efforts to make
the year 1958 the best in its entire history.
On October 20, 1958, the company will observe the sixtieth
anniversary of its origin, at which
time it is estimated that its total
admitted assets will have reached
the sixty million dollar goal, and
the total life insurance in force
will be in excess of one quarter
billion dollars.
The report for 1957 reveals that
progress was made by the company in all phases of its operations. Of primary interest to policyholders is the fact that, during
last year $4,982,210,43 was paid to
policyholders and their beneficia-
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H. A. CARROLL & CO.

AGENTS -

POPULARITY CONTEST AND PAGEANT

ANNA S. CHURCH TEMPLE NO. 695

APRIL 24, 1958

8:00 P.

M.

401 Beak Street

Earl Brown
Charlie F. Morris
Cuba S. Johnson
L. D. Wortham
Miss Jessie Jimerson
C. W. Cox
Manso Allen
George A. Seay

N. R. Webster.

Harry A. Thompson
James Bradley
Robert G. Hunter
Melvin Robinson
Roscoe Partee
J. C. Mason
Ulysses Shelton

John Bolden
Mrs. Mabel Purnell
Howard L. Horton
Mrs. jeffrie Kinnel
Charles E. Smiley
A. L. Thompson
Z. L. Bonner
Odell Dotson

A. P. DUMAS, DISTRICT MANAGER
Phone JAckson 6-3663

Donation

50 cents

571 Vance Ave.
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NEWBERN
By ARCHIA WOODS Mrs. Mary Caldwell, Mrs. -.Gustine Breit Mrs. Lillie Lewis:.and
Mrs. Eddie Lee Connor all of-Fremont, Ohio are visiting frientis in
.
Newbera.
Mr J. Lewis, Mrs. Mary Enidwell and Mrs. Gertrude Berle all
of Frement, Ohio, mere dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jess Ellie last Saturday and Sunday.
WASHINGTON — Leaders in the wide diseribution. The published doMrs. Etta Wilson of Charleston,
effort to wipe out voting restric- cument will also have reports from
Mo., was guest of her sister and
tions maintained against Negroes all the other southern and border
brother-in.law, Mr. and Mrs, Jess
In southern states will report on states, including one on Maryland
Ellis.
their respective states at a one by Cliff McKay, managing editor
Mrs. Doris Pierce attended the
day conference to be held her at of the Afro-.American Newspapers,
funeral of Mr. ,Ernest Pierce in
the Asbury Methodistschurch Sen. Baltimore.
Trimble last Sunday.
day, April 27.
Arranged and sponsored by a
Mrs. Laura B. Porter of RidgeKeynote speaker for the confer•' group of distinguished local
ley visited Mr. and Mrs. Jess Ellis
citier.ce will be Aubrey W. Williams, zens, the
"Report From T h e
Sunday afternoon.
long-time advocate of Ii u m an South" Conference is being coorholy week was celebrated by
rights and editor of the Southern dinated by the
the three churches in Newbern,
Southern ConferFarm and Home, Montgomery, ence Educational Fund of New OrSt. Paul, St. James Tabernacle and
Ala.
leans, La. Aubrey W. Williams is
St. John No. 1 Baptist.
Heading the list of those schedul- SCEF president. Au outgrowth of
Mr. feense Chamere is in John
ed to report is Charles G. Gornil- the Southern Conference for He
Gaston hospital at Memphis to
lion, faculty member at Tuskegee. man Welfare, SCEF has betn opundergo surgery.
Institute and president of the 'rus- erating since 194e, as an independMrs. Nora Wiggins has returned
kegee Civic Association. Gomillion ent agency concerned
honie
after visiting her ill raider,
specifically
THE YOUTH COUNCIL of
plans for its Spring and Sumand eenior high Reboot students
F. Grim.
Went and Mrs.
breach, located at 319 8th ave.
will give highlights of the devele, with the elimination of segregation
Mrs.
Lillie Mae PaSterson of Free.
Nashville's local chapter of the
mer programs. Membership in
of the Nashville sees. James
mett (standing, right) is youth
North.
opment that focused national at- with emphasis on interracial ac
moot, Ohio.
NAACP met recently to map
the ceuncil consists ef junior
Ltilard (seated, right) is peescommittee chairman few tie
tention there earlier this year.
Deity in pursuit of its goal.
St. Paul CME Missionary SoOthers reporting will be:
ciety met in the home of Mrs.
General Chairman of the WashThe Rev. Ben F. Wyland, Fla., ington conference is Bishop Edgar
Lille Smith Tuesday night.
executive secretary of Flori- A. Love, of the Baltimore area of
The Young Peoples club met in
da Council for Racial Cooperation the Methodist church. He made the
the home of Miss Welch recently.
and former executive secretary of following comment on the project
The following were guests of
the St. Petersburg Council of Chur- ". . .We know that eegregation
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Ellis last
WARREN
ches; Austin W. Walden, Ga., an is degrading both to those who stifWednesday night; Mr, and Mrs
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
PICAYUNE
is said to be serious.
Atlanta attorney who has figured fer il and those who impose it.
J. D. Ellis; Mr. and Mrs. J. Bor.
By SLEEPY PAIGE
1
Funeral
services
for
Mrs.
Nete_,_ ;
One
of
the
season's
most
attractIn many civil rights and voting By bringing people of good will of
um
Mr. and Mrs. James Tate;
Mr. and Mrs. Percy (P. C.) Bad., tie Waters was held last week at
ive,
sensational
and
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event
rights legal cases; Kenneth J. Wal- both races together, so that they
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hurd and
y
and
children
of
Hattiesburg,
Pilgrim Bound Baptist church
"SPRING HAS SPRUNG" and MARSHALLIS, CHARLES HICKS,I of the year was held at Bethel
ker, La., whose factual reportine' may understand each other and es
son Robert James; Cnartie Hush
eMiss., spent last Sunday here in with the Rev. R. W Woullard of,
of efforts to purge Negroes from tablish 'well-organized
so
Mrs. Opal Tate and Sister
lines of and here I am again with pencil, JIMMIE FRANKLIN, BEVERLY AME church last Sunday after- the nome of P. C.'s sister, Mrs. ficiating. Mrs.
Waters who had
Voting rolls won an award for communication,' they can present paper and an ear for listening, GARDNER, CHALMERS MAY- noon. The first annual College
McNeal all of South Bend, Ind.
Robinson.
Annie
Bell
been
confined
for
several
months
his Colfax, La. weekly neespapers, a united front against this tragic to all of the 'haps' on your cam- ERS. EARLY NICHOLS and MAR- Day and Youth on Parade was
Mrs. John Lewis, Mrs. Richard
Mr. Joe Walker, jr., and daugh- passed at her home Saturday
' held at 3 p. us. The femous radio
The Chronicle; Aaron lien r y, evil which bedevils our country. pus. With all the plans in store VA DRAPER.
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ikek,
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Reside
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husband,
Denand
TV
choir
of
Shorter
ColThe
Livingstone College Concert
Miss., executive secretary of the We leant the public to know all I' o r the 'grads'
1 South Rend, Mrs. Etta Wilson,
she less-es 10 children, her Mrs. Jess
Choir has quite an itinerary. Un ' lege of North Little Rock was fea.
Ellis and Mrs. John
Mississippi Regional Council of Ne- the facts involved, see the hurts this year. . .partend the funeral of Mr. Walker's father, Mr. Jessie McFall and 3
I
tiered
in
a
musical
concert.
More
der
the
direction
of
Margaret
C.
concerts,
ties,
gro Leadership, a statewide organ- imposed, and come to their own
Watkins were visitors in RidgeRidge•
Sr.
host of relatives and friends. BayWomack and accompanied by K. than 100 young people from local father, Mr. Joe Welker
ly
teflon campaigning to gain vot- conclusion. We believe in the com- lectures, t h e
Monday
afternoon.
Mrs. Audrey McGee and sister, bus Funeral home was in charge.
and neighboring high schools and
•••
Eloise
Simpson,
the
choir
will
aping privileges for Negroes;
f
o
r
preparation
mon man — that when without
Miss Mary Helen Bender motor- Funeral services for Mrs. Neipear in Louisville, Ky.; Chicago, I churches were formed into a big
Also, Mrs. Wilson Whitman, N.C. emotional outburst he can calmly 'boning' up on
ed to Laurel Miss., last week to lie Hank, wife of the late Rich- WAVERLY
III.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Detroit, choir to give moments of meditaBy ALVIN GHOLSTON
Writer and editor who uses in Sou- view the facts, he will come to a those final exMich.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Toledo, tion. Preceding the concert, more attend a program held by the ard Ilarris was held last week at Rev. Johnson of the Armed
thern Pines, NC.; Mrs. Andrew W. sane conclusion. We are an edu- ams . .Thoughts
Coahouma Junior college of Clartw ard Harris were held 1,ast week at
than
100
children
took
part
in
a
Cleveland
Ohio:
and
Knox.
Ohio;
Simkins, S. C. long-time secretary! cational — not a lobbying organiza- of summer jobs,
Baptist 'church. Forces is here on furlough visitspring queen , and queenette coro- dale, Miss., of which their sis- Pilgrim Bound
ville, Tenn.
of the S. C. State Conference of tion."
, vacations or just
ter, Miss Christine Bender, is a Mrs. Harris who had been ill for ing
-- his stepfather and mother,
nation
ceremony.
The
seniors
from
Else
FLORIDA
A&M
students
.
NAACP Branches; and W. Hale
and Mrs. Richard Ralston of
Heading the Committee on Local Iplain iestine
a long time passed at the local ,Mr.
e,..eerly
returned recently from a tour of Warren, Monticello, Hermitage and
Thompson, Va., an attorney who Arrangements for the conference ILct's he
alIRONDA DAVIS
hospital after having one of her. "'"'
Havana, Cuba. The lucky young Fordyce were honored guests. Our aleMmr.beArlien Pepe who has be
lives in Newport News.
about
it.
Mr. L W. Graham of St. LeMis
is Francis A. Gregory, an assistNH Agirls and trade boys confined to the local hospital foe legs taken off. Among the ger.
James Nahrit, secretary of How- ant superintendent of D. C. public The famous fortywolee chorus of ladies are BETTY SHANON, DOR- local
a few weeks suffering from in- ,vivors are Mrs. Eli Taylor, joei visited with his stepfather a n d
served
as
ushers.
Students
of
ard University, will summarize schools. Other officers and sub- LINCOLN UNIVERS!TY will put OTHY MOUNT, SYLVIA H A Mjuries of broken ribs is at, his Walker, jr., and several others. 1 mother, Mr. and Mrs. B. Dassby.
and lead a discussion after the re- committee chairmen are: Mrs. A. In an appearance in Chicago at MONDS, ANNIE RUTH BANKS Bethel attending the various col- . home and doing fine, lie was visit- Cooks was
Mrs. Charles Porter of Inin charge.
leges
along
with
other
local
coland
INESTA
BEASLSEY.
They
ports. Rabbi A. Lalfour Brickner J. E. Davis, Mrs. Selma Samols, the OuSable High School on April
dianapalis also spent some time
as hosts for ed last week end by his sister, Thoseed
students
served
lege
were
accompanied
by
MISS
E
H.
of Temple Sinai will deliver the Mrs. Muriel Alexander, Dr. Wal- 111 The concert is a benefit and
hospital last week were Mrs. Lou- with his grandmother and step.
social
held en
•
Calhoun, who is the associate dean the fellowship
Invocation.
grandfather, Mr. and Mrs. le. Daneter E. Heger, Hon. James A. Cobb, is being sponsored jointly by the
church cafeteria following the sic Otis Pope, Johnie B. Pope ise Woods, Elois Jones, Mrs. Led -, e
In addition to their verbal state-1 Dr. Charles H. Thompson, Dr. C. Lincoln University Alumni a n d of the college. The tour was spore the
and their daughter, Miss Marts- rester Coe who underwent surgery, y.
ments, all participants will also Herbert Marshall, Hubert Leckie, the Chicago Urban League. The sored by the women's department Program.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Hooper,
ree, all of Hattiesburg.
and Carl Burton
President of the college, Dr. T.
file more comprehensive written! Harry B. Merican, and Mrs. Alice ehorus is under the direction of and women's Congress for Florida
Mrs: Mary Cowen, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Burnice Drummond, wife
Joe
Bryant
was
rushed
to
LaurA&M university.
D. Alexander, who has served suc•
reports, to be published for nation-1 Renter
Dr. 0. Anderson Fuller.
of Mr. L. al. Drummond who al hospital in a serious condition] Willie Chambers, Mn,. Annie Mal
•
BOB PEREZ of ROOSEVELT cessfully as president for seven
EDWARD WATERS COLLEGE
has been confined for several after being in a fight. His oppon; Long, Mrs. Betty Gardner, Mr.
(Chicago)
won
hat
been
guest
speaker
Univershy
t
h
e
years.
at
had as their special guest teeentmonths was admitted to the Miss. ent not known got the best of him. and Mrs' T B Box' mr. and Mrs.
ly, that popular singer of songs,. Class A Singles crown in the Na- the morning service on most of State Mental Hospital at Whitfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy and Mr. and Douglas Taylor and Mr. and Mrs.
Intercollegiate
Handball
programs
with
pack.
(tonal
the
annual
Dean
Mr. AL HIBBLER. Before a
Mrs. Bessie Mae McWilliam is Mrs. Roy Baggott were called here Ezix Turner all of Waverly ate
ed audience, Al announced that he Tournament. (They're m I g h t y of the college and several faculty the mother of a little son born from De Ridder, La.,
to attend tended the funeral of Mrs. Pearl
members accompanying him. This to her
"spoke better through music." proud of this boy.)
last week in the local hos- the funeral of their sister, Mrs* Boxx of Dickson, Tenn. She was
The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity is his home. His father and moth('sleight, huh? ).
the wife of Coy Box.
pital.
Spanks.
Tne Fifth Annual Convention of of TALLADEGA WAS represented er were dinner guests along with
Rev. Bowen, pastor of WaverFuneral service was held last
CANTON
I The Church of God in Christ held
Southern
Regional
at
their
conven- him and his wife at the parsonage
ly's Salters Chapel AME church
Last rites were said for Mrs.' its regular service — also a nice Industrial Clubs of Virginia was lion in Mobile, Ala., by PERLES- of Rev. and Mrs. J. M. Watkins week for little Debris Denees
STATE
preached a heart touching sermon
Weems, 17 month old daughter of
Augusta Carmichael in the chapell Easter program by the Sunday held recently at VIRGINIA
student TA HOLLINGSWORTH, CHARLES and other guests.
at McEwen. Tenn.. on Mareh 23.
Miss Betty Murrill Parker and
of Peoples Funeral home. Rev, school. Elder Mack, pastor, preach- COLLEGE. Exhibits of
SMITHI,
LEONARD
McCARROL,
and
a
Miss
Shirley
Colen
was
display
crownprojects were on
Those who accompanied him to
granddaughter of Sir. and Mrs.
P. F'. Parket officiated. One ed a great sermon.
judge. made over fifty. and RICHARD ENGLISH. The y; ed queen of the spring queen and George Parker. Zemo Weems, the
MeEwen were his wife; Mrs.
brother, Mr. George Carmichael; Dr. Meaner, who was president, team of
several Honorably appeared on an undergraduate dia. queenette coronation. Her moth- father of the child who is stationand
Beulah
Hooper, Miss Jewel Johnawards
five
MANCHESTER
one sister, Mrs. W. L. Varnado of the Johnson Memorial college]
cussion group ,
certificates.
Cr. Mrs. Eldie Colen, representing ed in Illinois was called here to
son and Mrs Mary Young.
By MRS. B. M. SUTTON
and a host of nieces arid nephe here, passed away last Friday at) mention
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the Bethel Beacon Club of which attend the funeral. Cooks Funeral
Attractive and popular RONDA
the Moore and Mitchel clinic. 1
ews survive.
Teenage newspaper wombat gretted by coach ARPEGHIAN 1 she is president, won the prize home was in charge.
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CHICAGO uTeEA
She raised the highest amount of
a2nHERscmo
freshman at Ewasg
dfreshFuneral
services for Mrs. Aud- AME church last Sunday were
son formerly of Canton wig ship-i neral arrangements. Or. Martne)
funds — $50.00. All reports are rey Spanks was held last week Mr. and Mrs. Iloward Shaffer and
ped here for burial. Her parents, was also presiding elder of the
speaker during the Bud Milken city football helm, and to begin not in at this time but will be in the chapel of the Cooks Funeral Miss Maggie Thompson of Louis.'
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Robinson; AME district here.
Easter Music Festival services at Spring practice at Dyche Stadi- reported in this column at a later home. Mrs. Spanks who had been ville; Mrs, Katie Hipshire of DAwsON
•••
grandmother, Mrs. Viola Ward;
Greater Mount Sinai B a p list um. The coach states, "Our big- date,
confined for a long time under- Frankford; Mr. Hammon, Mr. and
By HBEATRICE
(
. TRlCiE
lo usEtoAnI
tincle, Scott Hicks; aunt, Leora OKOLONA
church, representing the Chicago gest problem this spring will be
Mr. T. D. Alexander so grace- went surgery in a New Orleans Mrs. Clinton Camps and Mr. and
Rvisited
of
James
Newark, N. J.,
By MATTIE MOORE
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large
to
evaluate
Ronde writes a column
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Miss
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Combs
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of
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in Dawson enroute to Dallas.
came with the remains. Funer. T. Whitfield was recently killthe Teen page in the local edt- freshmen.'.
for
then
.
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Cohen.
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went
gave
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to
a
little
baby
Mrs.
Fannie
to
Dallas
McKissic returned
Dorsey Fair motored
• ed. He leaves a mother, two eisal at Priestly's chapel.
Have you heart. Radio - station'Ito Mrs. Bessie M. Rhinehard
(Ion of the Defender titled "Keen
for boy. She was then returned here to the Oneida Mountain hospital last Sunday.
Last rites were said April 6 ters and two brothers. All were Teen" which features outstanding WILT? If you haven't you will be
her ueen She raised $35 Mrs to the home of Mrs. Nole Ruth recently for a check-up.
Roosevelt Kimborough left for
for Mrs. Leonora Sterling. Rev. here for the funeral. Hio3 funeral youths and highlights of their ac- surprised to know that WILT lal
Smith of Monticello presented spe- Walker on Bruce st., where she
Mrs. S. Walker of Lexington was Palestine Monday to be with his
was held at Jolly Chapter wkh
Otho Young officiated.
an Illinois Institute of Technolney I cial thanks to her for a grand died. Besides her mother, Mrs.
complishments and activities.
week end guest of her mother and grandmother, Mrs. Susie Box, who
The Lucy C. Jefferson Federat- Rev. A. It. Pearson officiating.
PRENTIS and SYDNEY RE E student operated station and is job. Third prize went to Mrs. Jean- Ada, she leaves to mourn severale father. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Efillwood. is ill.
in the, Mr. and Mrs, Albert Turner, jr.,
ed club met Thursday
CARTER of Texas Southern Unl- among the most popular activity ette Burns for her aueen. Rev. kids, two brothers, Troy and Roy' The Clay County Ministerial ASRobert Southern would like te
Rogers Elementary school audi- ^are visiting here with his niother, versity's Varsity. Debaters, partici. on the campus today. Founded
Baggott of DeRidder, La. Cooks sociation sponsored a sunrise Eas- hear from his family. They were
J. M. Watkins, host pastor.
Mrs. I. Turner. They are from
torium.
pated in the 28th annual conven- two years ago, this station outlet
Funeral
home
was
in
charge.
ter
meeting
at
First
Clark's
sudden
death
Methodist)
last
known to be in Kountze, 'Leg.,
Mr. Malven
The Emma B. Miller Federat- Memphis, Tenn.
tion of the Southern Speech Asso- is only on the immediate campers last week was very shocking to Mrs. Jurrline Holliway is the moth. church. Rev. Robert Meyers, pas- on the Dobison plantation.
• t. •
ed club met with Mrs. Ethel Wood-I
ciation held in Houston, Texas. but if it were permitted, it could our community. He had been a er of a little son born to her tor; Rev. Dan Penner, president;
Mr. and Mrs. George Wilbure
Ord Thursday night. Several, PONTOTOC
Southern's representatives w e r e' be heard throughout Chicago. Each
last week in the local hospital. song leader, Rev. Bill Holman. of Houston is visiting their parents,
members were present and enjoy.' Mrs. Mary White died in the the only Negroes participating at building's power line has been good citizen for a number of years.
Joe
Bryant
who was beaten up Opening prayer by Rev. F. S. the Coles and Cottrells.
Union Hill
home of her borther and sister-ined a lovely meeting.
wired to the net-work so that dor- Last rites were held at
the conference
Mrs. D. M. Walker is at, the
•••
Baptist church, Saturday, March Friday night by some one un- Sutton; message by Rev. John
law, Mr. and Mrs. Tem Greene
THE DUNBAR DRAMATIC club mitory radios are merely plugged
known
to
your
reeneter was rushed Desanto. Closing prayer by Rev, bedside of her sister in Grand
29, with Rev. W. L Strickland ofwhere she made her home for
ISOLA
of JACKSON STATE college pre- in to pick up the station's proto
Laurel
hospital.
His
condition
G.
W.
Madden.
Tex.
Clark
is
Prairie,
survived by
ficiating. Mr.
Mrs. Williams has our deepest the last three years.
sented 'Antigone' on April 11 in gram. Station WILT is operated by
sympathy in the recent death of Mrs. Eddie Walker is still very Dansby Auditorium. The produc- 30 students and its headquarters his widow, Mrs. Clark, one brother, Major Clark and other relasick.
her father.
fion was presented as a part of include a control room, two stet.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Stennis and the annual Arts Festival of Jack- dios, and electric work shop, a rec- tives and many friends. Hammon,
Mrs. Georgia Canning's niece
from Shelby, Miss., was a recent Miss Annie K. Hayden were home son college. Members of the cast ord library and a transformer Funeral home had charge of burial.
for the weekend.
guest.
included JANICE JOHNSON, Has- room.
The high school chorus of BradMiss Palmer of Crenshaw visit- kell BINGHAM, ANNIE small, More news and views — at a
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Jones had
as house guest, Mr. Jones' cousin ed friends here over the weekend. HYLON ADAMS and CHORUS, later date for right now its "30" ley county will enter the musical
festival which will be given at
A lovely Easter pregram was BARBARA JAMES, NATHANIEL, time.
from Memphis.
Philander Smith college in Little
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Jones, Mrs. held at McDonald and Second
Rock on Friday.
Wootson and children and Mrs Baptist churches.
children
sod
The group is under the direction
Mrs. Rich is on the sick list
Willie Mae Balandis
•
•
•
M.
Star
Rising
Mrs. J. P. Altheimer.
of
the
at
worshipped
Last rites were held for Mr.
B. church last Sunday. Rev. Kim-, ABERDEEN
Sye Price at Bethel AME. Mr.
By HENRY E. CRUMP
bet is pastor.
On the sick list are Mrs. Aman-, The Ladies Aid of First Baptist ATLANTA
ers, presiding elders, pastors, mis. Price passed suddenly at his
He is survived by his
do Green, Mrs. Mary Perry, Mrs.1 met April 6 in the home of Mrs.
sion preachers, retired ministers home.
When the CME General Conferwidow, Alice; one son, Steve who
S. E. Young, Mrs. Emma Jones' Johniree Sykes with a large group
deportment*
of
and
the
general
ence
is
held
in
Detroit
beginCanninizs.
is in the Army and stationed in
of the members present. A wonand Mrs. Georgia
Kentucky; one daughter, Mrs. Moderful program was held. Mrs., ing May 7, one of the names the church.
wish them 8 speedy recovery.
•• •
Jessie P. Wallace was in charge.1 most prominently mentioned for A Mississippian by birth, Rev. ree Allison; grandchildren and a
GOODMAN
After business, the hostess serv- episcopal honors will be that of Shorts WAS graduated from M. 1. host of other relatives and friends,
Atlanta's Rev. R. B. Shorts, preRev. J. M. Watkins officiated.
ed delicious refreshments.
By MRS, P. BILLINGSLEA
the Williams-At-1 college at Holly Springs, with a Harmmons and Son Funeral home
A five night revival meeting Pilgrim Rest Baptist church held siding elder of
conferof
Georgia
tante
District
Bachelor of Arts degree, and Gam- had charge of burial.
4 at thy eunrise services Easter morning'
closed Friday April
We extend our deepest heart felt
the pastor, Rev. J. L.1 ence and one of the most active mon Theological Seminary, where
Goodmsn Baptist church. Rev. J., with
the
for
racial
welfare
in
workers
evan-'
Black as speaker. The service was
he received the Bachelor of Di- sympathy to both families in the
Watkin of Koscuisko was the
South.
hour
of sorrow.
vinity degree. A Master Mason,
well attended.
gelist.
Goodman school teachers and! First Baptist had a wonderful It has not been defintely deter- NAACP stalwart and member of
•••
the Easter program with a nice crowd mined whether there will be a va- the Georgia and National Councils
in
students participated
MELLWOOD
cancy in the C. M. E. church bish- of Churches, Rev. Mr. Shorts
Achievement Day program of in attendance.
By LEROYE CRAIG
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church also opric, due to several rulings at was one of the pioneer and trustgroup three at Richland VocaMrs Alean Johnson has retional High school on Friday. Sev- held an Easter program which the last quad:ennium, hut both ed members of Atlanta's famous
interdenominational "Triple L Movement," which has turned home from the hospital if.
church and
eral patrons here attended. The was well attended.
anti - segregation ter undergoing a serious operation.
Vine Street High held its trade. friends are pushing the name of implemented
program was very interesting
Mrs. N. Britton is also home
,iss Thelma Moore and Correa!! contest last Friday with other R. B. Shorts, a successful eccles- court action. In most Atlanta civic
Smith were married April 5, at the' schools participating. The Vine iast of long standing, for consider- affairs, Rev. Shorts figures promi- from the hospital.
Mrs. Rosie Coplen is back home
home of Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Street school band under the di- ation. Rev. Mr. Shorts said last nently Us a leader, being highly
rection of Mr. Walter Bates play- week he was "interested," if there recommended by the Interde- after visiting her daughter in ChiBillingaleanominational Ministers' Alliance, cago.
Miss Moore it the daughter of ed for the dance. Also the Oko- Is an opening.
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Smith, English; Dr. FL I. Iron•
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We were shocked to hear of the extensive
tors, Mabel Henderson, EngA m ath a F. Wynn, Foreign
the annual meeting of the ColEaster shopping in Memphis.
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passing of Mr. Dock Walker who pansion and promises to sponsor a tions and individuals.
lish; Anna Pearl Barrett, ForLanguages; Third row: Eunice
lege Language Aseociatton ApMrs. Alberta Boston is on the
died at his home. Funeral ar- procedure which will mean the
By CLEY W. JOINER
Weston, Dr Rabeth Seibert.
eign Languages; J. Marie
ril 24, 25, M. at Texas Southtraining of Christian leaders and
sick Het.
The Easter program at the New rangements incomplete.
Teeth Growth
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Dr. John Lash, and W. C. Mee
ern university. Memlvere of the
We were happy to !earn that Mrs. laymen of the church — someEnon M. B. church was very nice.
Clears,. English; and Otto R.
division are pictured here at
English. Second row, left to
Baltimore—Most children have
Mrs. Mabel McFarlin WAS mistress Bessie White is improving after thing that is woefully neglectFire Extinguisher
RAMSeS. Foreign Languages.
the conclusion of a meeting
right, Lois White, English;
of ceremonies; Mr. Millard Me- undergoing an operation. She is ed and greatly needed. His pro- their complete set of baby teeth
Joernaliem;
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am interested in exchanging letters with
women between 18 and 27 who
might be interested in marriage. I
am 29 and have a steady job.
Peter Glover, 1256 N. Wells, Chicago, Ill.
•• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to become a member of your club.
I am very much interested in
American pen pals. I am 33, complexion brown, height 5 feet, 6 inches tall; black hair; brown eyes,
weight 130; profession, hairdresser.
Florence Lewis, 22 Fitzgerald
Lane, Whitfield Town, PO, Kingston, Jamaica, BWI.
• ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to meet gentlemen between the
ages of 38 and 55. I am divorcee
and very lonely and I need a
companion. I would like to marry
a nice man with good business
qualities and a good education. I
am very kind and understanding
and a Christian — 40 years old, 5
feet, 4 inches tall, 135 lbs. I have
three children and own my own
home. Will answer all letters. Anna
Stokes, 7005 S. Yale ave., Chicago,

est,ed in meeting a nice young lady,
through your column, between the
ages of 18 and 35, not over 135
lbs., around 5 feet, 7 inches tall.
Race or color doesn't matter as
long as she understands life and
wishes to enjoy it with a nice fellow. I am 26, 5 feet, 8/
1
2 inches
tall, 165 lbs., dark complexion. I
like sports and music. Please
send photo in first letter. Richard
Smith, 5328 Maryland, Chicago, Ill.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I've been
• • • • IHAT 61F1 WE SENT WAS MICE—
a long time reader of the DefendSUI -NE SMALL. CHECK 1. MENTIONED...
er. I am a young man of 25, 5 feet,
7 inches tall, 171 lbs., black hair,
dark eyes. I am interested in making friends — someone to help me
soSSY/".
over come my loneliness. I like
dot
all sports and have many hobbies.
Please let me hear from all women between 18 and 35. Glenn Rick
Robinson. 2405 Williams St., Denver, Cob.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: Upon reading your column many times and
realizing the help that you g iv e
Your writers and readers as well,
1 ton hope that I can find help
through your column. I have been
in Chicago about five months and
have been rather busy getting my••
therefore I have very
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter- self settled,
few friends. I have been very lone
ly and would really enjoy having
someone with whom I may write.
I will send a pheto if desired and
will answer all letters. James
Sherman Booker, 4518 S. Woodlawn, Chicago 15, Ill.
.••
Dear Mme. Chante: This is to
inform you that I am greatly in
are among the most elegant in the need of a pen pal and I have been
Western hemisphere. Reservations seeking one a long time. I am a
Jamaican living in London and
are necessary, but if one has working as a typist at the MinisACCRA, GHANA — As it boy from New York, who, with two
the purse for the somewhat high- try of Works. I am 19 years old on S. State St., in Chicago, I fellow Americans of African despriced rates, color doesn't stand My complexon is dark, shoulder heard loud mouthed refugees cent, had come out here and foundin the way of registry. This is length hair — 5 feet tall. Gloria from the cotton fields of Mississip- ed the fast growing Ghana Insurnot only a principal, but an opera- McKenzie, 64 Kellett Rd., London. pi and Alabama amuse themselves ance Co,
by attempting to ridicule t h • Later, I made a little investigaS. W. 2', England.
tional fact.
.•
tion, found the three Americans to
kreat Marcus Garvey.
I And this doesn't interfere in the
Dear Mme. Chanter I am a man
They declared they had lost noth- be quite popular and quite proper,
slightest with the growing patrona very important point in this stat.
1
2 Inches
33 years of age, 5 feet, 9/
age of our resort hotels and guest tall, 205 lbs., considered nice look- ing in Africa and besides, they us conscious country.
CHARLOTTE AMALIE, St. Tho- Man, Chief Justice Earl Warren, Peoria, Pittsburgh, Po du n k or Is colored.
laughed
stupidly,
"Africa
ain't
got
houses.
ing. I am looking for a widow who no side walks and no Grand BouleThe insurance company wait 555.
mas, Virgin Islands — In this east- made a special trip here to visit Montgomery, Ala.
The principal of mixed races is
So, for vacation or for a course lives on a farm and is looking for vard."
log African district managers an
ern-most outpost under the Stars his onetime college 'associate.
BUSINESSMEN
fully realized in Government
janitor
in
racial
husband.
.I
have
a
integration
and
harmony,
a
good
expanding in such key urban
was
IOW Stripes is to be found a satis- The courts and police are man- The leading department store is House, where three of Gov. GorWsll even today, sidewalks are
need a wife I will
areas as Kumasi, Tamale, Cape
factory model of school integre- ned by Negroes, and most of the a family cavern which has oper- don's principal advisers and aide' come to the Virgin Islands. This business and I
not
plentiful
and
neither
are
Grand
is a sun-drenched, trade winds- answer all letters and send photo. Boulevards here in Ghana, thoigh Coast, and Takoradi.
tion,_which has been going on for governmental secretarial, clerical ated here for well over a century are whites.
Jessie Cole, 2431 Ogden, Colo.
over a century. Here advances Sod skilled posts are filled by men by Negroes: the proprietors of Men of Spanish-Puerto Rican ex- cooled land of eternal summer,
The company'offices on Impoih
there are a few.
••
have-been made to by-pass racial and women of color. So are many many another store, shop and traction head the immigration ter- where the temperature never falls
ing Nsawan Road are on the fifth
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a regu- But when our forefathers, most
animosity.
floor
of a modern, airy office
lar reader of the Defender,jespec- of them, I mean, were uprooted
building.
' Here, in the islands in which the
ially the lovelorn column. I'll ap- from these shores, we lost so
Negro population amounts to 87
preciate it very much if you will much and on such a vast scale HAUL MEAT
percent of the total census, there's
A couple of 'other venturesome
help me find a mate. I am a young that it is taking us centuries of
no issue of racial disharmony in
Christian man of 48, 5 feet, 7 in- striving, of endless searching to American Negroes. with at least
a little money, are using a couple
the schools. Students, white a n d
ches tall, light complexion, nice recoup.
And even as we achieve the citi- of refrigerated box-car like trucks
colored, have been going to the
looking, quiet disposition. I do not
schools here, together, for somesmoke, drink or gamble. I would zenship equality and integration we to haul meat to the meat hungry
thing like 115 years, and the exlike to correspond with a nice have sought for generations: our cities of Ghana.
periment in integration has been
young Christian lady not over 35 bitterness, our doubts, and our an- African buyers for the outfit
a satisfactory one.
who is interested in marriage. I ger mount with each so-called vic- venture far North into the French
Sudan to buy cattle and to have
In the Charlotte Amalie high
promise to answer all letters and tory.
them driven to slaughtering areas
exchange photos. G. Pettigrew, EMPTINESS
school the parochial high school
vast
emptiness
in
our
There
is
a
In the Northern Territories. It is
and the private and public elemen7141 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 19.
lives
which
some
Africans
are
beas rugged as the old West.
111.
tary schools, there's a complete,
ginning to understand. and which Some Negro out here has the con• free and companionable associaDear Mme. Chante: I wish you become painfully evident to Ne- cession for Pepsi %Ala, but Coco
tion among the students. Teachers,
could find a husband for me. I groes who try to get close to their Cola as usual is striving to retoo, are alike, white and colored,
fresh the Africans at every turn.
am 25, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, African brothers and sisters.
and not in recent memory has the
There are over a half dozen Neweighing 150 lbs., brown complex- That emptiness is due to a lack
. ugly-spectre of racial discriminaof
fundamental
dignity
of
a
sense
groes here in the US foreign sereion. I am very lonely. Would like
tion reared up in educational cirand
genuine
self-respect
Th
e
se
Ice holding high positicns with
to hear from men between 30 and
cles.,
qualities have little to do with edu- good pay. From what I can see
Miss
Idoa
service
men.
50;
also
, BOUGHT IN '17
cation and so-called intelligence. there is no longing to go "home."
Hayden, 2219 W. Bowen, Chicago Strangely, the man who shows There is a newly-arrived Negro
In (act, this newest of the terripurchased
by
possessions
—
torial
12, Ill.
these qualities of dignity and self- doctor extracting teeth up on High
•••
Uncle Sam from Denmark in 1917
respect in fine proportion is not of- St., and some teachers and exwho
those
lesson
to
Dear
Mme,
Chante:
I
am
lookoffer
a
k• —can
ten the local "Been To" whose in- perts in this that or the other
ing for a woman preferably with ner self has been corroded by un- thing are constantly moving thru
so stoutly and belligerently hold
•
college or business training, at- critical and submissive study in ai- the lobby of the Ambassador Hotel,
out or separation of races in pubtractive, poised, affectionate but ien lands or under alien influlic schools.
While other parts of the nation
not beautiful — glamour girls ences.
need not answer. Would like some' are Concerned over school integraSAN ANTONIO. Texas is an
Students in a short span of
tion and the Little Rock flareup
one who is free to come to New bush exhibits these two things adpeacefully and happily. To
Integrated since the U. S. Suexample of how racial integra•
two years have learned how
against Negro pupils. the Virgin
date some 43 schools in the
York to become the wife of a mirably for his is a satisfactory
preme Court edict of 1954.
lion in the schools can wcitti.
to study and play together
Islands have set an example on
state of Texas have become
40-year-old businessman with very relationship with man and nature
the question of schools integration.
little money but with loads of am- as ordered on his behalf by reliHOUSTON, Tex. — Dr. . At
the Gods, and tradition.
Perhaps, for this liberal attitude of the lesser positions in official boutique in this "Tropical P 1 a y- vice of the island and the postal below
bition and ability. I am confident gion,S
69 degrees.
we (lave to thank the Danes. life.
that if I meet a woman with the It is we American Negroes, who Nabrit, Texas Southern university
ground" too are Negroes.
department of this capital city of
The
be
are
do
we
open
to
one
naked
people.
What
president,
and
are
the
announced the univerThese Scandinavians introduced The members of the -11-rnember. The president of the Chamber the Virgin Islands. Going on in
ability and willpower to push and
many advance welfare concepts to unicameral senate, are represent- of Commerce is a Negro; the ser- this vein, Puerto Ricans operate all, without any even p a s sing encourage a man of my type, she truly believe and hold sacred as sity has received a grant of $78,-.
000 from the National Science
the islanders over the ye a r s, ative of this free and good inter- vice clubs — Rotary, etc., have a a number of the leading grocery thought of discrimination, and here will never regret it. Would prefer a way of life?
the young and old — of all races someone between the ages of 28 NEW ADVENTURE
Foundation to operate a summer
among them was the belief that mingling of the races. The speak- mixed membership, and so does stores and night spots,
Most of the Negroes trickling science institute for high school
and creeds, sun and snorkel the and 35. She may or may not have
' education should he free — and er of the body, Sen. Aubrey A. An- the recognized Masonic lodges of
And here no thought is ever giv- sunny hours out.
into Ghana these days are finding teachers of science.
open — to all with no discrimina- duze, is a Negro, and so are
children (2 at the most). She must
this island. The Masonic Order is en to finding a line of four Neself, which has
John H. Sengstacke, the editor of be willing to work until we have not only an inner
This science grant will make
tion.,Unthinkable would be any at- majority of his colleagues.
under British jurisdicton, a n d groes, a couple of Puerto
long been buried under mountains
Ricans
The
Chicago
possible a basic stipend of 875.00
Alexander
tempt to separate any element of JUDGE MOORE
Defender, and a lead- accomplished our goal.
permits the co-mingling of races, and white "continentals" at any of
of anti-Negro propaganda expresser among his race, is a member C. Jackson, 1113 Park Place,
a week for forty (40) participant*,
the population from the other, and
For years, the collector of cus. Yes, integration is a part of our the bars at any time, day or
ed and implied, but new wealth
night. of the Virgin Island Corporation. Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
plus a supplemental dependency
the results have been entirely hap- toms was a Negro: Judge lierman heritage and way of life, .and to
besides.
and
adventure
It is so well-ingrained, that no This is a
s ••
allowance of $15 per week per defederally chartered corPYA. Moore, a Chicago Negro, presid- reiterate, should be a model for thought whatsoever is
A few weeks ago as a guest of
given to poration with extensive operatings Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
pendent up to three dependents.
MP population here is composed, ed for some 17 years over the US those who are so hard - bitten
Ameri
of
the
first
secretary
the
such
a
scene
which, in many an- and holdings in the islands. It op- to
largely of three elements — the District Court here; the district against it.
correspond with men between can Embassy at a party in honor In addition to these provisions,
Negroes. the Puerto Ricans — of attorney is a Negro and so is the Negroes are counted among the other a locale, might well raise erates the St. Croix sugar refinery 30 and 40. I am a very lonely of a State Department official in all fees incidental to enrollment
Spanish background — and the US Marshall. Stanley Farrelley. leading lawyers, and the dean of a ruckus,
and the insular power pla n t s, woman. I have brown skin, weigh Washington, I was introduced to a at the University, viz., tuition, 11mainland whites — the so - call. Instances of this could he reiter- the Virgin Islands bar is the dis- SWANK HOTELS
along with the airports of the two 142 lbs., 5 feet, 1 inch tall. Will man who was described as a typi- brary, medical, activity fees, etc.,
ed "continentals" — who make ated in many another panagraph. tinguished R. II. Amphlett Leader,
And of course, there is no bar islands, and has custodial respon- answer all letters and exchange cal example of American free en- will be covered by the scholarship.
their homes in these three islands. Something of a record among of St. Croix.
photos. Mabel J. Heath, P. O. terprise.
Reasonable travel cost is also In.
whatsoever at the hotels, which sibility for large other holdings.
It is not altogether a classless Negro journalists has been esBox 123, Alexander, Ark.
He was a rather charming Negro eluded in
award.
But, in accordance with the patsociety, to be sure, since there are tahlished here by Ariel Nielchior tern of the business mingling of
levels of wealth and of education, who, for 27 Years has edited The races without contention, side-by1
-.
7 --1
14SAM A ,
LtSIEN MIS.
%
'
/
CIGAREI/E. 4 _
such as may be found in any corn- Daily News — the newspaper with side of Negro establishments are
SAw Wel(VT
44APPENOD...1 DiBt4•1' MK
But
there
is
numity.
no caste sYs- the largest circulation in the is- the drug store, the liquor shops
gi,o6ort
Nu.
Kw, FOR l‘lt c.tGartE-t-re
tern as regards color or racial WI' lands. It reaches something like and other marts operated by
I
white
gins.
GEE..
3,000 readers daily, and while the "continentals."
--,
,.
There are many examples of editorial staff is mixed, the man- The president of the
'MASKS
Virgin Is.
1
how completely business, society, agement and control is in the hands lands Hotel Association, Alton A.
the arts and education are lote• of colored writers and pressmen. Adams, is a Negro.
I.PMost of the
4
grated" here. Among them are:
In fact, in length of service as major hotels are owned and-or
/,‘
DANK READ
,
y„
:.
,
,,
.0
i
i
.
editor, Melchior may have achiev- managed by whites. Guest houses
,•-.1
--,
•
M
The president of the oldest bank ed a special distinction in having dotting the island are alike operp '
,.., .0w/b //
1
is a Negro — D. Victor Boron: the longest record of any Negro ated by Negroes and whites.
_ f.e•
A
'
1
the editors of the newspapers in in operating a daily newspaper in CHURCH LEADERS
4 .)
•,i, e/
Charlotte Amalie, of this island this nation. There are older Negro
/
,
.,;.,
tr
fi,
•
Pulpits here, too, are occupied
and of Frederiksted and Christian- papers, hut his length in the editor alike by colored and white
clergysteel of St. Croix., are colored
chair is notable.
c
men.
.---,
Walter A. Gordon. the governor
For this, too, is America, and
The intermin head of the ichrols
t43
st
.
telly islands, is a Negro and his our way of life generally isn't par- system is a Negro woman, band
609
,-.
_..........-----"---.5"---.-se-78Z
0...........1"%amb
acsonal friend and fallow Cantor- ticularly different from Oshkosh, the principal - a Harvard
ai
Man,
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THI TRI-STATE ARIA

Our Opinions
How Long Must We Wait For Action?

•

Civil rights violations, it appears, con- cine that will wipe out the disease
overtinue undiminished in Arkansas, Alabama, night."
Georgia, Florida and Mississippi. Reports
If his nomination is approved, Dr. Hanfrom these states indicate a determination
to resist 111 of the prohibitions of the new nah's influence may keep the Commission
Civil Rights Act. Mississippi a few weeks on the right path. There is much work to
be done before the elections in the Fall. Unago held a state convention for the expressless
the Commission gets down to business
ed purpose of amending its charter so as to
oil more effectively the legal machinery for soon, its statutory two-year term will have
expired without anything approaching the
barring Negroes from the polls.
scope of its power being accomplished.
Numerous instances of denials of conA Senate Judiciary subcommittee has apstitutional prerogatives have been brought
to the attention of Federal authorities. Ap- proved President Eisenhower's nomination
parently nothing can be done at this point of Gordon M.Tiffany as staff director of the
until the six-man Civil Rights Commission Commission. But we are somewhat puzzled
becomes functional. Though the appropria- by Mr. Tiffany's open admiscion that he
tion for its operation has been approved by was "not an expert" on civil rights and made
Congress, the Commission has not yet been "no claims to knowing the answers to these
confirmed by the Senate. No doubt there problems."
We must inquire, with all due respect to
will be much probing into the background
of the men who were picked by President the judgment of the President. on what
Eisenhower to be members of this new basis Mr. Tiffany was chosen for the imagency, before the Senate gives its consent portant task of directing the affairs of the
agency. Much time has been lost already and
them.
Something about their social philosophy, much more may be needed to acquaint Mr.
their personal attitudes, their associations Tiffany with the nature of his role.
and politics will be closely scrutinized by
He is in a sensitive position and much
some Senators who are looking for an ex- of the determination of the cases
investigatcuse to sabotage the Commission.
• ed by his field workers will depend upon
The chairman of the Commission, Pres- his own presentation and
ident John A. Hannah of Michigan State placed, he can do much interpretation. So
harm or much good
University, bears the earmarks of determin- depending upon his attitude and
convictions.
ed leadership. Shortly after he was chosen However, it should be
made clear to him by
for the poet, he observed:
those who are responsible for his appoint"Prejudice is like a disease that is pass- ment that the exercise of civil
rights, so
ed on from generation to generation. Un- necessary to our
democracy, is a continuous
fortunately we cannot hope to find a vac- imperative.

two
des.undme.tiga•
ns to
oper,
stat.

by NAT D. WILLIAMS
Wonder what would happen if sometimes in elementary school
somebody in Memphis Negro cir- and ciillege. In many cases, the
cles would sponsor a talent show sante "talented" youngsters are
featuring someone other than used in most of all the "talent
school boys and girls?
shows." In addition to the "talent.
The speculation cornea to mind ed" kids, many of the ail-seeing
in the wake of the loads of tal- promoters, put heavy stress on
ent shows that pervade the town
the schools to sell tickets to the
every year along around Spring, not-so-talented youngsters within
and at Christmas time. Seems like their walls. The idea is much used
the imaginations of Memphis pro- of obtaining most talent front the
motoers are limited to fashion larger schools . . . the expected
shows, talent shows, donation outcome being that the kids from
teas, football games, and package the individual schools will surely
dances or song festivals, either swell box office receipts by followryhthm and blues or gospel feats. ing their "talented" fellow stuAll this can easily lead to a dents to the talent show program.
kind of boredom with most local One wonders who will step
entertainment. That's why it might forward with some positive acbe smart for sonic of the local tion and positive suggestions to
promoters to try and think up broaden the outlook of local prosomething different. They should moters and do-gooders in regard
either put a new twist to the
to school "talent" and "talent
already accepted and established shows." Why doesn't somebody re.
general entertainment forms, or member the "talented" school kids
they ought to do like the Zeta Sor- after they finish or leave school?
ority Chapter here and reach for Most such "talent'' doesn't leave
something as unusual as the ice Memphis to live elsewhere. Most
show . .. presented for two years of it is still in the city limits.
running now for Negro spectat- Why couldn't they be corralled
ors.
by some enterprising promoter and
Now speaking of the "talent welded into a really slambang,
shows," they have fallen into a more nearly polished, and certainpattern that's almost tearful with ly more mature "talent show?"
sameness. The promoters almost Help, 'somebody!
invariably are the same persons Of course, maybe some promotor members of the same sponsor- er has already thought of the idea
ing organizations. Almost without of getting together "out-of-school"
exception they profess to be in- talent . . . to the relief of underterested in advancing a worthy paid and overworked school teachcause. Always they are seeking to ers and distracted principals. But, a bit clearer and above-board ... the school folk, who are called on
"discover and present" the hidden no doubt, some shrewd promoter and the demand for downright so much for so many extra-curtalent in our midst. And just about has also figured in the possible work, sweat, and a few tears on
ricular activities, outside the
to a man or woman, they call costs in time and money of cor- his (the promoter's) part. And it
schools, until they constantly wonupon the schools to train, provide, ralling such "talent'' . . . the ex- would be novel . . . expecially to
and present the "talent." Always pense of providing a place to re.
the talent consists of the boys and hearse . .. the need for making
girls ... mostly in high school
the reasons for his "talent show"

ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations

1

I

der at the gall of so many folk
who raise up to yap about what
the schools "ain't doing fer the
children, Ugh!"

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

A Few Little Things That Negroes Need
Among the few little things that and our pocket magazines, "Tim Broadway
and its tyrannical bow,
I figure the Colored Race could Crisis" and "Phylon" certainly fill
office.
use would be a few more MIL- a need. But for the serious writer
It Is a cultural shame that net.,
LIONAIRES. I don't mean folks of fiction, articles, and poems,
where in the U. S. is there such
with just a few thousands, but there is too little publishing
space a Negro theatre, big or little, amiss_
with a few MILLIONS. Not just a anywhere. In fact, almost
none. teur or professional.
few cars, but a few YACHTS as The new and attractively
pub. Karamu House in Clevelandlr
well. Not just one "fabulous' (a iished "Duke" that
has recently Negro area, with its excellent...,
Is Ebony-Jet) house, but several come
on the newsstands, served physical set-up, seems content te
mansions, villas and palaces (all as a market for lighter
fiction and do stupidles like "Pipe Dream"
"swanky") scattered from Nice to amusing or startling factual plec- in
competition with all the *thee
Paris to Park Avenue to Ashville ex. Young writers who can write theatres
of the country.
to Palm Springs to Waycroes.
in these veins should submit ma. Through its once famous 011phl
' Also I figure we could use, on terlal. "Duke" pays for stories,
by Players, Karamu House became
a world wide scale, a few more the way.
known as C center of Negro dee"
PRESIDENTS,
EMPERORS. t guess ft pays for models, too. ma, datice, art and unique thew.
KINGS and assorted rulers, with
Certainly, some of the pretti- tre expression. In its old play.
es much power (which I hope they
eat and most undressed colored house on Central ave., ft put orli
would use wisely) as Nasser, Hail.
ladies yet to appear in print are plays of Negro Me not to be seen
I. Selassie, Batista and Nkrumah.
sprinkled throughout its pages. so well done (if seen at all) elseI wish they would all be Nkru.
But I notice, Its cover girls are where in the country.
mah's complexion, too, so there
Now, with a very fine theatre,
gradualy being more and more
would be no argument about their
dressed up. The young lady on the productions consist mostly og
being colored.
"Duke's" first cover bad on noth- commercial Broadway revivals
While on the subject of color,
originally written by, about lad
ing at all,
in the USA where so many light
for white folks. Integrated and
On
the
second
cover
her
busts
Negroes pass for white, we could
well acted they are, to be sure,
use a few more WHITE PEOPLE were barely covered — she had but at no
significance at all.
completely forgotten to button up
PASSING FOR COLORED.
Maybe Harlem, or the Southede
At the moment, not many Mich her gown. But cn its third cover, of Chicago,
or the Wester!. of Los
are known — only the scattered the girl was clothed almost to the Angeles will
eventually develop a
white wife of some colored man, armpits! It is worth watching to Negro theatre
with real meaning
see what will happen next,
here and there, who finds it more --and value to America, with proconvenient to be "colored" than
There Is nothing wrong with that ductions no beautiful they can trays •
white. It would be fun to have a lot old hex, sex — but I still say we el all over
the world, as did the
of white people passing for Negro, need a serious magazine, too.
white-conceived "Porgy and Bess"
just to make things more screwy
Also we could use in the Amer. with its long crap games, its junky
than they are.
lcas a great Negro theatre In Sportin' Life and its Bess who
Also in the USA one little thing which the immensity of colored had been directed
to stand, most
we sorely lack is a good LITER, talent, music-wise, acting-wise and of the time, like a cow
on stage •
ARY MAGAZINE where young dance-wise could be coordinated when I last saw
the show — hey •• •
writers of color might publish into beautiful productions not de. legs wide apart. But she
sang like
their work. Our picture magazines pendent upon the whims f white a bird!

THE SOUTHERN NEGRO DOCTOR
There's nothing like trouble to
But the Negro medic can keep
make one forget his racial preju. a secret, and if he can't who's
dices and biases,
going to believe him when the
ne•
To put it in the words of a
flower of southern white womanand
southern friend of mine who is
hood falls him a ilar. The poor
rbin
a sharp observer of what hap. medic might find himself in
Cape
pens around him: "I've never court charged with slander.
Some of the democratic-minded mem- man Congressional delegation bosses
more seen a drowning man refuse to
And when the town's leading
rs of the present Congress are beginning full committees than the combined
delega- be saved because his rescuer is banker, that sly old dog, makes
Po• •
)realize the handicaps and dangers of the tions of 325 Senators and
fifth
Repreeentavee black.
the
awful discovery that he has
Seniority system as practiced by both howl- from New York, California,
• 'el
Pennsylvania, He was telling me about a ra- painful reminders of the glorious
ea. First of all it confers important com- New Jersey', Connecticut, and
twenty-three cial phenomenon he has been night he spent with the blonde
mittee posts to men who, in many instanc- other states.
observing in the deep South for he met at his lodge's convention
number of years.
es, have no other qualification beyond the
.ome
In Omaha, do you think he goes
Arkansas, in a sense, is the most power- a"It
all goes to prove," be sald. to see the corner druggist whoite
least
fact of precedence in point of service.
ful single state on Capitol Hill because prac- "that most racial
prejudices
are
tipM
notes he holds, or his lodge
There would be leas objection to that tically all the effective power is
exercised like a cloak. You'll discard lilt brother who is a gynecologist?
uckli
system if the men who profit by it were not by the chairmen, each of
things
enough."
hot
get
whom
is
a
czar
o
f
No sir. He seeks out the "nigogrY
under the constant spell of sectional bias. If all that falls within the
He was referring to the whine
ger doctor" who knows how to
they could place the interest of the country mittee's activities. Even sphere of his com- clientele of Negro physicians In keep
a secret.
.utfit
at large above that of the neck of the woods forty-three Representati New York, with the South.
Some of those making the
ench
ves and two Senawhence they came, some ground might be tors, has only two chairmanship
"Have you s ver wondered." nocturnal visits to the offices
have
s, both in
found to justify the practice.
real
the lower house. The New York delegation he asked me "why Negro physl. of the Negro doctors are the
CMS as a group make more
most outspoken on racial matIt is
Unfortunately, the seniority system does is the largest in Congress.
money in the South than any• ters. They're the ones who
not work that way. As a matter of fact the
Texas,
with
twenty-four
charge
else,
where
the Negro with Imespecially
since
Congressmen
it
is
COD.
—
system has been a stumbling block athwart including Speaker Sam
Coco
Rayburn and Sen- supposed they are catering to morality and disease. They're
the
path of many legislative proposals ate Majority Leader
the ones who contend loudly
Impoverished Negroes?'
. rewhich were not to the liking of narrow- has three chairmen, Lyndon Johnson — 1"Well,'' he said, answering his that there should be complete
turn.
all in the house. A
separation of the races.
minded Southern Congressmen who set all state's population,
• Neown question it's white folks
"I've been seeing this go on
serv.
issues through the prism of local interest. ress and standing wealth, education, prog- In trouble and not Negroes, who
in
the
national
and
for years," he told me. "White
inter- make them rich."
with
Arkansas, the state which precipitated a national community do not
count.
people
surreptitiously slipping
see
Then
constitutional crisis, last Fall, and brought
The system should be abolished. It adds his point.he proceeded to prove Into the darkened office of the
me."
the nation to the brink of a civil war — has nothing to
Negro doctor late at night, their
'egro
the stature of Congress and it
When the beautiful, but too
more chairmen of Congressional committees makes it possible
coat collars turned up around
High
for
Southerners
to
carry
gay
or
careless,
young
daugh(*his year than any other state. Its eight. out their
their ears, their hats pulled
exDixieerat program.
ter of the city's leading white down over their faces, and their
.ther
family gets in trouble, do you
eyes sweeping the street to see
time
think her mother takes her to If anybody recognizes them.
the family doctor or to another
"It's disgusting, but I don't
white physician?
get mad, because what the Ne•
Not on your life. The secret Is gmo doctor forces them to pay
too great to entrust to a man
makes up for all the hams and
The Cancer Crusade
lineage to further this most im. With your help we may achieve who moves in their social set jars of preserves he has to take
Dear Editor: April signals the portent and urgent cause. We never
and
might after a few highballs from the poor Negroes who
start of the 1958 Cancer Crusade know when the last barrier to can- the purpose of the 1958 Cancer Cru- haul out the skeleton,
really need his help.''
of the American Cancer Society, cer cure will fall. It may be to- sade. Thanks for your faith in this 11111111111111111111101111111111iiinillIO11111111111111111111111111illent1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
objective. Marvin C. Lunde, ChairMinot, Division,
day
or
tomorrow,
but
all
of
us
•rsity
7T717775.rrknow next to his government resorted to force are in supporting roles, and t It e
This is the drive that everybody must keep constantly at work in man, Community & Suburban
ivernothing about the issues in the cur- was to protect the Cuban people songs have different tunes. but Bs.
order
to
insure
its
destruction.
accepts.
Every
family,
Press,
1958
every
Cancer
perCrusade.
$78,rent squabble in Cuba does not de- against a powerful, well . organiz- lista is still in the center of the
son
in
some
way,
is
personally
knee
ter me from writing about it. My ed minority who were thirsty for stage, with the Cuban flag in one'
cognizant of the ravages of canmer
Presumption stems from the fact power,
hand and a machine gun in the
cer. It is this recognition that has
cheat
that I spent a year in Havana aft- "It must have been
made the Cancer Crusades of the
overlodked other,
I
finished
college
trying
er
to learn that Mendieta himself was merely In the
past several years so successful.
fall of 1934 when I land.
something of the language and the appointed and no
ake
elections have ed in Havana, most of the students
As you know, the major portion
culture
and,
secondly,
father been held to determine which par- at
my
75.00
the
of the money collected from these
University
of Havana were
was a Cuban.
ty represents the majority. He was up in arms at Batista because he
.antS,
drives goes into Cancer Research.
Although
he
came
counthis
to
put in office by a powerftfl, well- had used some of the school's
.enc9
Every medical man feels t hat
try when he was le, he retained organised minority thirsty
r defor pow- funds to buy arms. There were
eventually this dread disease will
his Cuban citizenship until his er.
sporadic bombings and a o m •
•ntg.
he eliminated. However, it will
death.
"Of
take continued effort and public
the
tout tyrants, Batista is shooting. Batista's soldiers, howReporting on another, Cuban
by far the most interesting as well ever, took care of the situation
pport to accomplish this impormerit
ATLANTA — Irene V. Clark of represented in the show are Syl•
squabble, I wrote in 1936, for a
in short order.
nt goal.
is, Hlittle magazine called Challenge, as the most powerful. He is a
Chicago has been awarded the vester Britton, Bernard Goss,
Incidentally, that was the first
Without doubt, one of the reasons $250
ate.,
the following observations which short, brown skin mulatto with a
John Hope Purchase Award Geraldine McCullough, Toussaint
commanding personality. He h a s integrated army I had ever seen.
the Cancer Crusade in
Illinois
ring a bell for me today:
.hip.
has been so successful during the at the 17th annual Atlanta Ifni- Perkins, David Preston Ross, jr.,
"The first four political bosses formed a great friendship with Black, brown and white soldiers
o
past, has been due to the reams versity art exhibition for "Five all in oils; Naomi Jefferson in
or sinverguenzas in Cuba today Jefferson Caffrey, a former Ala• and officers mingled together freeof publicity which has been so gen- Centuries Ago."
'are Fulgeucio Batista, the military hama cracker, and their early ly and if there was a color line
water colors.
erously contributed by the Commu- This is her second Atlanta Unl- The show opened on
chief, President Caries Mendieta, morning horseback rides furnish among them, I couldn't find it out.
March 30
die Press of the Chicago and Sti- versey
Ambassador Jefferson Caffrey and the Cubans with material for end- In upper crust social and religiprize, the other basing and will be open through April
ous circles in Havana there was
lleben area. Now again, we ask for
publisher Jose Rivero, White-hair- less wisecracking.
27.
the same generqps cooperation been given in Me.
ed Mendieta was appointed by Ba- "Like Mussolini and Hitler, he a color line although the line became fuzzy if a brother became
is
a
great
orator,
and
coup
the
which we read abilut. liewever, it
tista and Caffrey to the presidenThe second prize in water color
cy of the republic at the resigna- d'etat which he manipulated to rich or famous. Money could alIt evident, too, that we must be was wen by William S. Carter of
get in power, trapping the army most make a black man white IS
further informed, especially at a
tion of Grau San Martin.
"Jefferson Caffrey is the repre- chiefs in the Hotel Nacional dur- those days.
dine when we all are asked to con- Champaign, Ill., for "Pieta." In ."
tribute to the most important addition to his prize - winning
Perhaps the current crisis le sentative of American repeal in ing a conference, has earned him
work, Carter had two oils and
Cuba who succeeded Sumner Wel- the title of Little Napoleon. Batis- Cuba may finally mark the end
phase of cancer research.
ta,
however,
not
popular among of Batista, but I would sot be
is
les. Jose Meese is the publisher
:This letter is a personal mes- three prints accepted for exhibit
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — Dr.
on it. He must be a great genius!.
of Cuba's biggest newspaper, 'Di- the masses and he knows it,
Honorable mention in figure
sage to you, urging that you use,
ario De La Marina,' and he ham
"Repeatedly, he declares public- to have weathered so many stem!
ai much as possible, all the publi- painting went to Frederick D. William B, Stewart, Edward Watfor
delicate
so many years.
the
task
moulding
pubof
hit
intention
ly
of
leaving politics
city which is directed to you by Jones, jr., of Chicago for "Love ers college president, was
re-electlie opinion in support of the pres- alone and guarantees the people He is a good friend of our.
the American Cancer Society, 139 Song." Jones has been co/let-tins
conn.
ent administration.
honorable elections which are con- try and he has been as honest and
North Clark St., Chicago 2, III. honors at the Allsnta university ed last week to the board of di"During a strike or uprising, his tinually postponed.''
as humane as any dictator in Cube
Miss Cecile A. Gegen, Public Re- show since 1943 when he received rectors of Educational Television,
Paper is the only one permitted on I wrote this stuff 22 years ago is likely to be. Finally, if he goes,
lations Director, will be most hap- the second award in water color. Inc., here, which will place Chanthe streets of La Habana.
and as I read the dispatches in he will be replaced by another dieSince then he has on two oc- nel 7 on the
py to cooperate with you.
air early in the fall
"Following the general strike in the newsroom today, I have the tator no matter how much WV
Year after year the record has casions received the award for
last
Cuba
March,
Mendieta
wrote
two
feeling of the guy who got stuck- you may hear to the contrary. •
years of preparation.
proved that the Conot%%%%%itS l.aa the best figure in oil and on two after
a letter for publication that ap- in the revolving, door. The stage might be time for a ehange,
Prealdent Stewart is the only Neof which you are a proud member for the best oil, any sugject
"SPUTNIK First In Space? That's Not So! Vaughn Men- peared
in
the
York
'New
Times'
in Cuba today has different scen- change may not necessarily gua•
has set sew records In publicity Other Chicago ant artiats gro on the 15-member board.
roe Raced With The Moon Several Years Ago!"
in which he said that the reason ery,
,
and a new cast of characters Wee progress. Who • •
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171 Humboldt Students
On Stigall Honor Roll

Se., April 19, 1958

HUMBOLDT, Tenn. — There Lora Ransey, Jimmy Ramey, Joe
were 171 students in the eleraen- M. Abbott, Arlicia Jones, Maxef the Stigall ine McCurry, Dorothy Green
tary department
school here who made the honor Margie Taylor, Glenda Johnson
roll, according to H. D. Tuggle, Linda K. Walker, Hercules Scott
the principal, who released names Bettye Doughlas, and Birdie Bryson,
and figures recently.
4-C, Mrs. M. A. Gillespie, teachTwo classes were tied for the
Bradley, Archie
honor of having the greatest er: Deborah
number of scholars in the school, Rodgers, Gloria Porter, Lillie
with 16 each. They were class Johnson, Peggy Simmons, and
1-C, taught by Mrs. M. D. Porter. Warner Turner,
and the 2-A class taught by Mrs. 5-A, Mrs. Louise Cooper, teachMarie Robinson
er: Alicia M. Brown, Betty
Honor Roll students were 1-A, Moore, Essie Yarbrough, Dorothy
Hunt, James
Mrs. M. L. Lacey, teacher: Mal- Bonds, James
colm E. Hunt, Edward L. Mc- Haynes, Lynn Ragans, James
Kiney, James A. Gooch, John L. Shepherd, John W. Johnson. and
Emery, Jacqueline Wynn, Alean Billy Lenon.
D. Johnson, Barbara Marsh, Bar5-B, Mrs. J. B. Richey, teacher:
bara Bonds, and Mary A. Porter. Willie Howard Bynum, Charlie
1-B, Mrs. B. G. Ragsdale, Poplar, Nelvin Cauley, Ann Simvice president; Mrs. Ruth
teacher: Robert Donaldson, Bich- mons, Betty Ellison, 011ie Mai
lion of Foote Homes. Eighty
EASTER PARTY — These
Scott, Mrs. Jean Brazor, and
ard Robins, Anthony Rogers, Dar- Reed, Annie Montague, Phyllis R.
dozen eggs were given away
young children posing in the
Mrs. Willie L. HoDins, reportlene Miller, Shiann Perry, Albert Dennis, Terry Gooch, and Albert
In the hunt. Among the adults
Foote Home Community center for the recreation departLee Cole, James Brown, Sara Vantruce,
er were among the 275 young• in charge of the activities were
Smith, Alice Campbell, Clemenment. Mrs. Elaine J. Camp.
George W. Anderson, presi sters in the area who had a
5-C, Mrs. M. B. Ledford, teachtine Lacey, Barbara Porter, Berbell is the director, and Rodell
gay time at the party spoildent; Mrs. Sarah Rogers,
James Bradford, Luzalia Gener:
nice Porter, Mack Gentry, GwenBoyd, assistant director.
gored by the Tenants' Associatry, and Ruthie Gooch,
dolyn Glenn, and Rochester Bald6-A, C. C. Moody, jr., teacher:
win.
Carolyn Fly, Dorothy Donald. and
Assisting Mrs Stewart with thilk
1-C, Mrs. AL D. Porter, teach- Rosie Lee Sellers.
program were Miss Hazel Pyles,
er: Barbara Moody, Dora Cole6-B, Mrs. M. B. Ledford, teach
music chairman; and Mrs. Mag.
man, Barbara Bradley, Vivian et, Janette Croom, Betty Fergugie Jordan, chairman pf the deo.
Hill, Essie Lee Champion, James son, Lillian Landers, Echddress
orating committee.
Garland
Fly,
N.
D. Glenn, Oscar
Warren, Charles Gillespie, Jimmy
Sharp, John Wesley Champion, McCurry, Helen Walker, and
Lt. Lee was introduced by L.
Many outstanding leaders in
John A. Donald, Andrew Jarnion, Fanny Collier
the Memphis community were Alex Wilson, editor and general
Gwendolyn Shute, Joyce Patrick,
present at the Mt. Pisgah CME manager of the Tri-State DefendCarlotta Stewart, general chair. Carolyn Glenn, and 'Betty Green.
and religious contributions to
church in Orange Mound on Tues- er. Appearing late in the program
AN OUTSTANDING CITIZEN
of the program; Rev.
man
Robinson,
Marie
Mrs.
here,
2-A,
Pictured
community.
Browning,
the
evening, April 8, to pay tri- to give tributes to Rev Brownday
Warner
Rev. D.
Browning, Mrs. Browning, Lt.
teaeher: Diann Reid, Jerry Cox,
left are James T. Walker,
bute to the pastor, Rev. D. War- ing was Rev. D. S. Cunningham,
center, was honored last week
Ales
L.
and
George W. Lee,
James Doughlas, Francene Givner Browning, for his outstand- pastor of the Collins Chapel CME
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, Mrs.
In a program at the Mt. Pt.Bros.)
ens, Erma Guyton, James Lowing civic and religious contribu- church
gab CME church, for his civle
ery, Mary L. Moore. Shirley MilMusic for the program was
tions to the city.
Sponsors for boys desiring to
ler, Margaret Jackson, Deana
In charge of the program hon- furnished by the Douglass high
Newhouse, Willie M. Ramsey, attend classes in government at
oring Rev. Browning was Mrs. school glee club, under the direcFlora Taylor, Barbara William- the Tennessee A and I State uniCarlotta Stewart, a teacher, writ- tion of Omar Robinson. L C. Sinson, Doris Williams, apd George versity this summer are being so
and youth counselor, who said Iles gave the Lord's Prayer.
er,
Davis.
licited by Autress Russell Post that the "alabaster box" of love
2-B, Mrs. E. Ballard, teacher: No. 27 of the American Legion
and friendship, approving and
Sandra -Donaldson, Arlene Gen- here.
cheering words, should not he
try, Glenda Stewart, Bernita
The classes have been organized withheld from those who deserve
Yvonne Farmer, Dorothy Ann for eleventh grade boys and girls,
them now.
The request was made by Clar- Supreme court decision outlawing Thomas, Venciel Marsh, Roland and a faculty of expert governDALLAS, Texas — (ANP)
segregation.
Religious leaders who appeared James Walker, chairman of th
Landers, Shirlean Yarbrough, and ment officials will be on hand to
Integration of schools in Oklaho- ence Mitchell, Washington NAA school
on the program to give three. Citizenship Committee of the Bluff
He disagreed with the view of Mitcha Rogers.
Au. and Texas has brought a knot- CP chapter director, before the
of
the
children
functions
the
teach
minute expressions of praise to City Council of Civic Clubs anGeorge S. McGovern (D., 2-C, Mrs. M. A. Gillespie, eachty problem — what to do with the house education subcommittee, Rep.
local, county and state govern- the minister
included Rev. H. C. nounced last Saturday evening that
currently considering various bills S.D.) that such would "kill any Cr: Kitty Ann Blackman, Dar- ment.
Negro teachers?
Bunton, of Mt Olive Cathedral plans are now being made for a
passing any school le- lene Dennis, Pamela Ledford,
In Oklahoma, 300 Negro teach- for college scholarships and giants chance of
student
fee
attendThe
each
for
TITLE SEEKER — Miss Marie
this year."
Jackie Pearson, Linda G. Watson, ing the session will be $25. They CME church; Rev. W. Herbert door-to-door campaign to increasi•
ers have lost their jobs as a re- r to states to strengthen science gislation
Ann Green, of Walls, Miss., has
of
Brewster,
sr.,
East
the
Trigg
public
in
ARIZONA
training
Tlatmathematic
Barbara
IN
and
and
INTEGRATED
Porter,
Julia
This
Negroes
among
integration.
registration
sult of school
: must be selected by their teacher, Ave. Baptist church; Rev. R. W. voting
been selected to compete as the
meeting
annual
the
schools.
at
Dr.
visitor
liff.
County.
by
A
Shelby
imparted
and
Memphis
in
was
information
and the application be approved Norsworthy, of Mt. Moriah Baprepresentative from the Delta
M. McKinney,,
3-A, Mrs. D
Mitchell said no state should of the social science group's anVirgil F. Dougherty of Oklahoma
by the principal.
tist church; and Edward B. Davis, The campaign, he said, will be , Center school in a contest sponCity university, at the annual' receive federal education aid un- nual meeting ii. Dallas recalled teacher: Mary E. Scott, Brenda
launched in the very near future, sored by the teachers in District
Those persons who' wish to of the Mt. Pisgah church.
convention of the Southwestern So- less its officials pledged that funds the situation in Phoenix, Arizona, K. Burnett, Carclyn M. Pirtle, sponsor a youth may write to
and representatives from various , Three. The winner will be crowncial Science association last week., be spent in accordance with the after the schools were integrated Vivian J. Pearson, Nellwathia Grover C. Burson, Commander Civic leaders who participated clubs and organizations will pared "Miss District Three.' Miss
in the program were James T.
and harmony prevailed in all Green, Marvin Shepherd, Shirley
Dr. Dougherty said: "IntegraAmerican Legion Post No. 27; 1258 Walker, a labor union leader; T. ticipate.
; Green is the daughter of Mr. and
school districts in the "Valley of J. Ellison, Delorse M. Cole, Meldon of Negro students have nott
J. Tony, and Lt. George W. Lee, Rev. A. Gladney is president of Mrs. Willmon Green, Sr., and is
vin Stewart, Johnnie Jackson, and Race at., Memphis.
the Sun."
posed a difficult problem but the
manager of the local office of the the Bluff City Council of Civic active in the school's band, choir.
integration of Negro teachers is
It was pointed out that Negro Richard Martin.
Atlanta Life Insurance company, Clubs, and Eliehue Stanback, re- Trl-Hicil and other activities. She
3-B, Mrs. S. M. Ellison, teachproving more difficult.
teachers, as well as students have
who was the principal speaker.
is in the ninth grade.
Stewporter,
"Before integration there were
been integrated into the Phoenix er: Lanny Pack, Darlene
) Roy Studivant, M yrUene
1,537 Negro teachers in Oklahoma,1
school system and have been made art,
'Whereas there are now approxi- 1
welcome by principals, fellow in- Champion. Joann Bryson, Lois
•
Barrnately 1,200.
structors and officials of the Emery, Myra Lawrence,
bara Duffey, Sharon Newhouse,
"INTEGRATION INEVITABLE'
The Memphis Business League Board of Education.
Virginia Sttigall, Claud Lowery.
In Corpus Christi, Tex., 14 can- will sponsor its Third Annual
While the Negro populations In
didates for school board posts air-1 Sales Clinic for the benefit .of the Resort City is comparatively Donald Broyles, and Donald Hunt.
3-C, Mrs. Enid Sims, teacher:
NEW YORK — Several years
cd their views on Negro teachers those interested in selling.
small — Indians. Mexicans and
Patricia Douglas, Brenda Haynes, of lucrative looting of luggage
integration.
other Nationals being present in Charles Thomas, Joyce Woods,
from
statement
a
to
According
ended over the week end for WilAll agreed that integration of
C. J. Gaston, executive secretary large numbers — acceptance of Fred Lucas, Gwendolyn Hess, liam Lee Williams, a Pullman
these teachers into the school sysNegro teachers followed closethe
begins
Clinic
this
the
of
League.
ShaDan Boykin, Doris Nesbitt,
porter, when he was arrested for
tem "is inevitable," but said
Thursday, April 17 at 7:30 p. m. ly on the heels of admission of ron Smith, Dorothy Poplar, and stealing over
8100,000 In gem.
much study and careful planning
Negro students in elementary and
Thursfour
for
continue
will
and
Smith.
The 42-year old porter of Ja
will
Doris
needs be applied before it
thereafter in the lecture hall high schools. ,
days
teach-,
Gentry,
R.
0.
Mrs.
L.
4-A,
was tracked down
maica,
I.,
happen.
Negro. athletes have also dis- Cr: Dora Ann Stewart, Howard by, three detectives including a
GO-GETTER Mrs. Ernesta
Meanwhile in Washington, Con- of LeMoyne college.
Arithe
at
themselves
tinguished
,
memby
taught
be
Classes will
Gentry, jr., Andrew Gale Bond, woman whose job it was to ride
gress was urged to put "firm anProcope builds and sells
state colleges. Observers James Vernon Mays, Willie Mai the
zona
ExecuSales
Memphis
the
of
bers
trains Williams was assigned
ti-integration safeguards" in any
a certificate will be stated that what has happened on Ragan, Martha Ferrel, Chester
distinctive homes, heads a
Williams' train run was from
school bills is contemplates in the tive club and
to all enrollees who suc- a small scale in Arizona will ev. Haskerville, Laura
given
Phinessee, New York to Miami. Police said
future.
successful
real-estate and
cessfully complete the course. En- entually be the pattern for the Barbara Jean Pack, Diane Brad- he rifled passengers luggage, sold
firm.
For relaxainsurance
rollment fee is 55.00 and all per- state of Oklahoma.
Hess,
William
Ratliff,
to
pawnjewelry and peddled it
ford, Diane
sons interested in attending this
tion,she putters around her
shops on New York's eastside.
and Alvin Ferguson.
clinic are asked to get in touch
His take, they said, included an
4-B, Mrs. 0. R. Farmer, teachown prize-winning Long
with C. J. Gaston at JA. 7-0457 or
er: Thomas Reid, Carole Midgett, $18,000 diamond bracelet.
7-4917.
Island home. For enjoyJA.
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
CARD OF THANKS
ment, she smokes Lucky
HEATERS
•
I wish to express my. sincere
Strike cigarettes.
VACUUM CLEANERS
thanks to each individual club
and organization who rememberRADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ed me so wonderfully by their
gifts of flowers fruits and cards,
and I would like for sou to know
that I appreciate and humliv
grateful to you for your kindness.
May God bless and keep you.
Mrs. Mary D. King, 752 Ayers
GENOA — (INS) — Soraya, the
st.
ALSO—
regal Iranian beauty who lost a
REBUILT VACUUM $a95
throne for want of an heir, sailed
%Pup
for New York yesterday aboard
CLEANERS
the U. S. Liner Constitution to beCAN YOU USE
gin a search for happiness without
the man she loves.
MORE
The unsmiling princess, who lost
her status as queen wfhen the
Shah of Iran divorced her, board"CM SO GLAD I found Luckiee,"
ed the liner four hoers before sailAPPLIANCES, INC.
GROUND FLOOR
says Mrs. Procope."They really
ing time and locked herself in the
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
BUILDING
STERICK
fill the bill ... taste fresh and
$3,000 suite which Grace Kelly
puff after puff!"
clean,
'WHIR/ FOIKS IICI yOU
AT BANQUET
Miss Alexander after the preSURPRISE
226$ Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
used on a happier trip from New
GET PRIFEINNNAL
given during two-day meet of
sentation are Miss Barbara
two years ago.
Monaco
to
Pro• Parkin.,
York
Ovate MON
Slavic''
the N e w Homemakers of
Hodge, left, of Nashville, who
Soraya said she wanted to be
served as mistress of ceremonAmerica held recently on the
alone. A score of Italian plaincampus of Tennessee A and I
ies; and Miss Fannie Mayberclothesmen surrounded the suite
ry, of Lewisburg, the TennesState university was Miss
so that her wish could be granted
see NFIA president and main
Christine Alexander, center,
despite the pleas of 30 nevs
the
for
state
e
h
t
advisor
banquet speaker. (Photo by
photographers.
Clinton,
,
group. Shown chatting with
GETS MESSAGE
When the princess arrived in
Genoa Sunday to await the ( onstitution, she was handed a poignant "bon voyage" message from
Shah Mohammed Rezampahlevi of
Iran. She had been his queen until
their divorce became final last
week.
Smiling sadly. Soraya said "he
was always very thoughtful."
A LUCKY is nil fine tobacco—
On the train trip from Genes-a
light, good -tasting tobacco,
she had been gay and laughed at
toasted to taste even better.
a reporter who thought it necesYou'll say, with Mrs. Procope,
sary to ask if she would marry
SO GOOD,
"It's the best-tasting cigarette
the Shah again if she had her life
SO LASTING!
ever smoked I"
I
to live over.
"Of course I would," she said,
"I still love him."
He still loves her, ton.
But, as the Shah made plain
when he knnounced his divorce
intentions last month, kings and
queens must put duty to their na•
lion ahead of personal happiness.
And, it is his duty to provide
MEMPHIS am
Iran with an heir.
aim
adand
sympathy
public
The
1070 on your dial moms
miration aroused by Soraya's
41111NIMINII
plight was demonstrated at stops
all along the way, but especially.
•
0-30
at Genoa. where thousands of 111111111111:\
Prase! of
ADA C e.
•
— ciaeseco- mm our middle nentot
Jitfitieci• iffteacco--6,70.•”
...
LOUISVILLE. of
rommommos
NIEL IIR[WING COMPANY. INC
Italians greeted her with cheers

Memphis Negro Leaders
H
Honor Rev. Browning

Legion Seeks
Youth Sponsors

Integration Hits Negro
Teacher Hard,300 Jobless

You. Campaign
To Start Soon

Sales Clinic
Sponsored By
Business Group

41111INIMININIL
IRONS REPAIRE9

Porter Nabbed
In $100,000
Jewel Theft

"I want a light smoke—so I'm • •
partial to Luckies1"

A Sad Soraya
Sails For U. S.
From Genoa

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
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Some Highlights From Movie, 'St. Louis Blues'

—Aunt Hagar
SOLD OUT
(Pearl Bailey) and Rev.
Charles Handy (Jean Hernandez), W. C. Handy's father,
arrive at a symphony perform,
ance of Will's music only to
learn that all tickets have been

THEME stands out in the life
of famed W. C. Hand.), as
shown hi the gripping "St.
1 Louie Blues," a paramount

picture, the premiere of which
will be held on April 17, beginning at 7:30 p.m. at the
New Daisy theatre. In top

left photo Wi.. (Nat "Xlisg"
Cole) who plays the role of
Will Handy as he is gradually going blind. The choir led

by Bessie Mae (MaheHa Jackson,) at right, sings Wills
humns in elder Handy s church
Will's sight is restored as by
a seeming miracle.

SEEKS (.1.1D rsCE — Will
(Cole) bees at the altar rail

, WELCOME HOME, SON. Will
(Nat "King" Cole) is welcomed home after having made a
success in the jazz music field.

I

NOT APRON STRINGS —
Here's that St. Looev Woman
as played by sexy Earths Kitt

sold, In this moving scene in
the "St. Louis Blues." The
elder handy had dealt harshly with his son in his love
for jazz, the devil's music,"
but later relented somewhat.

In his fathers church seeking
divine guidance as to whether

to play the "devils music"
or obey his father. This is a

memorable wen*.

Previously his sternly disapproving clergyman father (Hernandez) ha dordered him
from home.

In the Hand). film. She will
keep the audience enthralled
with her exciting tole.

TRI( KIT) When Wills songs
are projected to International
fame by Gogo Germaine (Kitt,)

New l'ork publishers and oho
togrsph companies seek eon
tracts for an early song. ills-

ens-cry Is made that Will Was
tricked into selling the song
outright for 1.50. The premiere

of the St. Louis Blues Is being
sponsored here by the Alpha
Gamma Chi sorority to benefit

the Negro high school athletic
departments.
("St.
Louis
Blues' photos.)

(11

•
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By NAT D. WILLIAMS

The Late W. C. HANDY
Will Live On As An
Apostle Of Happiness
We Salute The Memphis
Premiere Of

A blueiLinged page from the
life of famed Blues-man W.
Handy, was unfolded and reread briefly the other day, when
well-known Memphian and oldtime Beale Streeter, Milton Steinberg, indulged in a moment of
memories stirred by a question.
Mr. Steinberg, who is the father
of a current generation of young
Memphis musicians, and who at
one time was tops among the early
piano players who preceded the
present dance orchestras, told how
the Memphis Blues were "born."
lie recalled the famous Memphis
mayoralty campaign of the early
1900's when E. H. Crump, and
J. J. Williams were opponents. He
recalled that Mr. Crump was running on a reform ticket, dedicated
to putting a stop to the wide open
gambling, prostitution, and other
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS
forms of vice which were flourishfor W. ('. Handy in 1954 ining in Memphis, with Beale Street
cluded a concert entitled.
as its focal point for Negroes.
"Youth Greets Handy," and
a participant on the piogram
PIANO PLAYER
was Quincy Johnson. who w m
At the time Mr. Steinberg refirit prire and the irlp snow
AT BLUES BOWL GAME —
ter reigned as king and queen. calls he was working as a piano
W. C. Handy, shown hare with
'Others in the photograph, player in the old Monarch Saloon, cored by the WI/IA Tri-State
Fair Talent Search contest.
the late Mayor Frank TobeY,
b-om left, are Mrs, Frankelle
for a former well-known Memshown congratulating the toni.
was a regular visitor to Mem%Ward, Mrs. La Blanche Jack.
phian, Hammett Ashford. A colorposer on his eighty . second
phis for the Blues Bowl foot1..sn, Mrs. Delois Coleman.
ful Negro, Jake Redmond, was
birthday, At left is Miss Willa
ball games. This picture nas
MIrs. Carrie Scott. and the late
manager of the Monarch. Its own.
Monroe. and at far right, an
taken in 1951, when Maurice
M.'s. Vera Williams.
er was an equally colorful IrishMr.
Unidentified diplomat.
Hulbert and Mrs. Jana Parman, Mike Haggerty. The MonJohnson, who now lives is
arch was Beale Street's leading
dance-hall. With its saloon and
back rooms for gambling, it had Pee Wee's Saloon, famous drinka honky-tonk atmosphere. It was ing spot, located across the street
a hang-out for fast women and from what is now the Palace
underworld men ... gamblers, Theater.
pimps, and confidence men, along Later Mr. Handy, with a makewith musicians and others seek- shift orchestra, played the tune
ing excitement.
at the corner of Main and Madison,
When Mr. Crump's political platThe deeply moving story of a entire fa
during a Crump political rally.
to
announced
world's
was
mask
mayor
for
the
form
Ina
By cite(
man torn between ids unquenchThe tune became the famous
able need to write the music that top perfor sners in dramatic roles, Beale Streeters, their reaction 'Menphis Blues.' the first composiwas to become America's own producer ,3ohert Smith and di- was one of contempt and defiance. tion to contain the so-called "jazz
rhythm and blues end hie duty to rector Allen m Reisner have achiev The prostitutes and gamblers, break" typical of modern musica father who bitterly opposed his ed not °nip a rousing showcase Whom Mr. Crump was promising al compositions for dancing.
career is the core of "St. Louis for Handy's immortal blues tunes, to drive out of town, held someBlues," which had its premiere in but an hott,Ist and realistic hu thing of a political rally of their
Memphis at the New Daisy Thea- man story.
own, from time to time. They comTop Perfot mers
ter on Beale st. on Thursday
posed ribald, and some times vulas
acting
mijor
first
in.
p.
his
In
April
7:30
at
11,
evening,
gar songs, to express what they
is
('GIP
"King"
I
Na
signment,
A film at once dramatic, infelt about Mr. Crump's campaign
Han iy, the young mu- promises.
spiring, and rich in music and perfect as
Vi his cue in the
fin;
who
sician
the raucous color of its Memphis
Mr. Steinberg said he and an'spirituals of the
backgrounds, the Paramount Vis. work songs and kghts in his fami- other Monarch piano player,
f
and
roustabouts
upbased
is
taVisiou presentation
of .success and per Willie Sylvester, started picking
on the life and music of W. C. ly. the pitfalls
to bring the out the tune of the rally songs on
misfortune
Handy, creatcr of the blues, and sonal
Beale at. to Carnegie the piano. The most popular was
both the life and the music make blues from
the one in which the singers said,
wonderful entertainment for the Hall.
The talented Earl to Kitt Is the "We don't ear, what Mr. Cramp
beauty who don't 'low, we gonna barrel-house
tempestuous Creole
lures him on to t nen greater anyhow."
heights to secure hew own fame HAD NO BAND
Irresistible Mr. Handy, who like other zne.
as a singer. And
Pearl Bailee warmly' plays the sicians looking for an occasional
vital Aunt Hagar, a valiant ally "gig," used to vist the Monarch
against his stern minis 'ter father and observe the activities. HeCab Calloway, "Mr. ili-De-Ho' noticed the song Mr. Steinberg
himself, is the schemer who buys and Willie Sylvester were playing
Handy'a first great si-Atja for a on the Monarch piano. At the timel
mere fifty dollars, and 1,..41a Fitz Mr. Handy had no band of his
gerald. cast as herself ilisplays own. The leading trunpet-player
her justly-famed voice ia, night- in town was Frank McDonald, who
club sequences.
worked with Charlie Bynum's Ia.!
Gospel Music
mous early orchestra.
A special treat is world-reMownOne day, Mr. Handy', after aced gospel ,singer Mahalia rack cepting a "gig" for Mr. Crump,
son, as the' choir singer, w Dose
decided to put the music and words
spirituals keep Handy's faith Voris
of the Monarch song down on pawavering when fate strikes bins
per. He jotted them down while
down.
standing at the cigar counter in
Pretty Ruby Dee, the girl w fft0
stands by him through aclversii tY,
fine actor Jupno Herenandez„ Is
the father who believes that th e
blues is the devil's music, and a
half-dozen master instrumentalists ably round out the supputilog,
will five on as an
cast,
Apostle of Happiness.
Fourteen of the songs that
launcherl the rhythm-and-blues
WE SALUTE
age and still keep it going are
PREMIERE
MEMPHIS
'1).
by
heard in superb arrangements
OF
Nelson Riddle. The title songs
and suds gems as "Beale Streetl
Blues." "Careless Love," "Yellow Dog Blues," several spirit.
uals, and "Morning Star," a love.
ly Handy song never before performed, are the musical counterpoint to a thrilling story that is
America's very own gift to the'
world.

Ohio, Is the nephew of

Dr.
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abz far
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WE HAIL THE MEMPHIS PREMIERE
OF THE

IN MEMORY OF THE

The Late W. C. HANDY

Left An Example For Those of Us Who Are Here Today
And For Generations To Corn.
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We are Happy to Salute

The Late
W. C. HANDY

THE MEMPHIS PREMIERE OF

Tribute To The Late

"ST. LOUIS BLUES"

W. C. HANDY

Based on His Life

IT. LOUIS
BLUES'

New Handy Tune
Heard In Film

'--;he Late W. C. HANDY
n The Memphis Premiere Of The Movie

UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OLD LINE LEGAL RESERVE
Home Office: 480 LINDEN AVENUE Memphis, Tennessee

Among the fourteen famous
songs of W. C. Handy heard in
Paramount's "St, Louis Blues,"
currently being shown at the
New Daisy theater on Beale at.,
is a Handy original, titled "Morning Star," written some thirty
years ago but never before presented.
A change of' pace from the immortal rhythm -and blues rousers,
the tune is sung by Nat "King"'
Cole, who portrays the creator of
the blues opposite Earths Kitt,,
Pearl Bailey, Cab Calloway, Ella
Fitzgerald, and Mahalia Jackson.
Reminiscent in quality of some
of Cole's most memorable hits,
"Morning Star," with new lyrics
by Mack David, is headed for the
top as a new Cole gem.

2 Die, 15 Hurt
In Earth Tremor
QUITO, Ecuador — A minor
earth tremor in Esmeraldas Monday resulted in two deaths and
15 injuries when it caused the collapse of several houses damaged
in an earthquake last Jan
rwenly persons were killed in
January when the earthquake
smashed the ECuadorian mountain
town,

BERT'S
IMPARTMENT
STORE

125' BEALE STREET

WE HAIL THE MEMPHIS PREMIERE
OF THE

"ST. LOUIS BLUES"
IN MEMORY OF THE

THE LATE W. C. HANDY
"FATHER OF THE BLUES"
HE WILL BE A BIG STAR IN THE LIVES OF MANY
FOR GENERATIONS TO COME.

More Praise Of Handy On Premiere Of intriguing Movie
12 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., April 19, 1958
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ARRIVING IN MEMPHIS —
Will Handy, played by Nat
Cole, arrives in Memphis after leaving home, and gets a
Job playing a cornet in a pa-

1,
ton
ter
1
the
Ire
Sig
Mr

rade band, and a piano In
Beale St. saloon. Ambitious
to become a composer, his
first composition is a political
campaign song*

Ella, Bold On Stage, C
Says Cameras Scare Her
HOLLYWOOD — Ella Fitzgerald, considered by many to be
the best pop song singer around,
has. a hard time being an actress. "Bashful," she says, simply. "I'm just plain afraid to
engagement when he refuses.
Here, she talks with Gogo. at
right, who goes to New York
and makes him famous with
the singing of his tunes.

ST. LOUIS VISIT — Elizabeth, at left, visits St. Louis
in an attempt to persuade
Will to return home and write
sacred music. She breaks off

Memorial Tribute To
Wady In St Louis
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — "William
hristopher Handy Day," which
as proclaimed for April 10 by
layor Raymond R. Tucker of St.
ouis, was changed to a memorial
.ibute to the beloved "father of
' by a series of coinci,e blues.
rental developments on that date.
The premiere of Paramount's
it. Louis Blues," which is a
Teen biography of Mr. Handy's
fe, was slated for the night of
pril 10th at the St. Louis Fox
'heater. The St. Louis Variety
lub which was presenting the
remiere as a benefit present*
on in support of its charity proram, invited the composer's wi-

dow to attend the premiere, and
to take part in the other activities
commemorating her husband and
his music. Before his last illness
Mr. Handy had accepted an invitation to be the guest of honor
at the Variety Club premiere.
Nat 'King" Cole, who portrays
Handy in "St. Louis Blues.' and
Pearl Bailey who plays his Aunt
Hager, were slated to appear on
the stage at the premiere and
lake part in the other activities
scheduled for the event. The St.
Louis premiere is a benefit for
the National Variety Club Fund
which helps needy children.
As one feature of the memorial

•

We Are Proud To Salute
the Memphis Premiere of the

'St. Louis Blues'
:7 Based On The Life Story Of

the late W.C.HANDY
PRETTI BROS. GROCERY
939 PORTER

Then how about her singing on
the stage?
•
she replied.
"Oh, singing,"
"That's different because it comes
naturally, and I have the feeling
that people will like it. But acting makes me nervous.
'TOO SHY'
I ve tried acting and I'd like
to do more of it," she said. "Trouble is I'm too shy. I can dance
and cut up with comedy at home,
but to try it before an .audience,
I lose my nerve, You can't always tell by watching if the peoThe evening sun went down on the history of this famous of all with Mr. Grant and ofber city of- I program. Somewhere along the ple are enjoying you."
hearSinging is different, she observAled on the , line, no one appeared at the
the remains of the man who made blues songs. It would be simple ficials where they
rhetoric to recite how Handy aging and blind composer. He was ing and the idea was lost in the ed, because people sway a bit
the expression famous.
and their heads nod in rhythm
with the ides and prom- oversight.
W. C. Handy, who passed away broke and hungry, slept on the pleased
ised he would make available cerToday, the evening sun has with the song.
last week, was buried in Harlem riverfront cobblestones here many
So Miss Fitzgerald plays her.
tain of his personal belongings for gone down and Mr. Handy's memseven days after his passing. !lie years ago.
and sings "Beale Street
self
W. C. Handy was called the inclusion in such a pmemorial. The ory bids fair to go with it.
funeral cortege went down Lenidea smouldered Lai was not resWe have no suggestion today for Blues" in the W. C. Handy life
nox avenue with Cootie Williams "Father of the Blues.- He earnurrected again until under the enshrining on our shores a suit- story called "St. Louis Blues,"
playing a sweet trumpet. The ed that title and he wore it well.
first term of Mawr Tucker. This able landmark to the one man which Paramount made after asmournful tunes of the funeral Several years ago, David M.
time it came in the form of an who helped make the city fam- sembling an outstanding cast in.
dirge gave way to the plaintive Grant suggested that this do
eluding Nat "King" Cole, Eartha
editorial in this newspaper when ous.
air of St. Louis Blues.
tangible in his mem- the citizens we re considering the
Memphis, long ago, moved Kitt, Pearl Bailey, Cab Calloway,
It is superfluous now to recount something
ory. The then Mayor Kaufman $110.000,000 bood issue for St. ahead with its Handy Park and Ruby Dee, Juano Hernandez.
Playground St. Louis, as in so FACES ENCOURAGE
up the suggestion and put a Louis redevelcoment.
took
band
massed
a
tribute to Handy,
It's the faces of the audience,
Proponents of the plan recog- many other areas, has been found
plan into work. After Mr. Kaufof 1,125 students from St. Louis' man's term, Mayor Darst pur- nized the ide• as sound and an wanting.
she says, that has encouraged her
25 high schools played Handy's sued the idea and there was effort was nbade to get expres- It is indeed, the blues of St. to go from one type of song to
another, always trying something
selections in a concert held in the some formalizing of a program. sions before the proper commit- Louis.
Mr. Darst journeyed to New York tee handling that phase of the vast (Editorial from St. Louis Argus) more difficult or different.
public schools.
"When my current sponsor,
Norman Granz, suggested I do
something straighter, like the Cole
Porter songs, I didn't hesitate.
knew I could watch the faces at
first. After one concert, we made
an album of Cole Porter records."
Cole. Itoniself a deeply religious "Handy's father always re.
"And it took a long time, also,
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — (ANP
Appraising the audience, Miss
music,'
'devil's
as
jazz
to
ferred
minBaptist
recis
became
man,
father
before
a
own
of
my
son
the
"downright
and
weird
is
It
—
Fitzgerald thinks, has had much
jazz. But ister tri Chicago, where he has and they had terrible rows over
singing
my
to
onciled
eerie" the way some of the drait. When Handy went blind, his
practioed for several decades.
he finally got used to it."
matic situations in the film bifather said it was God's punishFELT SIMILAR
songs
ography of Composer W. C. Handy
"Playing that part of Mr. Han- ment on him for writing
Blues,' Beale St.
run parallel to the life of Nat
dy's life where his father calls like 'St. Louis
dove* the wrath of God on him Blues' and 'Careless Love.'
King ('ole, who portrays the
"It was that Way in my home
was a curious experience," Cole
"Lord" of Tin Pan Alley in Paralike I was too," Cole continueci. "We had ,
mount's "St. Louis Blues."
ATLANTA — The 77th anniver- saiel. "It felt sort of
own our rows, and like Handy I ran
"It's really remarkable," Cole sary of the founding of Spelman liv.ftig my own life again, my
away from home to play the kind
said recently, "how Mr. Handy's college was celebrated last week I et' Lidhood.
of music I believed in. Of course,'
life coincides with mine.
with a service honoring the mem- 1
that's long behind me now. I'm
"Both of us were the sons of ory of the two New England wom-1
long since over it and so is my
ministers," he pointei out, "and en, Miss Sophia B. Packard and
14th
'
father, just as the old Mr. Handy
both our fathers firmly disap- Miss Harriet E. Giles, who found.'
finally reconciled with his son. 1
proved of our playing jazz.
ed the institution in 1881.
"But making the picture gave
"Of course, you must rememme the old feeling of those early
A seminary then — a liberal art4'
ber that jazz was considered dis- college now — Spelman was the
days and the fights with my fareputable when Mr. Handy intro- first college for Negro women. It,
ther. It was downright eerie."
duced it around 1900. So you
It was Nat's mother who enis accredited by the Southern it is-1 The members of the Junior 14th
can understand why his father
sociation of Colleges and Sec on-r Ward Civic club were the guests couraged him. She was fond of
was shocked.
dary Schools and is on the sip- of the parent organization, when all music. But according to Nat
proved list of the Association. of the 14th Ward Civic club met his fatter refused to hear him
sing until his mother died two
American Universities.
last Sunday in the Commons at years ago.
college.
LeMoyne
"I was playing in Chicago at
The major business of the the Chez Paree," he recalled
evening was the planning of an "and I got word he was out there
.effective campaign to obtain more — in the audience, in a night
registered voters in the fourteenth club! I was so nervous I could
hardly go on stage. I was scared
ward.
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (kwernor,
Newly elected officers of the to death that he would not like
William G. Stratton has 'proclaimit,
but he did."
president;
ed Friday, May 2, as the fifth an- club are Z. L. Bonner.
president;
vice
first
Cobb,
Lonnie
nual "Youth Day in Mi Dols" and
has called for citizens cd the state George Stevens, second vice presto 'take inventory of their com- ident: Miss Nora Lee Morgan,
munity resources for youth" oni secretary: and Mrs. Cattle Stev:
ens, assistant secretary.
that day.
Other officers are Mrs. Francis
In his proclamatit in, the governor points out that ''Youth Day"[ Davis, financial secretary; Rev.
falls during the 27th annual Gov- C. H. Morris, treasurer; Charlie
ernor's Conference (an Youth and Landrum, chaplain; Hayes Curry,
Community Service, which opens sergeantat-arms, apt, Miss Mae
in Springfield on l'iLmy 1.
Davenport, reporter.
WILL AID HANDY MEMORIAL — A substantial contribution from the proceeds raised by the Alpha Delta chapter
of the Alpha Gamma Chi sorority in their presentation of
the Memphis premiere of the
- --

bating a sum for the ow/chase of athletic equipment tly
the Negro high schools herie.
Sorors shown here seated pa
rivforeground, are Maxine
er, Doris Jean Harris,

'St. Louis Blues' will go toward
the establishment of a memorial Isere to W. C. Handy,
'Father of the Blues,' who died
In New York recently at the
age of M. A leader in civic
projects, the group is also do-

vise Ford and Rosa Pittman.
Seated in rear, same order,
are Earlene Lewis, Florence
Williams, Christine Cox, Eunice Gordon, Daisy Paige,
and Ruth Hendrix.

Praise Of A Noble Figure

Nat Cole Life Similar To Handy's
Honor Spelman As
First Women College

M
P.
.
Sir
Gla
hIG
Co,
Ina

to do with the flowering of her
career and talents. A hit in 1938
with the novelty song
Tisket,
A Tasket," she has long been a
competent jazz artist, and while
she still prefers the blues "be.
cause they are identified with my
finds
she constantly
people,"
herself exploring songs of other
media. Recently she has attempted, successfully, the Gershwin
arias from "Porgy and Bess."

Lester PTA To
Give Annual
Tea On Sunday a
The Annual PTA Tea will
given in the cafetorium of the
Ltster Elementary school on Sunday, April 27, from COO until 6:00
p. m., and the public is cordially
invited to attend.
In addition to the tea, Mrs.
Emma Trotter, the PTA president; and Mrs. Eddie 0. Rogers,
the principal. promise those who
attend the affair will receive some
"first class" entertainment.
The program will include songs,
dances, and pantomines, and the
theme will be "Seeing the World
Through Books." The organizers
say that the audience will not
easily forget what they see.
The proceeds from the tea will
he used to purchase additional
books for the library and other
.,
4....,
audio-visual aids for the student

of the

'St. Louis Blues'

In Memory of 'The Father of the Blues'

The Late W. C. Handy

We Are Happy To Pay Tribute To
America's Ambassador Of Joy

The Late W.C. HANDY

PAUL'S TAILORING COMPANY

Stratton Proclaim
III. Youth Day

184 BEALE ST. AT 3rd

On The Memphis Premiere Of The Movie

BLUES'
'ST. LOUIS
Based On His Life

The Late W. C. HANDY

LIPSEY FISH COMPANY

Will Live On As An

176 SOUTH FRONT STREET

APOSTLE OF HAPPINESS
We Hail The Premiere Of

WE HAIL THE PREMIERE OF

"ST. LOUIS BLUES"

'ST. LOUIS BLUES'
IN MEMPHIS

,We Salute The Memphis
Premiere Of

IN MEMPHIS
Based on the Late W. C. Handy's Life
He drew on the sadness and yearning expressed in the
Folk Songs of his race to fashion the syncopated blues
tempo that is peculiarly American.

The Story of W. C. HANDY'S Life
f le Drew on the Sadness and Yearning
Expressed in the Folk Songs of His Race
To Fashion the Syncopated Blues Tempo

'ST. LOUIS BLUES'
THE

DIAMOND STOR

S OF THE SOUTH

That Is Peculiarly American.
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386 BEALE STREET

390 BEALE STREET
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Jazz Over WKNO-TV
The 13-week television series,
"The Subject is Jazz," is currently being seen over WKNO-TV,
Channel 10 in Memphis, at 9 p.m.
every Wednesday.

We Hail The Memphis Premiere
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Twenty young persons In the
Memphis community were recently inducted into the Sam
Quills Golf club.
During the membership drive,
Witch lasted from Jim. through
Mir., older members went all
out to kelp promote an Interest
M the sport,
A .party was given at the Fuller Park Club house fosethe members, and Mrs. Clemtnie Bosly
and Aubrey Pierce were given
the titles of queen and sweetheart, and awarded gifts.
New members of the club are
Clarence Pierce, Samuel Helm,
Boyd Alexander, Charlie Rogers,
Darnell Hearns, Willie A. Stet-verson. Henri D. Perkins, Joseph
Stewart, jr., and Aubrey Moore.
Also William Jones, jr., Johnny
Cox, William A Winfield, Lillie
Mae Smith, Mrs. Erma Hearns,
Miss Geraldine Prince,
Mrs.
Louise Jackson, Miss Gladys
Peete, Mrs. Melroy Ligan, alias
Lola B. Dotimn, and Mrs. Daisy
Mae Alexander.
Miss Maridell Lewellyn is the
reporter for the Sam Qualls Golf
club.

EASTER Id EANDERINGS
New members welcomed were CaEaster week-end is the tradd,rol Ann
Springer, daughter of Mr.
tional time for regional convem and Mre. J.
D. Springer, and Bonbons of Greek-letter organizations nie
Bates, daughter of Mrs. Mag... and our city's delegates and :noire Bates.
Van Dettes have big
alternates hied off to distant in-!plans in the
making, as they pree
teresting Southern cities where pare for a
visit by Mrs. Edward
they enjoyed the serious hasiness, Davis of Detroit,
who is coming
of their organizations and revelled as
their
it scores of wonderful parties, filiation guest to discuss their althe Co-Ettes, ii
dances, luncheons, et cetera. Mra. national
sub-deb organization. The;
Callie Stevens, basileus of Beta ,
beauteous Mrs. Davis is the wife!
Epsilon Omega chapter of Alpha
of our only Negro dealer of new
Kappa Alpha sorority went to Ha-lean,
ton Rouge to represent her chap. weed whose agency has been feein a national magazine.
ter.
ai a
To Atlanta — the New York of; PRINCIPAL ADVISERS DINNER
bilious
WEDDENG BELLS — Miss
The Teen-Age Program CornRelating. The lovely bride
the South, went the following
while the groom completed his
eer, his
Earsell Settles, daughter of
wore a white atin wedding
members of Omicron chapter of mittee of the Vance Avenue
studies at Kimball High, Kimpolitical
Mr.
AN EASTLR
and Mrs. T. Settles, of
E D DING —
Williams is the former Miss
gown covered with chantilly
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority . . . Branch YWCA held its annual
ball, West Va. He is a minisEarle, Ark., became the bride
Pictured at the reception are
Berniece Marie Daniel, a
lace. She was given in marMrs. Jeannette Carr, Mrs. Cherie Principal Advisers Dinner on Moeter and has attended Moody
of
B.
J.
Mauldin,
Mr.
Mrs.
and
of Chicago
Sam, W. Wilteacher in New Madrid, Mo.
riage by her father, Mr. SetP. Roland, Mrs. Eldora Amos, day, April 7. The dinner, held at
Bible Institute and Bryant
on Easter Sunday. The vows
liams, who were united ip
tles. A reception followed at
They will make their home in
Mrs. Rosa Ford, Mrs. Ritta P. the "1”: was in honor of the school
Stratton school in Chicago.
were
repeated
at
the
Church
marriage
at
the
Progressive
the bride's parents' home. The
Memphis. (II. T. McChriston
Smith, Mrs. Mary Brooks and Miss'principals and advisors of Y-Teens
The happy couple is shown
of
God
In
Christ
at
Earle
Baptist
church
new
on
1
Easter.
Mrs.
Settles
Mrs.
clubs.
is
a graduphoto.)
Gladys Dorth, the latter representMrs. Hollis F. Price, chaircutting the wedding cake.
with Elder F. F. Hinton ofate of Earle's Dunbar High,
Mg the undergraduate chapter. man of the Teen-Age Program
Congratulations is due the Sig-'committee, brought greetings to
nias for bringing back their re - ,the principals and advisers and
ing of her
gional award for tne most out- ,thanked them for their cooperation
hit in 1938
standing chapter work in their with the YWCA in building strong'-A Tisket,
southeastern region because of,er and mor successful Y-Teen
ng been a
their Teen-Town project and work, clubs. Miss Harry Mae Simmons,
and while
Their meetings were held at Mor-;chairman of the committee on adWASHINGTON, D. C. — Sixteen
lues "be.
cis Brcwn college . . . and the; ministration, introduced the prinThe Progressive Baptist church man. LaVerns F. Hill was the
d with my
students at Howard university
Sigma formal was held in Atlan-'cipals and the advisers and also
at 394 was the setting on Erister flower girl and Master Charles
tly
finds
were inducted into Phi Beta NAP. Sunday for the marriage of Miss Hill
ta's beautiful Municipal Auditor.: welcomed
new advisers and
the ringbearer. Willie Hill
s of other
turn. Presiding at Hie Sigma re • principals to the Teen-Age Departpa, the national scholastic honor Berniece Marie Daniel to Mr. and Harrison Payne were ushers.
as attemptgional were Dr. Lorraine Williams, ment.
Sam
W.
Williams.
Officiating
fraternity
Wednesday.
in
Mrs. Williams, a teacher of
Gershwin
of Howard university, the let anti- Mrs, Pauline
the ceremony was Rev. 0. C. business at the O'Bannon High
Taylor and Mrs.
Bess."
The names of the new members Collins, the
basileus; and their regional di- Lula Bailey were
pastor.
in New Madrid, Mo., atschool
chairman and
of Gamma chapter follow:
rector, Mrs. William Huggins, the co-chairman of the
The bride is the daughter of tended
Rooker T. Washington
affair.
former Miss Cleo Surry, well- Y-Teens
Margaret L. Biscoe, Washing- Mrs. Ruby Bush Daniel and the High school here, and was grad.
from Riverview school,
known former Memphian, mho is dressed in
ton, D. C.; Vincent R. Blake, Shen- late John Emry Daniel, and the uated from Tennessee A and I
Y-Teen uniforms, asthe niece of Mrs. Vella Wiggins. sisted in serving.
Among the prin.
ton Farm, Bog Walk, Jamaica, bridegroom is the son of Mrs. State university with a bachelor
Mrs. Higgins resides at Palat- cipals
Louvenia Hooks and Ed Jones. of arts degree.
enjoying the "Southern
WWI: Audrey M. Clarke. Bridgeka, Fla,, and expects to resume cooked" menu
An original gown by Edythe
were Harry T.
The reception for the couple
port,
Conn.,
and
Floyd
A. Coard,
teaching at Bethune Cookman col- Cash, E. C.
was worn by the bride, who was was given at t he home of her
Jones, R. B, ThomeSt. George's, Grenada, BW1.
lege at Daytona Beach.
given
in
marriage
by
her
brother, brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
son, J. D. Springer, S. M. Smith,
Bettye J. Co., Memphis; Ma E. Willie Daniel.
R. H. Morris, S. Helm, A. B. Owen,
and Mrs. Willie H. Hill, of al C
Down beautiful Mobile way went J. L
Dawkins,
Kingston,
Jamaica.
B.
Mrs.
Christine
Daniel
was Geeorgia ave.
T.
Brinkley, A. 13. Bland E.
L. 0, Swingler and James Smith
W. 1.1 Mary A. Johnson, Conway, her sister's matron of honor. MalWashburn, L. B. Hobson, F. M.
Among the members of the
to the Southern regional gab!.
S. C.
achi Britt was Williams' beet family
Campbell, C. Johnson, Melvin Conand friends present were
ering of Alpha Phi Alpha fratermley, and B. T. Hunt. Others presand Mrs. Howard Jones, Mr.
Mr.
ty. Ruby Gaddison also trekked
ent were: Mrs. D. Burney, Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Willie Daniel, Mr. and
to the Alpha regional, where she V. J. Wiggins, Mrs.
Alma Booth,
Mrs. James Allen, Mr. and Mrs.
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
tea, Mrs.
Mrs. E. 0. Rodgers, Mrs. F. Hooks
Carey Watson, Mr. and Mrs.
"MISS LEISURE' will be
to that honor. They are, from
Rufus B. DeWitt, both former
PTA presl.
ta McNeil and Malian Jean
Miss Jim Ella Cotton, Miss C. M.
James C. Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
crowned at the Coronation
left. Misses Alice Faye HarMemphians. Mrs. DeWitt is the
0. Rogers,
Mitchell. Another contestant,
Heard, Miss Harry Mae Simons,
Arvell Hall, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bail given by the Men of Leismon, Gwendolyn Perry, Joy
those who
former Miss Mary Lease Borders,
not shown, is Miss Delores
GuAslsoWarmdr
.
Miss E. D. Fant and Mrs. Frankie
ure Social club at the Club
Rhodes, Beulah Young. Bober.
ceive some
and Mr. DeWitt is the eeecu(Hooks
Bond.
Bros.
Photo)
Cash. Advisers present were Mrs.
. and Mrs. George
Flamingo on Saturday night,
ment.
Live secretary of the branch Y.'
Mary
Dishmond,
W. Robinson, Mrs. Esther
Mrs. Robert Brandon,
May 3, and all of these beautilode songs,
Id. C. A. Both send fond regards'
Mrs.
Brown,
Meredith
Mrs.
Phillips, Robert
Mildred Horne, Mrs.
ful young ladies are aspiring
es, and the
an friends here Tol
to their
Thelma
Curry,
'Mr.
Nichols,
and Mrs. Ed Ewing,
Mrs. Christine
the World
. the Dedigress for a bit
Johns,1
Matthew
Corpal,
Hudson,
Mrs.
Miss Mozella
Frances
organizers
Wilts will soon be heading for Chi- .
April 17, at the New Daisy theatre.
Reed, and Mr. and Mrs. Willie
will not
cago for the meeting of the Y. M. Mrs. Mary Collier and Mrs. Dor- Proceeds Mem
NEW
ORLEANS
—
Legislation
Aubrey
wrote
W.
Williams,
prod- G. Miller.
the dance will be
y see.
C. A. National Council and Board,iris &Aden. Misses Myrtle Gento close the public schools, as a dent of the Southern Conference
Others were Mrs. Lillie Jean
he tea will
which convenes at the Conrad-Hil- try, Bernice Trotter, Barnette given to the Handy Memorial fund.
Educational
measure
Fund,
Inc.,
toward
probin
an
meeting
open Jones. Mrs, Eddie Hawking, Mrs.
the
and Cornelia Sanders, chairmen
•••
additional
ton hotel.
letter
to
of
state
integration,
lem
subofficials
More
has
than
members
been
2,500
and
of
to all Aaron Walker, Mrs. T. Z. Mitchthe deceased.
and other
Miss Gaddison relates a gay of the advisers, were also present. The PTA of Florida school will
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority are
From its original chapter at jected to critical analysis by a members of the Louisiana tellies- ell, and Mrs. Almonds Washing.
.e students.
Whirl held at the lovely Gulf city, Mrs. Marie L. Adams, 1st vice sponsor a Library
Tea
lure.
Sunday,
Southern
agency.
educational
expected
to
ton.
be
present
in
WashingHoward university, the Alpha
for its Azalea Trail . . by the chairman of the committee on Ad- '
May 4, from 4 until 8 o'clock in ton, D. C., this summer, when the Kappa Alpha sorority has devel- "Such drastic action," said the "Evidence of this," Williams
The couple will make their
way — a special treat of the week ministration was among the
the school's cafeteria. A unique organization celebrates Its 50th oped into an organization with statement, "can amount to abanH stated,
home here in Memphis where Mr.
end was the opportunity to tour guests, also Callie Stevens.
"lies next door In Miss'sWilliams is employed with the
the Trail, something possible at Staff assisting at the dinner In. program will be rendered. The anniversary boule in the city undergraduate 'chapters at 105 donment of the basic foundation' sippi where much less sweeping
Ideal Chemical company.
this time only because of the cool- eluded Mrs. Addie G. Owen, the public is invited to come and sip where it was founded.
colleges and universities, a n d of our democratic institutions' legislation,
the repeal of the comwhich are grounded on our having
The announcement was made by graduate chapters in 169 cities.
ness of our Spring season, which branch executive director; Mrs. tea. The tea is a financial effort
to secure library facilities for Flor- Mrs.
delay": the blooming of the exot. Maude D. Bright, office secretary;
Arnetta
G. Wallace, of
The three Washington chapters a literate, educated and informed pulsory school attendance law, reida
Sch
ail. Mrs. Sadie Jennings ii Knoxville,
sulted in a 44 per cent Increase in
lc plants. Southern hospitality of Mrs. Ruth Reeves, resident direct.
the AKA national pres- which will serve as hostesses dur- populace."
the very highest calibre was re-!or; Mrs. Willie Aldridge, mainten- the PTA president of Florida ident, who met in Washington re- ing the houle are the Alpha chap- "Close the schools legislation" juvenile delinquency in 1956, the,
PAY REPAIR BILL
and
school,
Mrs.
Carrie
year after the law was repealed.
H. Young cently with other officials to make ter at Howard,
ported by fellow-scribe Rub . . ance, and Mrs. David B. Phillips,
the Beta Lambda has been proposed for next month's
AND TAKE IT!
is
the
tea
chairman.
what with every Greek group coma the Teen-Age Program Director.
plans for the nine-day meet, chapter at the D. C. Teachers' meeting of the Louisiana legislaOf interest is the visit of Mrs. which she said will be the
plimenting the Alphas individual-i AROUND THE TOWN
BR 6-7430.BR 8-4927-W
greatest college, and the Omega Xi chapter ture by the joint legislative comThe Alpha Delta Chapter of Al- , Blance (Roberts) Pulliam, a for- gathering in the group's history.
ly. Take a look at the social
of the local graduates. Mrs. Eun- mittee on segregation, Senator
William M. Rainach, Chairman.
up there: A luncheon for Alpha pha Gamma Sorority will be hon- mer teacher of LaRose school, The swank
Sheraton-Park hotel ice M. Matthews, president of the
wives and sweethearts , . . their ored with a dance at the Flamingo who Is visiting liar sisters, Mrs.
Such legislation has been approvOmega
Xi,
will
leadthe
serve
as
will
be
the
scene
of the boule,
public meeting (with 4 college club following the premiere of the Bernice McClellan and Mrs. Mary
ed by other Southern states.
which will begin with a meeting er of the local committee planning
INSTITUTE, W. Va. — Jackie
presidents in attendance) the Delta showning of "St. Louis Blues," Cole.
"Destruction
of
the publIc
the boule.
of
the
regional
Robinson, former Brooklyn Dodgdirectors
of
the
Dateline (cocktail party) — where
schools is an invitation to chaos,"
sorority
and now vice-president of Chock
on
Aug.
er
16,
and
conclude
the swank Dragon Club, scene of
Full-0' Nuts, a restaurant chain
with a directors' meeting on Aug.
the party, was banked to the raftIn New York City, will speak here,
24. Between the events, the sororers with azalea blooms .. . and
Friday for Men's Week Activitiep,
ity has planned 17 affairs for those
the delectable seafood and interat West Virginia State college.
members present.
eating cocktails had visitors singMorris Settles, a student at Ar- Robinson will come to the camDelta praises . . there at the
kansas State university, Pine pus on Thursday, to be the reThe first general session Is
Omega Psi Phi dance given for
Bluff, attended the wedding of his cipient that evening of a citation
FORT VALLEY, Ga. — The The Rev. S. C. Cubry is her hsu- scheduled for Tuesday, Aug. 19,
the Alphas they served food and
sister Earzell here on Easter Sun- at a testimonial banquet in the
drink to all the guests ... The Mo- teachers of the Fort Valley Color-I band. In bestowing the honors of however the leaders will have alday.
college dining hall,
bile AKA's served Breakfast ed schools recently elected Mrs. teacher of the year on Mrs. Cubry, ready been at work for three days.
• ••
alk for the Alphas . • . and the piece- Willa B. Cubry, who has 27 years the Teachers of Fort Valley Colored Members of the Washington chapCharleston's Mayor John T.
Mrs. Rosie Lee Cooper and Levi Copenhaver
IF de-resistance was the lavish of experience, Peach County schools said they were honoring ters of Alpha Kappa will give a
will deliver the main
Luckett were married recently by address and
all teachers who have given free- luncheon for the officials on Aug.
champagne brunch tossed by Dr. Teacher of the Year.
State college PresiRev.
their
F.
Franklin
at
F.
themselves
ly
of
Hinton, of Earle. Rev, dent William J. L. Wallace will
so that others 17.
and Mrs. J. A,
A sixth grade teacher at the
furnish.
may
is
is
which
Hinton
mansion
live
better.
minister
13 room
of the Church present the citation award to RobAmong the highlights of the
Peach county elementary school,
of God in ChrisL
ed with rare imported form Mrs. Curby's services has extendinson.
meeting will be a combination
ishings. More about fabulous Moluncheon-fashion show, a Paned to the young people of four.'
bile concerns the Dr. and Mrs. Georgia counties:
Hellenic dance, and a public meetWorth, Turner:
Maynard (Pops) Foster, whose
ing at which a national figure is
Crnwford and Peach.
"after" party was wonderful.
scheduled to speak; and the 50th
Mrs. Curby is a graduate of
They have a summer hwme on
anniversary banquet.
Manlouis Island in Mobile Bay Fort Valley State college and her
All meetings for the sorority
that is headquarters for Mobile training and in interest in people
members will be held at the hotel,
society, and the Fosters are water- have made her a valuable citizen
except the founder's day luncheon BRILLIANT MATHEMATICIski enthusiasts and own two speed in her community
Mrs. Chauncey Jones recently which will be held at
Howard uniAN — Memphis born Dr. Marboats. Mrs. Foster is a Talladega In the State convention, the eduattended
first
the
meeting
of
the
versity.
cator
In its meet on the How` jorie Lee Browne, chairman of
is chairman of the finance
college classmate of Ploy (Weathard
campus,
committee
the
women's
the
of
depart- United Charities' Women's Auximembers, who the mathematics department
ers) Johnson, now of Toledo and
now number approximately 20,000, at North Carolina
college,
Dr. Foster sent regards to our ment and director of the young liary Volunteer Service committee.
will
be
people's
department
of
East
returning
Center
to the site at Durham, Is shown in a classAs a member of this committee,
Doctors Herne and Flowers, -his
Which
the
association.
also
Union
a
sorority
She
is
was
founded in room situation where her brilshe served as a delegate to the
Meharry classmates.
liance has won her a $8,800
Ruby was also complimented by faculty member of the Baptist Volunteer Bureau of the Welfare 1906.
CHARTER
Women's
Institute,
MEMBERS
grant for one Year's post docCouncil
Metropolitan
of
Chicago's
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Goode, who
Among the members who are toral study at UCLA, starting
have so many trends here in
From an old and respected Fort Advisory committee.
expected to be present are seven next Sept. I.
Memphis, who also have a fabu- Valley family, Mrs. Cubry's
In addition to this special job,
bus home, and by Dr. and Mrs. mother is Mrs. Ada Hightower and she has been an active member of the, origincl members of the
aynard (Pops) Foster,
"Lysol" stops odor!
and her father is the late Peyton of the Women's Auxiliary, parti- char.e... chapter. They are Mrs.
An., Brown, of Rocky Mount, N.
Other Alpha highlights in MO- Hightower.
cipating in many volunteer proKills
odor germs on contact
C.; Mrs. Beulah E. Burke and
bile were Zeta Phi Beta's Coffee
She is the mother of one daugh- jects, toy sorting, hostessing, and Mrs. Lavinia Norman, of WashHour, the lots Phi Lambda's lunspecial clerical projects for the
Science tells you vinegar
cheon, a Coke and Cookie Hour by ter, Mrs. Constance Brame!, and public relations department of ington, D. C.; Mrs. Margaret
douches can't do the job
Flagg and Mrs.'Joanna B. Shields,
Phi Delta Kappa . .. and a super the sister of Mrs. Christine High- United Charities.
the way that "Lysol"can!
of New York City; Mrs. Marie
formal tossed by Kappa Alpha Psi tower Watson of Danville, Ga.,
Mrs. Jones is the recipient of Woolfolk Taylor, of Atlanta; and
Beta Sigma fraternities at the: Mrs- MatHe Ballard of Macon and
"Lysol" really cleans yos
Inside. Stops odor at its
Fort Whiting Armory, which was. James R. Hightower of Dalton, two awards for outstanding vol- Mrs. Harriet J. Terry, of Normal,
• unteer services.
Ala. The other five members are
also the scene of the Alpha formal Ga.
source. Kills the very
Maceo Smith, nationally known
germs that cause odor.
Alpha, breezed In Memphis via
Keeps you nice inside.
American Airlines on his way
Use it regularly. "Lysol'
down to the Alpha regional, and
brand disinfectant is mild.
in Mobile he was the guest of Dr.
It can't hurt you.
and Mrs. Clement Hazeur. . . an-1
Try it. Look for
other resident of Mobile who has
the new bottle.
many Memphis friends.
THE VAN DETTES
Free! Booklet on
When those energetic Van Detteg
douching. Writ* to
met, last Sunday, they were-the
5 ineolII,
guest of pert Patricia Jones > at
M., Box N-161.
her Neptune st. home, and Mrs.
R. B. (Laurie) Sugarmon, Jr. was
the guest speaker, discussing mod.
EU dance and public waking.

16 Win Phi Beta
Kappa Honors At
Howard Univ.

SaysActs ToShut

2,500 Expected At AKA's

50th Anniversary Boule

PIANO

Fort Valley Teachers
Pick eache

EARLE
NOTES

Don't trust
to luck—

or vinegar.

Mrs. Chauncey
Jones Attends
Charity Meet

use

S

A. T. "Zannie" Jones

Wi e Preaners

$5000 to $500°°

Quickly — Conveniently — Confidentially
on
Signature — Furniture — Automobile
Come In Or Call

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 — 317 BEALE

Wright.
given re- Martel Evans, and J. T.
Serving as general chairman fort A Spring party was
Southside Sweet' Triple A Social club members
the
by
cently
McGuire,
Katie
Mrs.
is
the tea
residence of Mrs. who came included Ellis Kaufman.
Among the officers of the club hearts club at the
Bismark pt., Walter Kelly, Milton Kelly and El1754
of
James
S.
presJones,
C.
Marie
Mrs.
are
Payne.
R. and three prizes were given away. bert
Mrs. Margaretta
ident;
W. Kelly, C. Among the guests present from
young, secretary; and Mrs Char- The winners were
the Flamingo Social club were
Moore and James Castleberry.
lie Lewis, reporter.
Fannie Young, C. Toney.
Amoog the guests were mem- Mrs.
. Mrs. M. R. Young was the hostclubs. Present Willie C. and Commie L. Walker,
ass at the meeting, and she serv- bees of other locial
Troy Hightower.
from the Key 12 Social club were and
ed a delicious menu,
Mrs M. Butler is the reporter
Roy C. Butler, Bob Davis, John
SOIUTHSIDE SWEETHEARTS
club': activities
Brinson, J. W. Lenn, Furtis Clark. for the
'CLUB
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GOOD SAMARITANS
The last two meetings of the
Good Samaritan club were held
at the homes of Mrs. Mary Louise
Chandler and Mrs. Autry Chism,
and plans were completed for
group's annual tea to be held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clardy
Ferguson, of 1407 Austin st. The
public is invited to attend.
The club's next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Luvenia
Clark.
Mrs. M. H. Hassell is president
of the club, and Mrs. Autry Chilli
reporter.
HOMEMAKERS SOCIAL CLUB
At a recent meeting, the members of the Homemakers Social
club completed plans for the Annual Charity Tea to be given at
the Lelia Walker club house 08
Sunday, May 4.
The beneficiary of this year's
proceeds will be the Orange Mound
Nursery, and the members of the,
club are inviting the public to!
and make the affair a successful
one.

A.4

Twentieth Anniver
March 27-29,1958

FOR THE HOME

FREE
with
QUALITY
STAMPS

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

THE

,WAY

Vegetable
Salad For
Spring
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W
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A THRILL OF YOUR LIFE
AWAITS YOU AT

by
THE QUALITY STAMP

The Advance Cosmetologists association is presenting its annual
Styles and Fashion Colorama at
convention of Alpha Kappa Mu
Core, Florida A&M; Dr. Stethe Blue Note, Clark and MadiPRESIDENTIAL CONFAB In.
honor society at Tennessee
phen Wright, Fisk, and Dr. W.
son sts., Sunday, April 13, et. 2;30
eludes university presidents
State university.
S. Davis. Tennessee State. Ocp.m.
I (left ts right)• Dr. George W.
casion was 20th anniversary
A highlight of the presentation
will be the guest appearance of
Erroll Garner and his famed trio
during the show.
With more than 25 dazzling models appearing on the scene and
wearing some of the new trends in
hair styles and colors, some of the
most exciting new styles in fashion will also be shown.
Mrs. McAdams Sloan was the
Appearing as guest models will
speaker when installation services be the widely known male ha*
were held recently for the Hyde stylist and modey, Wilbert JohnPark Ilousewives League Unit 12, son, of Indianapolis and Charles
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. Kenton Martin, wearing some of
B. Miller. of 1511 Britton at. In- the finest imported silks pointing
stallation was performed by Rev. to late spring and summer.
! The Easter vacation brought Pleasant School was observed
Commentators will be Eleanor
N. A. Crawford, pastor of the
many aisitors and former Jack- Sunday, March. 16 at Mt. PleasMorris, and the well known emcee
New Bethel church.
sonians to Jackson for the beauti- ant church. Highlighting the preAppearing on a panel during and columnist, Theodore Charles,
ful weekend. Making reluctant gram was a panel discussion on
Stone.
departures after an enjoyable "Parents and Teachers Working the meeting were J. Gale and
From the advance reservatton
stay were Mrs. S. H. Brenaugh Together in Harmony." Panellists Johnnie William. Mrs. Sloan's
the affair looks like a sellout
purpose
list
the
around
Middletalk centered
of Indianapolis, Ind., Mr. and were Mn, Mary V. Guy,
according to the general chairMrs. Roy Jones and children from ton, Tenn., Mrs. 'N. B. Hunt, of the league.
Officers installed were Mrs. man, Thomas R. Morriss.
Milwaukee, Wis., Dr. W. E. Mc- Bolivar, Tenn.. and Mrs. Daisy
The committee working on The
Kissack who is attending the Uni- It Shaw of Jackson, Tenn. Greet- Naomi Gray, director; Mrs. Ella
versity of Michigan, Mr. MiIons ings were extended by Mrs. Dora Ross, assistant director; Mrs. presentation includes Mrs. Mary
Look, registrar at Lincoln Unis Graves with Mr. Wallace of Grand Ruth Nevels, secretary; Mrs. A. Morriss. Mrs. Leolo Clemetts,
versity in Jefferson City, Mo. and Junction, Tenn., responding. High- , Juanita Daniels, assistant secre- Mrs. Ola M. Belton, Mrs. Mary
Alrgie Givens, student at Lincoln. lights of the PTA's functions were tary and reporter; Mrs. Ruth Jefferson, Mrs. Lydia Jermany,
Mrs. Mildred Cox.
Boyd, treasurer; Mrs. Eva Sims, Mrs. Mamie Percy, Mrs. Mildred
Also visiting in Jackson were given by
chaplain and Mrs. Anne Miller, Bowman, Mrs. Olivia Woodard'
Mrs. C. A. Wormack and her CHARM CLINIC SPONSORED
and Eugene Williams.
daughter, Mrs. Lillian Jones of The second annual Charm Clinic parliamentarian.
Metnphis, Tenn. Mrs. Womack, a was held for Merry High School
Committee chairmen are Mrs.
noted Jacksonian, is presently
Hortense Crivens, program, Mrs. A. Crawford, Mrs. Carrie Smith,'
students on Tuesday, April 8,
Mary Braswell, ways and means, Mrs. Cynthia Johnson, Mrs. Em.1
making her home with her daughInterdenominathe
by
sponsored
and Mrs. Josephine William, for- ma Cotton, Mrs. Clara Lyon,1
ter.
Council
Wives
Ministers'
Mrs. Marie Fletcher, and Mrs.
al.
A very happy Easter it was for tional
Guests present included Mrs. N. Dorothy Daniels.
Kenneth and Paulette Holden The day was begun with a genwho had a visit from their fa- eral assembly with Mrs. Mane;
aee
ther, Capt. Henry Holden of the Penn, dean of women at Lane
U. S. Army, who is stationed al college, presiding. Mrs. Clara
•
aril) Lee, Va. The little Holders' Hewitt, Lane college assistant'
reside with their grandparents) librarian, gave the purpose of,
31r. and Mrs. Albert Sangster on the day by introducing the theme.,
Witt at.
"That Extra Touch.- Interest of,
The Agency Director of Atlanta , the student body was keyed up as'
Life Insurance co.. Atlanta, Ga., the panel of Lane college students.
was in the city recently on com- discussed the different aspects of
pany business. While here he was charm. The panel members inguest of W. H. Bailey, District eluded Mrs, Maxine French BradManager of the Atlanta Life In- ley, Miss Maxine Fulton, Dan. '
White and William Penn. Miss' C
surance co.
With LEODA GAMMON
Sarah aledcalf served as modSOCIALLY SPEAKING
erator.
by!
furnished
Music
was
The month of March held pleasant memories for several mem- the Merry High school glee club. HOME CARE OF MII K
1-4 tsp, pepper
bers of the very well known Civim Servirg as consultants for the
1 tsp. Worchestershire sauce
care
at
right
the
Milk
needs
discussing'
group
and
meetings,
•
obwere
Birthdays
club.
Pride
2 cups milk
served for the following: Mes- good manners, good grooming and home so that it will not lose 1-2 lb. asparagus cooked until
dames Bessie Gordon, Florence, good health habits were Mesdames quality — in cleanliness, flavor
tender
Ward, Georgia Kelley, Savannah M. Musrove, F. Coleman, E. and food value.
Bring chicken stock to boiling;
Randolph and Miss Ora Elling- Perry, F. A. Dobbins, V. Bell, To keep fresh milk at its best,
add onions, carrots, and celery.
ton with the old saying "Life be- W. Terry, M. McClain, M. Mss keep it clean, cold, covered and Simmer 15 minutes or until vegesey, F. Washington, L. Avant and in a (lark place. Milk holds both
gins at forty."
food value and flavor best when tables are tender. Heat butter,.
On March 13 the club met in: F. Hicks with the young ladies;
kept cold. It's good practice to blend in flour, thyme, salt. pepper,,
the beautiful home of Mrs. Sa-1.and Dean J. 0. Perpener, Rev.
each new bottle or carton and Worchestershire sauce. Drain
take
J.
Prof.
Beck,
Sloan.
Bigby,
P.
.vannah Randolph on Otis st. The
stock to butter
Porter, G. of milk straight to the sink, vege'ables, add
A.
Bronaugh,
H.
S.
business session was presided
rinse it unopened under cold run- flour mixture. Stir in milk. Cook
Dr.
R.
and
W.
Bell,
Thacker,
over by the very efficient preei-1
low heat, stirring constantly
Prof. J. A. Cooke with the young ning water, and dry it with a over
dent, Mrs. Ovelleye Goisirich. Al
clean eloth. Then promptly put until gravy thickens. Add chicken
men.
presented
was
this meeting. She
and vegetables and pour into cas
Much information was gained tile milk in the refrigerator. Stor• serole. Top with asparagus errant
with a gavel with the club colors
ed near the freezing (init, milk
fashion and keep
of purple and gold ribbon tied from the discussions and I'm sure' can be expected to keep good eo in spoke
Into a unique bow. Winner of the as the years go by. we will have quality and flavcr 3 or 4 days, warm in oven until ready to serve
quilt was Little Miss Paula Gil- better prepared citizens of t - perhaps longer.
This recipe serves six.
more and it was received ty her morrow. The students are very .
If milk is dellvercd in clear
grandmother, Mrs. Lessie Spann. grateful to the Council for 'bringcan't be reing them up to date on charm glass bottles and
During the social hear a defrigerated promptly, it would pay
licious two-course menu was guidance. President of the Coun-1
is Mrs. Gussie Adams. Mrs., to have an insulated receiving bee
served by the hostess Guests cil
Marie Penn served as chairman for it. Sunlight destioye we of
present, who gave beautiful mu-I
the vitamins and develops an off
steal selections, were Misses Dar- for the entire day.
flavor in a very Aar! time. Milk
lene Hutson. Hornora HardY, With Spring in the air, and the
should be out of the refrigerator
Pauline Murray. Mrs. John L. singing of (hr birds, I can also
only long enmigh to poor for use.
Davis and her daughter, Barbara. hear the sound of music whit*
ex•
lets us know that spring dances Don't mix new milk with 01.1
Mrs. Ada McNeely was the
cent fir 1.nmeduite use. for CT.
charming hostess to the Civic are in the making. If you're ample, with this delicious cheeeen
Pride club on March 27 in her Greek, cr a friend of a Greek. sol recipe
for you; for you are more
home on Stonewall st. This meet- happy
this
assured of a bid
Get' Chicken is a "134 at Buy"
ing is always looked forward to or less
.spa.eg and you'll find this Chicken
and
those
in
formals
get
intact
Get your vitamins the easy coland barbecued chicken requested
Hunter Style atteuirtire entree.
orful way. Eat raw vegetable sal
as' only Mrs. McNeely. herself, the gay mood. I believe the Kan- CHICKEN HUNTER t•TYLE
gas will start the whirlwind on
can prepare this tasty dish.
ken, cut up ads with creamy cottage cheese
1 po.nd stewing
Friday night in Trenton, Tenn.
In the center of a large platter
Three faithful memners were
1 onion, sliced
If you don't care to dance, 6 cups water
cottage
fresh, creamed
pile
missed. Mesdames Marie Penn,
cheese — about one, pint for four
Georgia Kelley and Lillie Bell. many ether forms of entertain, 1 tsp salt
Around this arrange rings of
tsp. pepper
Mesdames Penn and Kelley were ment are in store for you as; 1
out of the city attending meet- school nears closing time. Re-I Place above i• 1:(r:ients In a rot sticks, onion rings, cucumber
ing's ifi St. Louis and Memphis,. serve May 2 for th( Southern laige kettle Brim; to boil and green pepper. radish roses, car
respectively, Mrs. Lillie Bell was Serenaders at Merry High school.' simmer 1 1-2 hours or until ch., k (dices and tomato wedges. Serve
confined in the hospital at that This always promises to be a en is tender Remove from bone with a protein roll. Use paper
night of fun.
plates' and clips for hot or cold
leaving it in large piece!.
brne.
accompanying beverage,
SO the social hour prizes were
Parents end teachcra. just toj 3 cups chicken stock
An interesting Italian dressing
woe by Mesdames Mary Blair,' remind you of the State PTA1 6 small onions, hrlved
for this salad migh' be: i envel
and Fern 1 meeting to take place at Merry• 6 carrots, cut in 2-inch pieces
Ovelleye Goodrich
ope Italian salad drt ssing mix,
Walker. Mrs. Bessie Merry, lion- High school on April 24 and 25. 1 cup sliced celery
vinegar, water and oil. Shake well
oral" club sister, has recently re- All have the opportunity to share 1-2 cup butter •
The lui.cheen is eelf service and
turned to Jackeon and is hoping and find out what other% are do.' 1-2 cup flcur
no after the-ineal work. Just throw
ing in other partt of the state. 1-2 tsp. thyme
Is tweet with her club soon.
cups and plates away.
1 tsp. salt
Ifts annuli PTA Day at MEI Everyone is welcome.
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MORTON FROZEN CHICKEN, BEEF, TURKEY
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GORTON FROZEN

JANA C. PORTER

Yes Madame,
With Spring in the air and a
song of thanksgiving in your
heart — why not treat yourself
and your family to a baking
spree? It is so easy with your
sack of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour always on hand.
With Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour a cake is light, delicious,
tender and so easy to bake.
Rolls and pies are fun and
easy too. Put the pie in your
freezer to bake at a later date.
Let the cake and rolls have a
dinner date with Dad and the
small fry.
STRAWBERRY DESSERT
2 1-2 C. Jack Sprat enriched
flour
2-3 C. butter or shortening
1 1-4 C. milk
3 eggs

on E

rres.er
7l4s
p
High
The
Mem

LIBBY

Btls.

1
1
3
1

2,3 C. sugar
tap. salt
1-2 taps. baking powder
tsp. vanilla

Sift together dry ingredients
cream butter and shortening in
bowl until light. Add flour and
milk alternately. Beat vigorously for 2 minutes, add eggs
and vanilla.
Beat as before for 2 minutes.
Pour into two 9-inch pans that
have been greased and lined
with wax paper. Bake in oven
250 degrees for 15 minutes.

STRAWBERRY CREAM
FILLING
2 C. milk
1-4 tsp. salt
2 eggs, separated
12 C. sugar
1-4 C. corn starch
1-3 C. sliced strawberries
Combine 1 1-2 cups of milk.
1-4 cup of the sugar and the
salt and scald by bringing just
to a boil. Blend the remaining
1-2 cup cold milk, and the corn
starch and stir into the scalded milk mixture. Cook until
and thickens.
mixture boils

stirring constantly. Cool to lukewarm. Beat egg whites until
fluffy, add remaining 1-4 cup
sugar and beat until stiff. Fold
thoroughly into cream filling;
cool thoroughly and fold sliced
berries when ready to spread.
Spread thickly between layers
of cake, sprinkle with granulated sugar. Serve with strawberry sauce or fresh straw-berry ice cream. Try it! Jack
flour makes
Sprat enriched
such good cakes.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter,
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BAPTIST INDUSTRIAL INST. PRESENTED ON BIG STAR SHOW
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THERE IS ALWAYS fine listening for the huge Mid-South WDIA
audience as the kilocycles of the Mid-South's most powerful
radio station carry to points—north, south, east and west—the
enjoyable performances of the boys and girls who parade before
the microphone of the Big Star Food Stores talent show. The fine
group pictured above are from the Baptist Industrial Inst., Hernando, Miss.. Rev. f' T. Paige is the principal. This group, who

performed admirably for the Big Star audience are, first row,
left to right, Mae Ella Milam, Mrs. L. B. Collier, Mrs. A. Perry.
Mr. Benjamin Sims, Earline Milam. Second row: Nettie Owens,
Evelyn Fepples, Irene Logan, and Rob(, Milam. Third row: Barbara Mitchem, Beniestine Mitehem, Miss Arlene Patton, Mr.
William Jones, Rev. C. T. Paige, Mr. Robert Jones, and Robert
Hayes. You also can appear on a Big Star show! Just contact
WDIA for an audition tryout.
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Stork Stops

By TOMMY PARKER

A special Easter program was and Miss 011ie Mae Varnado
held last Sunday evening at the all from the same college were
J6t..
Church of God in Christ, S. 15th home.
at. Mrs. Gertrude Hightower was
In charge. Elder F. Smith is pas- An Easter program was held,
last Sunday aftenwein at the New
tor of the church.
Mt. Zion M. B. church N. 9th
Miss Bettye Williams arrived st. Miss Evelyn Branch was in
horns to spend the Easter holi- charge. Rev. W. E. Battle,
church
day with her uncle, V. Gamble,
Born at John Gaston hospital:
• ••
and Mrs. Roosevelt Gray of 489 and Mrs. Freddie Shaw of
of S. 18th at. Miss Williams atApril 5, 1158
Buntyn.
Belmont.
tends Tougaloo college in Touga- Rev. J. G. Randolph, pastor of
A son, Keith Lenard, to Mr. and
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. I
the Old St. Paul M. B. church is
J
A daughter, Jocelyn Marie, to
ioo, Miss.
Mrs.
Herman E. Brown of 313 Di• Tucker of 848 Speed.
in the John Gaston hospital, Mem"
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Miller
' Also home for the holidays was phis, Tenn,
son.
A son, Frank Anthony, tit*.
of 1383 Saxon,
Jethro Terrell, a student at AM&N The
A
son,
Anthony,
to Mr. and and Mrs. Wilbert Moore od.
Magnolia Gospel Singers of
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. George
college at Arkansas. He is the Memphis
Mrs. Jessie Robinson of 1942 Car- David.
gave a tawnieal program
we
Cowen of 1451 Roberts rd.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Ter- last
ver.
A son, Curtis to Mr. and MC
Sunday afternoon, st 701 S.
A daughter, Riviera Romer*, to
rell, of S. 13th at. James Clemons 18th it. Rev. Carey
daughter,
Velvet
A
Ann.
Mr.
to
Albert Grandberry of 1182 'runt*
is pastor. MORTHOL'SE CHOIR — The 40Mr. and Mrs. Wiley B. Jones eh
club of Metropolitan Baptist.
certs apart from the 40-voice
and Mrs John Glover of 114 W. De- April 2, 1958
1125 Tulley.
x oice Morehouse College Choir
Their repertoire ranges from
group. The choir features solovent.
A son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mt
A daughter, Rendia Fay, to Mr.
nuder the direction of Wenthe complicreed contrammtal
ists also, with accompaniA son, Bobble Gene, to Mr. and Dave Spencer of 949
dell Whalum, a Memphian,
and Mrs. Percy Calloway of 2291
Tennessele
works of Bach to the rhythmic
ment of organ and piano. Mr.
Mrs.
Claude
T.
Hubbard
934
of
A son, Larry, to Mr. and M3i
Eldridge.
will appear In concert at Metharmonies of the Negro spirit.
Whalum, the director, is a
Tulley.
e-apothem .Baptist &arch .an
Ilenry Dean of 1727 E. SilverrwA daughter, LaJuana Joyce, to
rats mid the imeonsful seasagraduate of Morehouse and niApril 75 beginning at 8:15 p.m.
A son, Bruce Wayne, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis of 1328 A son. Michael Anthony, to
lions of the spirituals of the
cei‘ed his master's degree
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Q.
S.
Williams
of
The popular group, which is
Mrs. Johnnie L. Gavin of 9.20
Nicholas.
St. Helena. Shown in photo
from Columbia unhersity. He
Tillman.
SOO
composed of men, Is being
the guartet of the choir which
Mall.
now
.11•
A son, Larry. to Mr. and Mrs.
has done further study at the
April 7, 1911
Installation services for Rev Sunday to visit hie pr.renta, Rev.
sposisored beet by the Rebecca
is capable el rendering ewe
A daughter, Winnle Jean, to*
T. J. Golden of 2319 Eldridge.
University of Iowa. and Is a
W. A. Owens, the new pastor of and Mrs. W. S.
A son. Stanley Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Echols
Vance. Mr. Bredvery accemplished eirgasilst.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Will
of 952
Morning Star Baptist church, will a= is employed at the
and Mrs. Eugene Harris of 56 now Mall.
Firestone
Ervin of 382 Mosby.
•
Croon, officiating.
be conducted there on Sunday plant there, and his
wife is an
A daughter, Stephanie. to
A daughter. Barbara Ann, to Fay.
afternoon, April 20. The sermon elementary school teacher.
Easter program was given at;
A daughter. Jacqueline Denise, and Mrs. Tom White
Their
Harvey
of
George
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
764
AL
for the occasion will be preached children are William,
the Monnag Star church, and a
to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Hall of
jr., sod
2238 Clayton.
large audience was present to see/
by Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of the Jacquelyn Ann.
1095 Pearce.
April
ri
10,
1958
Sedearie,
daughter,
Mr.
A
to
the childrea in the latest fash
Metropolitan Baptist church in Plans
A daughter, Vera Mae, to Mr. A son, Dimitrls
are now going full-speed ions,
and Mrs. Robert Jones of 1359
Andre' to
Memphis.
and to tot;:xy the numbers
and Mrs. Will Davis of 240 Guth- and Mrs. Robert Davenport
for the Strawberry Jubilee which
Kennedy.
el
given.
A recent arrival to the city, he will be held here is May,
rie.
and it
A daughter, Gloria Jean, to Mr.
Oa the program committee atj
will be introduced by Rev. W. S. will be highlighted by the selecA
daughter.
Geraldine,
to
Mr.
son, 3616
Mark Anthony, to Mr.
263
A Mln
and Mrs. Vernon Bruce of 1410
Morning Star were Mrs. Lucile
Vance. The music for the service tion of the King and Queen.
Holy Week was observed by the college and was an honor roll stuand Mrs. Adolph Oasis of 4779 and Mrs. Stanley Lovett
None Robinson, Mrs. Ruth Carr.
1, Woodward.
of 871
Mrs ' churches in this area climaxing dent last quarter.
will be provided by the church of the contestants
Armstrong.
will be over Lula Lyons, and Mrs.
Polk.
A son, Andrew, to Mr. and Mrs.
choir.
Carrie with special services, music and
twelve years el age, and raversl
Miss
Eva
A
daughter,
Barbee
enjoyed
Shelia
Ann,
Mr.
a
to
An Easter egg hunt was gives clubs will be sponsoring young Jones.
flowers celebrating the Resurrec- lovely evening with relatives and 'Clinton Pace of 264 N. Colorado. and Mrs. Rochester McCracken of A son, Preston Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hillis Coleman of 1750 Huntfor the happy and high.spirited contertants. Proceeds from
tion of our Beloved Savior.
friends this week. Mrs. Vera Jen- Avail 1,11)5
3466 Wexford.
the
er.
youngsters attending the Gillespie Jubilee will go towards
Vegetation, too reappeared for nings of Chicago, Ill., Mrs. Ed Twin sons, Donald Perry and Apre 11, 1158
assisting
A son, Oliver Perry, to Mr. and
Kindergarten school on Good the kindergarten.
the earth had taken on a new Atkins and Miss Woods of New- Ronald Terry. to Mr. and Mrs. A We, to Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Mrs. Norris McBee of 1407 Eng.**
Friday, and around 23 or at, 01
cloak of green and buttercups bern, Mrs. Joe Alexander, Mr. Louis Phillips of 2302 Winnona. Morris of 234 N. McLean.
A Negro housing project is now
wood.
the children were '
'
14 anxious to being constructed here. It is prewere pointing up their beautiful and Mrs. Lawrence Ray Fisk of
A son, George Henry, to Mr. A son, Willie Reobin, to Mr.
n1;
find the colored eggs left by
A son. Anthony Lewis, to
bps to be kissed by the morning Yorkville were her guest;. llie
dicted that the prove will do
"Easter Bun" that they couldn't
and Mrs. Eddie Holmes of SM
:
.
dew. and Easter lilies graced the teachers are attending the Ten- She reports that the trip was 0
much in adding to the beauty of
Linden,
see for looking, and had to be the city.
church altars. Easter bunny and nessee Educational Congress in quite inspiring to her and that,
assisted to the hidden loot.
son.
A
James
Earl,
to Mr. and
baskets ef eggs were in evidence Nashville this weekend and stu- now, more than ever, she wants
Mrs. Doris Bryson. one of the
Assisting in the affair were
Mrs. Elbert Grantham of 38871
everywhere, relatives and friends dents are looking forward to flee- to attend college,
staff members at the Gillespie
Airways.
ing
a
"new
look"
returned from our near-by northin classes next
Win' Julia Marsh Mrs Ccir
We wish to thank Willie Louis
"
. " Kindergarten school is still on
'ellerford, Miss Northcrass, "
Mrs.
A daughter, Angela Jean, Lew
ern cities, children with their week growing out of this wonder- Wynne for helping us out with This week the campus has been
Vance, Mrsr. Rubie Moody, and the sick list, and appears to be
ful
experience
Easter
teachers
speeches,
are
choirs
havrendering
Sour column, as he will be doing bubbling over with activities. Then- Mr. and Mrs. Wonnie P. Hill
improving at this writing. EveryMrs. Champion.
cantatas and everybody bedecked ing this week.
20 W. Jeter.
for a few weeks due to some
Plans are being made to carry one is hoping that she will soon
Miss Jessie Mae Fields, daugh- serious "eye-trouble" your scribe day night, April 1, the 1st, 2nd
in gay colors joined in the Easter
A son, Walter James, to Mr.
the children to the Memphis zoo recover. Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Olice
Parade.
is having. Be sure to read "ON and 3rd grades presented their and Mrs. Joe Flemming of 1341..
as a treat lust before school is a teacter at the Stigall High
Families were united along with attended the NliA meeting in THE CAMPUS AT ROSENWALD' version of /"Little Red Riding Michigan.
school was also confined, but she.
closed.
friends for various meals during Nashville at A. & I. State college elsewhere in this issue. Until next Hood," and Wednesday, April 9, A son, Wesley Sherron, to Mr.
Mahalia
Jackson. the famous is up and about now.
Statement of the Week:
the day. Mrs. Clara Nest very as a delegate from her school. week, ADIOS.
Mrs. Eddie L. White of 1454
"The Crucifixion and Resur- Since the
gospel singer, will be presented
the 4th, 5th arid 8th grades pre- and
sophomore activities graciously entertained the Rev.
Crump.
in concert at the Carver High rection of Jesus' was the subject are coming to • close, I
sented
three
plays.
act
one
requested
and
Mrs. W. C. Rogers, Mr. and
A son, Willie Wade, jr., to Mr.
school in Brownsville on Monday of a sermon delivered by the • statement from its
The junior class presented the and Mrs. Willie W. Liggins, of 1520
president. Mts. J. L. O'DanMI of Jackson,
evening, May 12. et 8:00 p. m., pastor, Rev. Burnett, at the Lane Booker T. Wade:
"Handsome
Beauty"
and
her
son
Contest.
Mr.
Dorsey
West
of
MemWebb.
and many persons in Humboldt Chapel CMF. church on Easter, "The sophomore class of
1957- phis, Mesdames Cordelia O'Daniel,
Each contestant displayed a vivid
A son, Henry, Jr., to Mr. and
are planning to be present to and a number of viritors were 56 started the year off unaware
Drucilla
personalities
array
Douglass,
of
course
Hollis
.Of
Jordan,
Mrs. Henry Ingram of 539 Weal.
meet the gospel singer in person. present for the impressive serv- that it would be the first officially
Virginia O'Daniel, Erma Partee,
only
could
six
win.
Viola
Willis
ice.
Humboldt and Brownsville are
ley.
organized tenth grade. To have and Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wilkins
is Miss Rosenwald, Mary Rem
cooperative communities, and supA program Wila presented by been elected president of
this at a mid-day dinner on Easter
Rodgers placed second, and Jean. April 11, 1958
port each other in the sponsor- the children of the church in an class has given me more
A daughter, Felects Aim, to Mr.
honor Day.
nette Johnson placed third. Walship of such cultural events. evening service. Everyone en- than I anticipated. For
I am
Speaking of dinners, the lovely
lace Burns Is Mr. Rosenwald, and Mrs. Ray J. Joyner of 1161
Tickets may be obtained by con- joyed the program, and the child- proud of this class
NASHVILLE — An Academic of Alpha Kappa Mu. Dr. Cothran
of young Peo- home of the Boothe', nettled
Willie Wynn placed recant ars!
in
tacting Mrs. W. S. Vance.
ren, of course, were dressed in ple whirls I am a member.
suggested that colleges should lienry
1 know
A son, Ozzie James, to Mr. and
Simmons placed third. Mrs.
Rev. B. G. Ragsdale delivered their Easter best. Program com- that these sophomores will leave the grove of trees, rolling hills Hall of Fame for outstanding sponsor stimulating
Mrs. Willie L. Henderson of 1880
that
contests
covered
with
daffodils, the scent scholars will be established at
Geraldine Burnett wishes to thank
bis farewell sermon as the pas- mittee
members who deserve the finest of imprints throughout
of fresh air and wild flowers Tennessee State university, Presi- involve braimmwer rather than the parents for whom each con- Patton.
tor of St. James Baptist chorch special commendation are Ma- the year that they study
musclepower, and concluded, "The
as soph- greatly aided Dr. and Mrs.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
0. W.
on Easter; however, the family dames Lerlia Cunningham, Fran- omores and throughout
the years Bough in entertaining their guests dent W. S. Davis announced. The world is asking the scholar to lead testant appeared through the co- Mrs. Clarence Parker, of 930 N.
will remain in the city until after ces Givens, Emma J. $agans, they serve as Washingtonia
operation of each patron, the judgIt
ns.
and
if
the
scholar
fails, it will
with a special dinner party re- move is In accord with one of the
Mrs. Ragsdale cogipletes the and Maggie Linningham.
es, the stage hands and contest- Second (R).
This class has given the best
suggestions made by Alpha Kappa be a desperate betrayal indeed.'
A daughter, Bridgett Anita, to
cently.
present school term at Sttigall
ants.
The Outlook club held a recent of its ability to do any job given
Speaking
at
fourth
the
general
The dining table was covered Mu Honor Society's 20th Annual
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie L. Jones of
High school,
meeting at the home of Mrs. 0. to them. They have and are doing
seniors
The
are
rehearsing
for
session
the
of
convention,
AKM
with
Eldridge.
1820
Dr.
a
Convention
keynote speaker Dr. S.
large imported pink French
The William BrocInax family of R. Farmer, with the organize their best to not only
their play entitled "A Class Trip"
be the first lace cloth on which there was
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
an I. Wright, Fisk university's presi- James Nabrit. professor of 1 a w
Memphis was here on Easter tion'a president,
Mrs. Louise but the best organized sophcknore arrangement
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COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Dally Open on Sundays
I don't make sire home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
In look for the right sire and the riot same.
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PROUDEST ACHIEVEMENT
IN UNION PROTECTIVE'S 25YEARS OF INSURANCE HISTORY
* * *

Presenting theY New Silver Anniversary Policies
* **
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first Choice for Security and Protection
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IN THE FUTURE?
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For the first time in Twenty-five Years
Union Protective Assurance Company is offering to the Public
ORDINARY LIFE INSURANCE ...
Ills designed to meet every need that could arise in a home. There are Educational Policies for the children, Endowment
Policies for all, Life Policies for the masses, and Retirement Income Policies for many. There are Policies designed especially for professional folk, Policies designed for a specific period of time and Policies designed to retire the indebtedness
that may be outstanding at the death of the head of the household. Union Protective Policies are so designed that a person
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seeking insurance protection can find through them a solution to his every insurance need. Why not call a Union Protective
insurance agent at no obligation to discuss with you the possibility of satisfying your insurance needs.

Come By... (all... Write...
UNION PROTECTIVE ASSURANCE1 CO.
368 Beale Ave. Ph. JA. 6-3297
DISTRICT NO. 1 --- 364 BEALE AVENUE
I. N. FRANKLIN, Manager
JA 5-1488

LEWIS H. TWIGG, President

EAST MEMPHIS DISTRICT -- 2364 PARK AVENUE
R. L. RANKINS, Manager
FA 4-7692
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